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A B S T R A C T 

Four parameters describe the mixing of the three quark generations in the 
Standard Model of the weak charged current interaction. These four parameters 
are experimental inputs to the model. A measurement of the mean lifetime of 
hadrons containing 6-quirks, or B-Hadrons, constrains the magnitudes of two of 
these parameters. 

Measurement of the B-Hadron lifetime requires a device that can measure the 
locations of the stable particles that result from B-Hadron decay. This device must 
function reliably in an inaccessible location, and survive high radiation levels. We 
describe the design and construction of such a device, a gaseous drift chamber. 
Tubes of 6.9 mm diameter, having aluminized mylar walls of 100 pm thickness 
are utilized in this Vertex Chamber. It achieves a spatial resolution of 45fim, and 
a resolution in extrapolation to the B-Hadron decay location of 87ftm. Its inner 
layer is 4.6cm from e + e~ colliding beams. 

The Vertex Chamber is situated within the MAC detector at PEP. We have 
analyzed both the B4pb _ 1 of integrated luminosity accumulated at y/j = 29GeV 
with the Vertex Chamber in place as well as the 210 pb~' accumulated previously. 
We require a lepton with large momentum transverse to the event thrust axis to 
obtain a sample of events enriched in B-Hadron decays. The distribution of signed 
impact parameters of all tracks in these events is used to measure the B-Hadron 
Bight distance, and hence lifetime. 

The trimmed mean signed impact parameters arc 130 ± 19/im for data accu
mulated with the Vertex Chamber, and 162 ± 25jim for previous data. Together 
these indicate an average B-Hadron lifetime of 

[ +0 22 1 

1.37 ' stat.±0.11 ays. x (l ±0.15 sys.) psec. 
We separate additive and rfittipln ...ive systematic errors because the second does 
not degradf* the statistical significance of the difference c*r the result from 0. 

m e dominates 6-quark decay the corresponding weak mixing matrix element 
JVcfcj = 0.047 ± 0.006 ± 0.005, where the first error is from this experiment, and 
the second theoretical uncertainty. If b-v dominates, \V„b\ = 0.033 ± 0.004 ± 0.12. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 General Discussion 

Elementary Particle Physics is the search for the most fundamental con
stituents of matter and energy, and the study of their interactions. At the 
present, we believe these constituents to be: quarks, the fermions that constitute 
neutrons and protons; leptons, fermions such as the electron; and gauge bosons, 
such as the photon. The rules for the interactions of these constituents have 
come to be known as the Standard Model. The Standard Model consists of the 
recently unified theories of electromagncttsm and the weak interaction, rv-w re
ferred to as the single tltttrowtak theory, and a similar theory that describes the 
strong interaction between quarks, Quantum Chromo-Dynamics (QCD). Grav
ity is not usually considered part of the Standard Model, because a generally 
accepted quantum theory of gravitation has not yet emerged. 

The existing Standard Model contains some IS parameter* which are not 
predicted by the model, and are determined entirely by experiment. This dis
sertation concerns the measurement of the mean lifetime of hadrons containing 
b-quarks, or £-hadron3. From this measurement, we can derive boundaries on 
two of the 18 parameters of the Standard Model. The Standard Model states 
interrelationships between the fl-hadroii lifetime and other physical measure
ments; if these interrelationships prove to be false, we may infer new phenomena 
outside the Standard Model. 

1.1.1 The Standard ModtP 

Some information about the fermions of the Standard Model \B given in 

1. Introduction 

Tabic 1.1, while Tabb 1.2 describes the gauge bosons. Fermions Interact with 
one another via the gauge bosons, implying that the gauge bosons can mediate 
the decay of fermions, and in particular, the fr-quark. The form of the interaction 
is Intimately connected with » mathematical property of the equations that 
describe the interaction, local gauge invariance. It is in the past twenty years 
that importance of local gauge invariance has been appreciated: the property 
also seems, in a beautiful and subtle manner, to guarantee that an acceptable 
quantum field theory can be developed from the claiiical field equations, The 
Hrrtroweak theory and QCD are constructed around focal gauge invariance, 
giving the gauge bosons their name. 

It is the massive W gauge boson of the electroweai interaction that mediates 
6-quark decay. On the surface, a massive gauge boson is directly incompatible 
with local gauge invariance. This impediment has been overcome through the 
introduction of a symmetry in the field equations that is not respected by the 
ground stale of the fields, a BO called spontaneously broken symmetry. The 
manner in which this spontaneously broken symmetry has been introduced into 
t!io Standard Model not only allows a locally gauge invariant description of the 
11', but also links electromagnctism and the weak interaction into the unified 
clectrowcak interaction, and predicts the existence of the Z" gauge boson at 
approximately the same mass as the W. 

A schematic of how the W allows the 6-quark to decay appears in Figure 1.1. 
The IV provides the means for the b to transmute into a charge +2/3 quark, 
cither a c or a u, with the accompaniment, of debris from the W, This process 
does not occur instantaneously after the production of the 6. The time elapsed 
is related to the strength with which the W couples to the (bZ) and (vE-) quark 
pairs. These two coupling strengths are not predicted by the Standard Model, 
and are the two parameters which can be limited by measurement of the B-
hadron lifetime. 

In fact, the rules of the electroweak theory allow any of the charge - 1 / 3 
quarks to transmute into any charge 2/3 quark via the emission of a W. We 
know of (or strongly suspect there to exist) three types of each charge quark, 
allowing 3 x 3 = B possible transitions. The coupling strength for each transition 
tan be described by one complex number; therefore at most 0 X 2 = 18 parame-
t̂ re are needed to describe all of these. These 18 parameters are not the 18 fun-



1.1 Gtn*r*t DiteuMiion 3 

Leptons Quarks 
Charge 0 -1 -1/3 2/3 

'Fint Generation' 
Symbol 
Name 
Mau 

v, t 
* £ | » electron 
<4«eV 0.51 lMeV 

a* u 
down up 

O.S4GeV 0.34 GeV 

'Second Generation1 

Symbol 
Name 
Mau 

EEtrino ««» 
<250keV 105.?MeV 

e * 
•trange charm 

0.51 GeV 1.5 GeV 

'Third Generation' 
Symbol 
Name 
Max 

V, T 
tau t,,, 
neutrino *•" 

<70MeV UHGtV 

» t 
bottom top 
4.9 GeV > 23 GeV 

TMt i.l Tk< Fundamental Ferauoai? Tit ttptoaa iataract eadiahrely via tk* alec-
trowuk iataraetioa; tk* qatrk* interact aleo via tk* stroaf iaUractioa. W* 
kave not coaduivtly ohaarnd a qiark ia itoUiioa, so we believe tk* etioaf 
forct coafia** qaark* to th* iaaide of kadnaa. Tk* koriaoatal amageaMit 
of certain pain of leptoaa witk otkar pain of qiirke, >.i.{v„ •) witk (*\u). 
into 'tuaratioan' ia aomawkat arbitrary tad kiatorical. Thar* ie a tkeontkil 
artnnuit that for *aco. Upton pair nek aa [v„t) iker* akoald *net a coan-
binatioa of chaise -1/3 aad 2/3 qaarka, nek ai (i, u). Tk* aaitriao* Baud 
may ba maaaleai; tk* experimental ippar liaaiu oa their Mem an akowa. 
Uoat matur consist* of tk* maaaivt temioai ia tk* Firat Generation. All 
bit tk* antriao* ia tk* Sacoad aad Third GtMratioaa an kaowa to ba aa-
etablt; th*y transmit* into combiaatioea of d aad v-qaarka, ekctran, aad 
aaatriaoa. Tk* r leptoa aad tk* i-qiark wan diatovatad ia tk* 1970'*; ao 
avidcae* for the t-qnark kaa ba*a coaclaaivaly foaad, bat w* aatkipate it oa 
tkaoMtkal froonde. Poraack typa of farmioa tkcro axiot* aa aati-fannion aa 
wall. 

damental parameter! of the Standard Model, and the current Standard Mod'jl 
atatea that only /our are necessary to describe all of the nine possible quark 
transmutations. The B-hadron lifetime puts limits on two of the four 'quark 
mixing' parameters, but when considered along with other measurements, can 
teat whether the Standard Model's reduction from 18 to four is correct. 
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Name Symbol Charge Mass Force 
Photon i 

Charged Intermediate _. 
Vector Boson w 

Neutral Intermediate ~o 
Vector Boson ^ 

Gluon g 

0 < 3 x l 0 - " e V Electroweak 
±1 ~ 82 GeV Electroweak 
0 ~ S3 GeV Elsctroweak 
0 ~ 0 Strong 

Title l.t Tkt Fiadaateatal Gain Bona*. Tk* boaoaa an a**ociat*d with certain 
fotca* between qaarka; tkaaa nr* akowa. Tk* pkotoa k tk* earner of tka alac-
tromafaetic force; eloctroaiaiaetkm kaa been mntbvaatically laiJiad with 
tk* w*ak iattractioi iato tka olactromk fore*. Tk* IV bona anbtaa the 
traaamitation of tbc knvy fan&ioaa ia Tabl* 1.1 to tk* lighter fermioae. 

1,2 Theoretical Discussion 

The rate of decay of B-hadrons can, in principle, ba completely calculated 
from the Lagrangean of the Standard Model, up to the two unknown Kobayashi-
Maskawa (KM) matrix elements. In practice, QCD proves a major obstacle 
to the calculation. At the present, calculations of the JMiadron lifetime are 
uncertain to at least the 25% level. Calculations of the B semileptonic rate 
alone are lass uncertain, and probably can be trusted at the 259t level. 

1.2.1 Formalitm 

In the Standard Model, quarks couple to W-bosons via the current 

where 

J" = B V r ( l - - » K 

and the mass eigenstates of the i** generation quark doublet are (u,,d,). The 
expression g/(2\/2) = G^Mwlr1!*. The V{j are the elements of the KM quark 
mixing matrix? often expressed for three generations as 

fVu V„ V%b\ 

v=\vct va vct . {i-i] 
Vv,.- v„ v,J 
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u 
Kt«r< 1.J Disfraai el 0-kubva Dccer. Tke J - a i d m U U I I H H I I I ^ U K I , 

* a k * coaUlu btfkit a i ^ u r * u d • Cutis,urk. Tee t i w k aaiu e I f 
keen, u d truemetet late e «<etrk. Cawtt ie eaaeervei is Ikie i m w ; 
U» iaitial • ass curt* - 1 / J ; U M eabnteeit W sad t hen a art Claris 
«l - 1 + S/* - - l / » . The W iimtmilm te • Mcsti** ansa sad e • • « 
uliantrimoi Ik . « sad f l» l i» l» | B •»«»• U l f f 1 M M . 

For N quark generations, the V<y can be described by N* complex or 2JVS real 
numben. Such a description i* always phenomenologlcslhr comet, but if there 
it no new physics hidden in V, and merely the mixing of N generations within 
the Standard Model, a substantial reduction in parameters can be effected. Uni-
tarity provides N* independent constraints. The remaining degree* of freedom 
describe one common phase and Z[N -1) relative phases of the quark fields that 
alter no physics, so are irrelevant. This allows N* - 1 - 2(JV - 1} - {tf - l ) 1 

real numbers to specify all the K,-. If V were r*al, it would be analogous to a 
rotation matrix in JV-dimenslonal space. A number of real angles equal to the 
number of unique axis pairs, or \N(N - 1 ) , would be sufficient to describe V. 
This implies (N - 1)* - \N{N - 1) * \[N - l)(N - 2) phases are needed, in 
addition, to describe complex V. 

For two generation!), only one real angle is sufficient to describe V; this is just 
the Cabibbo angle. For three generations, three real angles and one phue are 
sufficient. This phase mitM be sufficient to describe the observed CP violation 
in the K° system. However, it is possible that three real angles and one phase 
are not sufficient to describe measurements of quark mixing and CP violation. 
Then new physics outside the Standard Model, such as a fourth generation of 
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quarks and Uptons, would be implied. 

A convenient parameterization* of V for N generations can be built from 
simple rotation matrices 

v = n(W.i)N...niWniK...nMniinii 

where the N x N matrices (()„) arc nearly the identity matrix, except fcr the 
»** and j 1 * columns and rows 

» J 

Cj,- • cos(»«) 

Si, = «in(#,j) 

= 0, if j=H; 
otherwise. 

The ( fu, . . . . »( W _J)N) are the \N[N - 1) real angles, and the (tu t(N-i)) 
the \{N - 1){N - 2) phases. This parameterisstion keeps V simple above the 
diagonal. For three generations 

- ( : 

cncis «it<:iJ • i s e " " 1 » \ 
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Fiftrt l,t Spectator Apprcximttiot of B-hnlroti D*uy. The JS-htdrob it utatntd to 
wuiii 1 entirely of iu vikact qaark Mate, cither i§ if » me»on or fcgg if > 
feu-yon. The decay it coaiidtrtd equivalent to frt* quark decay at the ft; my 
(fleet of ifiLer-ftcivoB txtw*tx the W product* u d the c or other qnarka ia 
igoortd. Wilfeovl phut rpatt affect*, *h* jcftoiu WODJJ rote/' witfc weight 
1, the ^narka S from color. / and •' r*pm»t the KM rouiion of iht m u i 
ckgeuthtee u, d. 

1.2.2 Noitw Spectator Modti 

In the NaWe Spectator Model* the effects of gluons and of non-6 quarks in 
5-hadrons are ignored. The only relevant process is exhibited in Figure 1,2. The 
6-quark lifetime differs from the xnuon lifetime only because l)the mass of ihc 
6-quaik ia greater than that of the muon; 2) mote 6nal Bibles arc kinematic ally 
acceuible; and 3)the 3 decrees of freedom of color are Available' when the W 
hadroniiw. 

TOT the moment ignoring phase »p*tc factors, one estimates 

= S x l O " ( < - ^ _ ) , ( | V c t | s

 + | ^ | ' ) . -

In this crude approximation, the B semileptonic branching ratio is 1/9 =11%. 

Available phase space' reduce* the partial d«cay rate for the process b-Hjpipi 
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by a factor 

U - . ) \ 

ITlg IT1( fTij 

The familiar case of "ij — mj = 0, applicable to the electron and muon partial 
decay rates, is 

7(x,0,0) = 1 -8x7-24x*]nx + 8zt-z* 

The effects of phase space on the leptonic and non-leptonic partial decay 
rates are shown in Table 1.3. One sees that phase apace reduce* b—*t partial 
rates by a factor of 2-3. 

CrMdt 
Phut 
SpMC 
+K-M 

ill <JCD 

Cor 

Such, 
and 
B*nrr' 

Gruutcu, 
W i K . u d 
Itru-' 

Altojnui 
uid 
Wolftuuij)" 

ot a* 3, au Oe Ot, &t ou Oc #w a. By Of 0u 

r, 
I 'M 

rt 

1 ) 

1 1 

(1 6 

0.5] 0.96 

D.ll 0.30 

1.79 S.9J 

0.51 0.9« 

0.11 0.36 

5.09 4.59 

0.46 0.84 

0.10 0.31 

2.15 <72 

0.33 (0.34) 0.S8 (0.S7) 0,39 

r, 
I 'M 

rt 
') 9 2.92 e.21 

18% 

3.22 d.sr 

16» 

3.17 8.71 

7hWr /.J Cajcufeted Decay K*t» The (part.aj) decay rate ia lG ,*farV<54+a,1f (J) •"'; 
rnh = 4.9GeV The fimt column giveBr«i\ltB from the NuveSptttktor Model 
u d merely conbtiag Co*) »l*ia, the eecood column tacludet ph*M tpKt *f-
fects, »od K-M mtirix demeoia for the aoo-leptohic (NL) final itttee. The 
profr«Mvv* «ff«t of two QCD correctiotn it in the next t«o column*. The 
remjUDioc toloraoi | i v e the re«\iUe of •everal calcoUtioDt for tb* MmUep* 
to&ic r*te niing quuk model w»ve functiona; in all three cam c» k u b « n 
*»JcuIjted from l ie J. J x (r|5^-i>JK') + T{B ^D*X)}, to iacojpor»t* ether 
fioal itatei. Wirbcl, Strch *nd »9*uer' Include oaly r u d p fioiJ atitM ia 
their eituniie of a u i Grip*t*vn, WUc, Mid Ugur' include li3* u d IS qau-k 
itttej Ai well. 
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1.Z.3 QCD Corrections to tkt Naivt Sputttor Modtl 

QCD alters the Naive Spectator Model is several wtyi, broadly categorized 
ai short distance effects, radiative corrections, and long distance effects. 

Short distance QCD effects leave '.jmileptonk decays unchanged, but en
hance non-leptonlc channels"'" Haxd-gluoc exchange renonnalises and destroys 
the color-blindness of the charged current Interaction between quarks. These ef
fects are normally described by two numbers, denoted *+ and e_. The color 
degree of freedom normally enhances the non-leptonic channels by a factor of 
three; short distance affects replace this by the expression 2t\ 4 «*. At the 
mass scale of the b-quark, typical estimates are c+ w 0.85, c- w 1.4! yielding 
an enhancement of 14%. 

Radiative corrections afflict both semlltptonic and non-leptonic channels. 
In the semlleptauic easei* the situation is similar to the QED correction to 
rnuon decay!4 The semileptonic rate is reduced by w t% for t-te and m 1S% 
for 6-»u. In the non-leptonie ease, the interaction of radiative corrections with 
short distance effects must be carefully considered!3 The result is an additional 
enhancement of only « 3%' 

Long distance QCD effects include any process involving the quarks other 
than the » in f-hadrons, as well as the hsdioniiation process that describes 
the evolution of final state quarks to hadrons. The experimental consequences 
of such effects include: 1) further enhancement of the non-leptonlc decay rate, 
leading to a smaller semileptonic branching ratio; 2) r(B°) j* »(B +), c* equiva
lent^, tiiB") ? T,(B*)\ 9) uncertainty In the non-leptonie partial rates as well 
as a, in the semileptonie partial rate in Table 1.3, due to fragmentation phe
nomena; and 4) B°-W mixing. The measured B semileptonic branching ratio is 
12 ± 1%, lower than the QCD-corteeted spectator model in Table l.S estimate 
of 14%. Imperfect quark masses, or long distance effects, could produce this 
discrepancy. 

The CLEO experiment has set the limits 0.44 < (I-JO/I-J-) < 2.05 at 00% 
confidence!* Two distinct physical processes could lead to rgo # TB- . In the first, 
rE- is Ungthtntd by destructive interference among the amplitudes of identical 
final states!' In the second, t>o is shortened due to a W exchange dtagram!T 

The first process is probably more operative in non-Peptonic D decays, which 
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are predominantly two-body; the higher multiplicity in B decays is llf.Me to 
destroy coherence. Normally, the second process is helicity suppressed, and 
grows only as m t, so it small compared to the spectator process, which grows 
ss m(. However, gluon emission can remove the helicity suppression, and lead 
to a rate like a,m\. Then is some controversy the importance of this process; 
Son!" suggests rg+frgo m 1.4 — 1.6; Bigi'* dissects, and argue* from the D 
system that 'B*ITB° < , 2 - °»Iy future experiment will decide. However, the 
statistical error of CLEO'* existing technique, which does not require tagging of 
B° or B~, will only improve as l/£},f, when t is their integrated luminosity. 
Therefore B°-JB~ tagging must be performed, either for direct branching ratio 
or lifetime meai-<uementa, to get a substantial improvement. 

The soft fragmentation of final state quarks into hadrons can probably bring 
uncertainty to all of the entries in Table 1.3 except the semileptonic 4 - c tran
sition. For the •emileptonic s-»e transition, quark model estimates (see below) 
for the exclusive transitions sum to near the spectator estimate. For *-»*, this 
is not true, possibly indicating the importance of non-resonant fragmentation. 

1.2.4 Estimates from tht tut of Quark Moid Want Functions 

Several researchers have estimated 0-decsy rates to exclusive semileptonic fi
nal states with uss of meson wave functions from the constituent quark model?"" 
Their motivation is to avoid the i-quark mass uncertainty, and to derive expres
sions for the lepton energy spectrum. The phenomenological Lorents structure 
of the transition matrix element* is developed, and then the wave functions are 
used to estimate the unknown form factors. Only the £-hadron mass, which 
» well known, appears in the leading m' factor. The results of three of these 
estimates are shown in Table 1.3. 

There is a large discrepancy between the calculations. Recently, this discrep
ancy has been traced to one form factor that disappears in the non-relativistic 
limit. Most of the discrepancy appear* in the exclusive channel B-*D'lV[. 

1.2.5 Discussion Concerning Calculated Decay Rett* 

The result from the QCD corrected Naive Spectator Model i*: 

I = r, m S.2 x 10" ( j ^ v ) ' (|V«,|' + MIV.,11) . - ' |1.3). 
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long-distance effects are totally ignored in this model, and could substantially 
aJter the non-leptonic decay rates used in this reault. The decay rate is heavily 
dependent on the value of mt used; at least mt = 4.9 ± 0.2 GeV» is allowed 
by existing data. If one considers only the semileptonic decay rate, QCD uncer
tainties are reduced. Use of the quark-mciel approach reduces the decay rate 
uncertainty caused by the e-quark mats uncertainty, at the price of new igno-
ranee over form factor*. However, both spectator and quark model approaches 
yield 

£ l = r, = « OA x iO u ( |V„ | ! + 2|V(,i|,J a"1 [M|. 
r* 

Probably the uncertainty in the factor multiplying |l',j[' is ±0.1 r 10" in either 
approach. The factor multiplying fV^f' is uncertain to 0(50%). 

l . i B-lifetime Measurement 

Before 1983, the u»e of jl.3) and the assumption that IV'̂ ) « sin(0<), where 
0, u the Cabibbo angle, led to the general belief that n <» 0.08 ps. On the one 
hand, this rate is too alow to compete with M annihilation at the T; on the other 
hand, the B flight path corresponding to r> = 0.08pa is only 2pm at the T(4s), 
where t0 « 0.0S, and 60jim at PEP or PETRA, where 10 a 2.5. These flight 
paths were considered too small to be measured, h came as a great surprise, 
therefore, "hen the MAC collaboration, followed by the Mark-Il collaboration, 
reported in 1982-83 that r t « 1-2 psr^"'* These measurements had large errors, 
however, and history has ahown, for example for the *° lifetime" that the first 
measurements of abort lifetimes are systematically long. For this reason, the 
research for this dissertation, which consisted of the design and installation of 
ail improvement to the MAC detector to better measure the /^"-lifetime, was 
undertaken. It is somewhat humorous that it is now considered 'natural' to take 
|VU| fa sin'(tft), which leads to 5-lifetimes in the picosecond range. 

The measurement of the B-lifetime at a high energy e^e" collider involves 
two steps: first, a sample of events enriched in i?-h&drons must be selected, and 
second, a measurement of the non-zero B Bight path must be made in these 
events. The most reliable enrichment technique is to require high transverse 
momentum electrons and/or muons from the B semileptonic decay. Using this 
technique purities of cs 60% and yields of 2 pb can be achieved, compared with 
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the *= 9% purity and "= 500 pb yield of inclusive continuum mult'thadron pro
duction. 

A typical example of B production and decay at PEP U portrayed in Fig
ure l.S. The 66 pair is produced, each with beam energy, modulo QED and 
QCD radiative corrections. The b and 6 eubsequently pull light quark* from 
the vacuum and hndronise into fl-hsdrons. In this process, most of the beam 
energy i* retained by each S , although typically 15% is lost to *s 6 charged, and 
« 3 neutral, light hadrons, such as »s and Ks. The B hadrons and these light 
hadrons are referred to as primaries, and their origin as the primary vertex. The 
Ih travel a short distance, then decay at the secondary vertex; the lepton used 
to Ug ;bi! events comes from thif decay. Usually a charmed particle is emitted 
Cram this decay as well, decaying at a subsequent vertex. Typically four charged 
particles result from a scrnileptonic fi decay, and six from a non-leptonic decay. 

A measurement of the event portrayed in Figure 1.3 might appear as in 
Figure 1.4. The primary vertex is n priori unknown, but should be consistent 
Willi the beam envelope, which is typically 100 X 700jjm at PEP. The centroid of 
the envelope can be measured to 25i»m with the use of Bhabha acattering events. 
The common B and ~B direction is estimated using the thrust axis, a direction 
that maximizes projected momenta of particles in the event. The trajectories of 
charged particle*, or tracks, in the plane perpendicular to beams, or x-y plane, 
are extrapolated back to the interaction region, with some error. The distance 
of closest approach, or impact parameter e, of these tracks is measured with 
respect to an estimate of the primary vertex, for example the beam centroid. 
A positive sign is attributed to 6 if it appears the B flew forward along the 
thrust iocis into th' hemisphere containing the track. A net positive impact 
parameter, when averaged over many tracks in many events, is used to measure 
the H-lifctimp. 

Tht primary goal of the research undertaken for this dissertation was the 
reduction of the error in impact parameter crra-, or crj. This goal was pursued 
by the construction and installation of a high precision drift chamber,Of vertex 
chamber (VC}, placed as close as possible to the interaction point. With this 
chamber, a reduction of ci from 390/im, as in the 1983 MAC B-lifetime measure
ment, to 90(/m, as measured with Hhabha scattering events, has been achieved. 
Secondary guals of improved niunn identification efficiency and primary vertex 
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•Vfwt J.J B Prodactioa tad Da»y at PEP. Tat it pair la froeaced at tat primary 
verttx, u u kadroaitae iato tke BTS pair, at wall at w 4 - 1 Baal kadroes. 
Tit daeay of tkt B ie aot portrayed, bat tat 0 foaa oa to decay at tat 
Mcaadary varus iato a D-kedroa tad aeaw ngat panida>. Tat D decays, 
ud altimittly eom« t>« ckars ad track* naak from tat B decay. A a m 
uaua from B ataiiltptoak decay wtta a a> UK braackias ratio, tad it aatd 
to tae avtaU at PEP. 

eetimation have been achieved. In addition, in the 1083 moMiirement, the im
pact parameter* of only lepton tracke were employed; in thii dissertation, all 
tracks in lepton taffed eventa are employed, to statistical advantage. The re-
eult, at deacribed in tubeequent chap ten, ia a B-life with a statistical error leu 
than 1/3 of that published by MAC in 1983. 

1.3.1 Rtlaiionxhip to Other Measurement) 

A measurement of the ^-lifetime can be used to constrain the macnitude 
of l vctl 3 + 2|va»l*. u discussed above. The ratio |V^|/ |V c k | can be constrained 
via studies of B decay final states. At the present time, there is no direct 
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titan 1 -i M i u i i n a l of B lift a PEP. Tkit mlfbt bt let appaaraaca af tat trail la 
Fifart l.i after ncoaatrotwa from tke dttecler. Tkt bean csatroid mifkt 
bt aaad to tatiatUa tat primary vertex, tat tkratt axia la seed to aetbaeta 
tit J»B diractioa, sad tkt impact parameter f ta BMenrt tkt see>saro B 
•if kt patk. A poaitivt ai(a it atlribstad to * if it apptui tkt B tnr aloes 
tkt tenet axlt iato tkt kemiipkcra coatalalag tkt racoaatracted track. 

evidence that VU # 0, t but upper limits on |V.»l/|Vt*| have been obtained from 
studies of the kpton energy spectrum from semiteptonic decay, and from searches 
for charmless final states. The technique is limited by theoretical uncertainty 
over the shape of the spectrum near the endpoint; |V.,|/|V,,| < 0.11-0.23 at 
00% confidence has been derived, depeodini on which theoretical model ia 
employed?' A search for fl--.*0/"^ implies |V..|/ |V e, | < 0.16-0.30 at 00» 
confidence?' Indirect evidence for |V«>| at 0 has been implied because only 0.8-
0.7 D'' per B decay have been measured. However, this measurement depended 
on outdated D branching ratios?* and probably updates to 0.7-0.0 D'* per 
B. In light of the difficulty of estimating absolute reconstruction efficiencies in 

f Since we wrote this, the ARGUS collaboration has liven evidence that 
|V^|/ |V r t | > 0.07, from observation of the decays B-.pJHr(ir)?* 
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the high multiplicity environment of B decay, this measurement may in fact he 
consistent with Vuk c= 0. 

The K° CP violation parameter 

lamfLmlV,;!',,) 1 |i .s; 

from consideration of the 'box' diagram in the Si&nd&rd ModeJ?* )t a .vyj-p/isi/ig 
that i intreossi with the mass of the top quark, m,. The reason Li the helieity 
suppression of the transition of a pseudoscalar to a spin non-iero pair via ih» 
left-handed Lagrangean of ihe Standard Model. The magnitude of Im(l',JV(u.)! 

cut be related via [1.2| to the ZMifetime. As the lifetime grows, this magnitude 
shrinks, requiring larger mi to keep [ fixed. Unfortunately, the constant of pro
portionality in [1.5] is theoretically uncertain" due to our inability \o calculate 
in QCD. Without this uncertainly, one would be able to make a solid predic
tion for mi, or provide a basis for rejection of the Standard Model when m t is 
measured. 

Two other measurements in the kaon system are heunnWe to KM matrix 
parameters: the measurement of the direct, or &S = 1, CP violation parameter 
«* and the measurement of the branching ratio K~ —*x~̂ V. «' <x imOV/'tj), and 
only weakly increases with m ( . The branching ratio K'-^f'uV is ot m?'Vt\Vlt'*. 
The relation between r1 and KM matrix elements has a large theoretical uncer
tainty from QCD, while the relationship for A'" —r ' vs> is less uncertain. In . 
sense these measurements are complementary; if mt is very lajge, an and hence 
f* can be small, but K~ —>r~vV will be large. Typical predicted values" t>( 
|<7<| are 0.001-0.01 and of K~-**-vP are" i-10 x lO" 1 0; experiments" with 
sensitivities at the low end of these ranges are tiling data now, with results 
expected in 1-2 years. 

The mixing of Ba mesons is another measurement related to KM parameters. 
SJ(,)-BJ(,) mixing is a mf|V,jV, i(„1| !/r'i. Evidence for mixing in both systems 
has recently been reported?* Most surprising is the report of Bj-Bj mixing', the 
•mallness of H, (from Ihe B-lifetiroe and il'i„!.'!f,<|) implies that Vti should 
be small as well. However?5 large mi (=; 70CeV) and/or 6 1 3 « ir can explain 
Bjj.Bj mixing within the constraints of [1.2!. 
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For the present, the simple mixing of three generations via [l.J] is sufficient 
to describe the measurements just reviewed. This may be because of our un
certainly in the QCD calculations that enter in the evaluation of every effect, 
or bt-rause the Standard Mode? with three mixed quart generation* may be a!) 
the physics there is. If so, it remains unexplained vhy any quark mixing occurs, 
and even more, why this mixing vioUtcs CP. It is clearly important to refine all 
of these measurements and calculations. 

1.4 Outline-

. In. the remainder of this dissertation, we describe the measurement of the 
B-hadron lifetime at the PEP StoraKe Ring with the MAC Detector, Chapter 
2 is devoted to the MAC Detector; in Chapter 3 the MAC Vertex Chamber is 
described, 3 high precision tracking chamber designed and built specially for the 
/'-lifetime measurement. Chapter 4 contains a discussion of the selection of the 
data sample used for the measurement; Chapter S contains the description of 
the measurement itself. In Chapter 6 we summarize and state conclusions, and 
make comparisons with other B-Iifetime measurements. 



Chapter 2 

Apparatus 

In this chapter, the apparatus that edited prior to the undertaking, of the 
research for thii dissertation ia described. The PEP e+»~ ttorace ring ie briefly 
deacribed, and then the MAC detector is described in somewhat more detail. 
The online processing of data, including selection of the multlhadron data sample 
ii discussed, as is the Monte-Carlo simulation of multihadron data. 

3.1 The PEP Storage Ring 

The concept for a large <+«- storage ring at SLAC was dereloped in a 1971 
summer study at SLAC. The idea started as an e+e~ storage ring in the same 
tunnel as a proton ring; PEP stood originally for Eositrcn- £lsctron-£roton. 
The proton ring lost favor, and the final P now stands for Project?* 

A map of the PEP ring on the SLAC site appears in Figure 2.1. The PEP 
ring is some S meters underground, 700 meters in diameter, and 2200 meters in 
circumference. Electrons and positrons are injected from th» Linear Accelerator 
into PEP. Each circulates the ring grouped in three bunches., typically containing 
7 x 10" particles, with a currant of * 15 mA of both positrons and electrons. A 
bunch is usually 1.5cm in length. For all the data used in this dissertation, the 
beam energy was 14.5 GeV. 

The electron and positron beams cross at six interaction regions (IRs) around 
the ring. Typically the beam cross-section at each interaction point is 0.014 cm 
high and 0.7 cm wide. One of the bunches traverses the entire ring in 2200/e = 
2200/(3 X 10*} = 7.3p«; since there are three pairs of electron-positron bunches, 
collisions occur at each IR every 7.3/3 = 2.4*i«. The design luminosity of 
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FifMH 1.1 A Map Skowiai ta« PEP Rise. Ekctroa* aad poaitraaa Croat t\t Liaaar 
Accelarator are traaafamd taroaee tka iajactioa I n n iato tea maxageeal 
PEP stent* riaf. Positrsu travel dockwiaa, alactroat ceutardodnriaa. 
Fivt of tk. aix axpariniaatal atatiou a n skewa; t»« MAC abactor ia at 
IIW, approximately at * o'clock oa ttts plat. 

PEP was 1 x ID31 car's" 1 , but the ring has never achieved more than 0.3 x 
10" cm~'s _ 1 , and typically has operated at 0.1 x 10" c m - , s - 1 . 

3.2 The MAC Detector 

MAC stands for MAgnetic Calorimeter. Contemporary particle detectors 
used at colliders are built to perform the following functions: 1) hermetic mea
surement of energy flow over all 4* of solid angle; 2) identification of leptons; 
3) accurate tracking of charged particles back to the interaction point; 4) mo
mentum measurement and 5) identification of hadrons. MAC is the first collider 
detector to pursue 1), and was designed to excel at 2) and 3). MAC also does 
well at 4) but was not designed to perform 5), hadron identification?' The dura
bility of the MAC design is manifest by the similarity of many new detectors to 
MAC. 
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Figure Z.t Tbe MAC Detector. On tbr rijht it tid< v i e* , with tbr b*»Jii pij« »hown 
peoelratLag the UDttr of the delecior The detector con»iiti of * central 
auction and two codct.pt, •ai-rounded t>y the moon ryitcm. Oa %\\t left U 
Mi end view of the Center wctioB; the beam pip* wo old g<. IU Mid out of 
tbi page. Sofc*y*Um* t n labeled; CD, (be Central Drift rbar»b«; SC, the 
central elettromtftietk: Shower Cbamber; MJ, the Iflner Mouh ch*ml.er»; T C , 
the acintillalion Trigger Coan len; HC, the central Hadronic Cnlorihieter: EC, 
the Eodctp Calorun«t«n; »nd MO, tbe Outer Maon drift r .bi 'nitm, tum ally 
Itbelled tile OD. 

The MAC detector is shown in Figure 2.2 A perspective ill ;str;ition of the 
detector is exhibited in Figure 2.3. The central tracking, chaml"r, *.},»• Central 
Drift chamber (CD), is surrounded by layers of lead or eteel interspersed with 
proportional wire chambers* that form the MAC caioriraeters. The CI? ia Inside 
a. solenoid that allows the momenta of charged particles to be measured. The 
calorimeters are surrounded by drift chambers for the measurement of muons. 
The steel in the outer calo rime try is loroidally magnetized, n'hich enables a 
second momentum measurement to made for rouons. A higr precision drift 
chamber, the Vertex Chamber (VC), was added inside the CD u> 1 984 specifically 
for the B-lifetime measurement, and will be described in the mxi chapter. A 
detailed description of the various subsystems follows?1 

2.3 Calorimeters 

Sampling gas calorimetry was pioneered by the MAC dot«-ctor*' ; all the 
calorimeter? are of this type. The calorimeters are split intn ;hrrf Hegments: 
the central electromagnetic shower chamber {SC}: the centra! h^'iror, ralorim*-

^ 
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f\?*'r $ S A Perspective View of the MAC Detector Here the endcapc are ahown palled 
bach off the e*ntral MClion, »nd cutaways of (he moon system are made. The 
bek&jton*] vtruciurr i» evident. 

tcr (liC); and the endrap calorimeters (EC). Small angle chamber* (SA) were 
installed in 1983 to add veto power for a supersymmetry search. Figure 2.4 
gives, an overview of the arrangemei.t and segmentation of the calorimeters. All 
the cftl'.rimclcr- use a gas mixture of 85% Argon-1556 Methane «t atmoapheric 
pressurr, 

2.3.1 Central Electromagnetic Shower Chamber 

Thr central electromagnetic shower chamber, or SC, consists of six sextants 
in azimuth, apparent in Figure 2.3. The inner face of e&crt sextant is 60cm in 
radius from the beam axis, outride the MAC BoJenoJd, Within the sextant *re 32 
layers of 0.254 cm thick printer's type-metal (S39t Lead, 1295 Antimony, 1% Tin, 
radiation length Xo = 0.656crr.J alternated with proportional wire chambers. 
Thf chambers consif t of extrudrd aluminum channel, of channel width 1.7 cm 
and height 1.3 cm, with a AOprn diameter stainless steel sense wire, which rutus 
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parallel to the beam. The chamber is 230 cm Ions parallel to the beam. The 
totil number of sense wires is » 0000. 

*± . /• Apparatus 

The sense wire* within a sextant are famed Into 82 troops in aaimuth 
and 3 groups in radius, as shown in Figure 2.4. The total 12.4X0(0.5 nuclear 
absorption lengths, A) is segmented radially into 2.7Xo, 5.0J!fb. and 4.7Xb from 
in to out. The sense wires are read out from both ends and charge division 
employed to measure the % position of ionization. The wires are connected to 
low input impedance preamplifiers, which output to Sample and Hold Modules4 0 

(SHAMs), which in turn are read out by Brilliant Analog to Digital Converters" 
(BAD Cs) that perform pedestal subtraction. The MAC online computer, a DEC 
VAX 11/780, then reads out the BADCs via a CAMAC system. 

Gas gain is monitored with Bhabha scattering events. The energy resolution 
for electromagnetic showers, measured with Bhabhai, is « 24%/^E[ GeV). The 
resolution in azimuth is o+ ** 0.4° for Bhabhas, and o-| a> 1.2° in polar angle. 

The EC is the detector element used to identify electrons in multihadren 
events. A sample of events with electrons at high pj. relative to the thrust axis 
is used to measure the ^-lifetime, and will be described in Chapter 4. 

2.3.2 Ctntrol Hadronie Calorimeter 

The central hadronie calorimeter, or HC, k segmented into sextants much 
like those of the SC. The construction is similar as well, consisting of iron plates 
alternating with proportional chambers. The iron is magnetized to •» 17 kG 
toroidally about the beam axis, and is used as a muon spectrometer. Each 
sextant starts 114 cm from the beam axis, and contains 24 layers of 2.Scm 
thick plates followed by three 10cm thick plates. The 2 cm gaps between the 
plates contain square extruded aluminum proportional tubes of ianer dimension 
1.2 cm x 2.4 cm. The 40pm stainless steel sense wires run parel!i;l to the beam. 
Charge division is used to measure the location of tonisation ate ug their 230cm 
length. 

The sense wires within a sextant are grouped into 62 azimnthal segments, 
like those in the SC, and into five radial segments. The first wiree radial seg
ments contain 8 layers, each 1.2A. The two outer segments contain one layer of 
proportional chamber each between the 10cm.orO.6A, ironpiecua. Charge divi
sion is performed only for the inner two and outermost radial segments. There 
is a total of S.4A of iron in the BC. The preamplifiers and read out system of 
the inner four HC segments are very similar to the SC. A clever arrangement 

http://10cm.orO.6A
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of the inexpensive 733 video amplifier and a different readout aystem is used for 
the fifth layer!3 

Calibration is performed with cosmic rays. The resolution for hadronic show
er* is typically « 7i%jy/'E{ GeV). 

The HC IB crucial to the measurement of energy flow in rnultihadron events. 
The thrust axis derived from measurement* in the calorimeters L central to the 
jbMifetime measurement, as discussed in Chapter 5. The HC i» also used to trace 
muons and to prevent pions from being misidentified as electrons. 

2.3.3 Endcap Calorimeter 

The construction of the endcap calorimeters, or ECa, differs considerably 
from that of the central calorimeters. Only iron plates are used. The iron is 
arranged perpendicular to the beam line, starting 128 cm from the interaction 
point, and is loroidaJly magnetiied. There are 28 J.54 cm thick layers, followed 
by two 10cm thick layers. The 6ret 21 layers art hexagons of width 517 cm. 
the outer 9 layers narrow gradually to 351cm. Twelve planar wi r t. chambers 
are placed in each 2.64 cm gap in the pattern shown in Figure 2.S. The wire 
chambers consist of a plastic frame with walls of 0.32 cm fiberglass. Sense wires 
of 50fim Be-Cu are strung across the narrow width of the chambers, such that 
the wires end up at approximately at constant radius about the beam axis. The 
sense wires are spaced i.9cm apart. The cathodes are copper layer* glued to 
the fiberglass waits. They are in segments that are perpendicular to the wires 
and pulses are read out from them. With the beam axis taken as the *-axis, 
the aense wires measure polar angle; the cathodes and chamber segmentation 
measure azimuth. 

£. Apparatus 

-1 0 1 meter 
L. . . , , l_, , ,__J 

FsQittt £ 5 A-imuth&l Arr»ngeir.eul t>( Endc»p Wire Chamber*. Twelve ebambtn are 
ui*nged ihout the b?&m &*if. Wire* we lining acroa* tat Barrow width of 
tli* ch&mtirni. and t!,e ctthodefl u« —uimthtliy segmented. 

Groups of chambers are ganged together in five segment* in distance from 
the infraction point, with 3 layers in the first segment, 6 ill the second, 11 in 
the third, S in the fourth, and 1 in the fifth. This segmentation U 4.3Xo, S.TXt, 
I5.9.Vo. n.SA'o, and t.SA'c or 0.45A, 0.B1A, 1.7A, 1.2A, and 0.6A. The two inner 
segments have their sense wires ganged into ° groups perpendiculttr to the beam 
line- There 6tart at 40cm from the beam, and are 2 _ 18cm, A _ 12cm, and 

XT • 
3 43ern across. The third segment has four groups of sense wife*, 84em, and 
3 43cm across. The fourth and fifth segments have only the fint three wire 
groups of the third. The grouping of cathodes in azimuth ie- alio finer for the 
inner two layers: 72 divisions are made, white only 36 are made for the third 
and fourth layers and just 12 for the fifth. Wires and cathode* were read out 
with SlWMs and BADCs 

Typical energy resolutions in the endcap colorimetry are 45%/y/E[ GeV) for 
electromagnetic showers and W&l%fE[GeV) for hadronic showers. Angular 
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resolutions are typically 1-2°. 

The tndcap calorimeter! allow vetoing against low angle particles that pro
duce electromagnetic or hadronic ihoweri. They help ms*oure energy flow In 
mulcihadron event*, and are useful for tracing muoni. However, the Be-Cu wine 
broke nearly daily during operation. That* shorted the cathodes and compro
mised arimuthal segmentation. Cracks in the wire chambers, but not in the iron 
absorber, lined up as well, leading to inefficiency for muon tracing and aiimuth 
dependent energy calibrations, 

2.3.4 Small Anflt Chambtri 

A sandwich of two pairs of wire chambers and two layers of lead, 6.3Xo and 
2.3Xb, form an annulut about the beam pipe just outside the CD. These small 
angle, or (SA), chambers were installed in 1083 to provide veto power for a 
supersymmetry search. The are placed i l lScm from the interaction point and 
subtend 0.951 < |cos(l)| < 0.008. 

3.4 Drift Chambers 

Gaseous drift chambers are used in the MAC detector for the vertex chamber 
(VC), the Central Drift chamber (CD), the inner muon chambers (MI), and the 
outer muon chambers (OD). The vertex chamber is described in Chapter 3. 
The CD starts close to the beam line and covers 9596 of the solid angle. It 
has a small outer radius, so allows little distance for decay in Sight of plons 
and kaons. The CD is used in conjunction with the axial magnetic field of 
the solenoid to measure the momenta of charged particles. The outer muon 
drift chambers perform precision tracking of muons far linkage with the CD and 
measurement of muon momentum In conjunction with the toroidal field in the 
steel calorimeters. 

2.4.1 Centra/ Drift Chamber 

The MAC Central Drift chamber starts close to the beam axis, with an inner 
radius of 9.9cm and the first active layer at 11.9 cm. The outer radius is 47.4 cm 
and the tenth and last active layer is 45.4 cm from the beam line. Six of the ten 
layers are stereo; details about all ten layers can be found in Table 2.1. 

20 I. ArparatU4 

Layer # Cells Radius (cm) Length (cm) Stereo angle (mrad) 
1 48 11.930 112.56 0 

2 63 15.659 112.56 +50 

3 78 10.038 140.42 -50 

4 62 23.114 168.32 0 

5 72 26.843 187.96 +50 

6 82 30.571 187.96 -50 

7 92 34.300 187.06 0 

8 102 38.026 187.96 +50 

9 112 41.755 187.96 -50 

10 122 4S.484 187.96 0 

TmVt i.l Pkysksl pwsmtun of tki Astral Drift. Est* tall coataia* s doeMt wan 
win to morn tkt Itft-rifht ambiguity. 

The six inner layers of the chamber cover cos(0) < 0.95, where »is the polar 
angle from the beam line. The ends of the chamber are stepped, to avoid very 
low angle noise. Figure 2.6 exhibits a side view of the chambsr. The inner 
wall of the chamber contains 1.7% of a radiation length. For most of the data 
taken with the CD alone, an aluminum beam pipe of inner radius 8.26cm and 
a thickness of 2.0% of a radiation length was employed. 

There are a total of 833 cells. The cell structure employed in the Central 
Drift is shown in Figure 2.7. Ceils in the inner three layers have a full width of 
1.57cm, and in the outer seven a full width of 2.35cm. All cells are 1.10cm high 
and byers are separated by 8.73cm. For the first m 2/3 of MAC data taking, 
903SAxgon-i0?6Methane, or P-10, at atmospheric pressure was the sensitive 
medium, and gave maximum drift time of * 300ns in the inner three and * 
500 ns in the outer seven layers. In the final w l/3 of MAC data, when the vertex 
chamber was present, 89» Argon-10% C03-l?SMethane, or HRS gas, was used 
to suppress the Matter effect. This gas was faster, giving maximum drift times 
of «s 150ns and » 250ns. 
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100 cm 

Figart l.t Side View of lb* CtnlriJ Drift Chamber. The b«un lib*. b«un pipe, lad 
solenoid are shown u well. Thin tinea iniid* the cbambvr rcpreaent the ten 
layer* of ecna* win*. The end walla are Hepped for the firal four layer*. 

Field Wires 
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Sheper" 
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Pair 
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Fiftrt (.7 Cell time tore is Centra) Drift. Tbi 6eld and field ehaper wire* Are 200|im 
eoppcr'beryllium, with a. Itnlion of 700 g The double tense wire* are 20um 
|old pitted tangeten, atping to 55 g leniion, and spaced by epoiry bead. 
Negative high voltages of typically USOaV and UOOW weft applied to the 
field and field sbtper wires, respectively The dimensions correspond to cell* 
in the outer seven layers; those is the inner three layers are narrower by 
O.TStm 

2 8 _ .. _ f. Apparatttt 

Novel double sense wires, at ground- potential, are uitd to resolve the left-
tinht ambiguity. Negative hiRh voltage is applied to the field wire*. Each seme 
wire pair is lid to the ubiquitous differential 733 video amplifier, mounted on 
the chamber end wall. The sign of the output pulse thereby determines the 
side of the sense pair that the track passed. The drift chamber dUcriminatore 
(DOD.s) and drift lime lo voltage converters (TVC«) are differential throughout 
to maintain this sign. The start pulse for drift time measuremenU is derived 
electronically from the PE1' master oscillator, although the time of the beam 
crossing, as determined from beam pickups, is monitored. The TVCt are read 
out by a smart unit known as a scanner, which performs null suppression, digi-
tiiation, and buffering until the dots is transferred to the online computer. 

The chamber is calibrated in soitware with Bhabhas on two time scales: the 
average tiiift velocity and timing oiTsei it calibrated every few hours (on a run-
by-run basis), while channel by channel constants are determined several times 
Her year The typical spatial resolution measured with Bhabhu is 140um for 
data taken with F-10 and lfcO/im for data taken with HRS gas. Resolutions for 
track parameters are shown in Tabic 2.2. 

parameter 1 resolution 

hit portion 14.0 - leOyrr, 

momentum, p Oil i = 0.052 p(GeV/c) sin» 

phi, o o> = 0.2" 

thcta, 0 a, = 0.7° 

impact parameter i'. o ^ = 390(jm 

vertex z-poshion. AJ o, c = 0.6 cm 

TuMr t P C«DLr«l Drill Kritoiutinni. 

Without the CD, no fi-iifetime measurement could have been performed-
VVr ust- the tracking parameters determined from the CD to extrapolate back 
to the B production point, and look for nor.-7.ero B flight paths* In data for 
which thv VC is present, linkage of VC and CD is essential to obtain the best 

http://nor.-7.ero
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vertex retolution. The CD tracking parameter* are linked with thee* determined 
in the outer muon drift *ystem to identify muons, which we QM to tat eventi 
containing B hadron*. These parameters arc used to identify electron* in the 
central shower chamber for the same purpose. 

2.4.2 Inner Muon Drift CKamhcrt 

Planar drift chamber* are placed between the central shower chamber and 
the central hadron calorimeter, and just prior to the endeap calorimeter. Each 
cell has a 10cm full width and a height of 2.8 cm. Twin sense wire* of SOjim 
gold plated tungsten run toroidally about the beam. One layer i* in the central 
calorimeter, and three are used In the endcap. These chamber* are not used in 
the ^-lifetime measurement. 

2.4.3 Outer Muon Drift ChamUrs 

The MAC calorimeters are surrounded by drift chamber* with Scm maxi
mum drift distance. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show their position* and orientation*. 
Everywhere but below the calorimeter* these chamber* are constructed of 10 em 
diameter extruded aluminum tubes; planar chamber* are used on the bottom. 
The aluminum tube* are grouped into two section*, known respectively a* the 
hex boxes and the endplug*. The hex boxes surround £v* of the six face* of 
MAC, and consist of four active layers. The first layer is 285cm from the bean, 
axis, and the layers are 30cm apart. The hex boxes extend ±450cm along the 
beam line on either side of the interaction region, so they cover | cos(*)| < 0.81. 
The hex box tubes are typically 330cm in length. The bottom chamber* are 
outside the sixth face, have three layers separated by 35 cm that begin 285 cm 
from the beam, continue ±420 cm along the beam line, and cover | cos(#)| < 0.79, 
with some holes for calorimeter aupporta. The bottom chamber* are 170cm by 
170 cm. The endpluf* are outside the endceps, consist of six layer* spaced 18 cm 
apart, start £25 cm along the beam line from the interaction point, and extend 
from 45 to 253cm outward from the beam, so cover 0.82 < |co*(l)| < 0.99. 
The endplug tuba* vary in length from 180 cm to 570 cm. There are some 1720 
tubes in the hex boxes, 348 in each of the endplugs, and 360 bottom chamber 
channels. 

30 f. Apparatxt 

r ^ f c X l h l f c j r Z A ^ ^ 

m?m?w?mmyxm 
\^yrlXlAlAlAlALA^ 

^srossrorororos 
AfanS.J Cxm Sactioa et Hex BOMS, Tai almeuaei taoat aw 10 cm to iMiirtir; taa 

a w win tail win toralalor, ai wall at tat aepecct *tract*n an ikon. 
NoUtaattaaiaetr two lajan anoint 1 en wit*, iwpatt to tin oiler two, 
to aid to aabitaityrwolitiaa. Taw eras nctioa la to tVa plaaa of Uw oaan, 
taa eamt plaat to wkkl moat bead daa to tat tanidal said to steal of tk> 
calortoutan. 

The aluminum tube* all contain a 50*im gold plated tun£*ten sense wire, and 
the bottom chamber* have a double tense wire to resolve the left-right ambiguity. 
In the hex boxes and bottom chambers, the wires run toroidally around the 
beam axis. This allows direct measurement of the bending angle of the muon 
in the toroidal magnetic field of the magnetized iron of the calorimeter*. A 
cross section of the hex boxes is shown in Figure 2.8. The sense wires in the 
endplug chambers are perpendicular to the beam axis. Pair* of endplug layer* 
have parallel sense wires; the three pain are routed in azimuth 60* relative to 
one another. A gas mixture of 85% Argon-15% Methane at atmospheric pressure 
is used, with a positive operating voltage of 2.7 kV and a maifirmim drift time 
of *• 1M*- OutpuU amplified by 733's are fed to DCDt and then to TVCt, read 
out by scanners and passed to the online computer. 
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The typical spatial resolution was 0.2cm. Resolution* for reconstructed 
quantities for rouone were dominated by multiple scattering for tnomrnU up 
to W lOGeV. Typically, o>/p a 25%, independent of p, b*low lOGeV. The 
amount of matter between the interaction point and the muon system, critical 
for hadron rejection, IB shown in Figure 2.9. 

fifyrt t.9 MfcHtr Between lnitrwlion Point ind Muon S)««m Typitilly *••?-* tepa-
r»te» the uttr*ciio& point »od tSr mucm nytteni Evident i* the irinnition 
b«t***n the ee&trU lection and «ndc*p *t jeo*[*) u 0.4, *fld tlir tndcap 
cortxr at |coj($)J E> 0.7S 

The muon system is absolutely crucial for election of the Bample used for the 
B-lifetime measurement. It is noteworthy that the muon system, when used with 
the ealoritnetry, measures the muon direction and momentum independently of 
the central drift chamber, providing redundancy for cross checks. No other e* e~ 
detector features a muon system with both the acceptance and the redundancy 
of the MAC system. 

?.*.. ... _„_ . . B. Apparatus 

2.5 Sriiilillfltr>rii 

MAC fe&iurm three scintillator Mytftcms. The trigger counter* (TC) cover 
•ome 97"-< uf Ar. TWO systems arc used to tag low angle electromagnetic ahowere: 
tui annulus of p!*stic scintillator and another of BGO. 

2 '\A Triggrr Counters 

The locations of the MAC trigger counters can be seen in Figures 2.2 and 
7.3. The .urangement can be seen in more detail in Figure 2.10. There are 72 
counters in the central section, consisting of 36 aiirouthal segment* broken into 
two groups along the beam line. The scintillators are 128cm from the beam axis, 
between the SC and the IIC, 1.3cm thick, 24cm wide and 112cm long, Lucite 
liRht Ruidrs lead to phototubes placed outside the central sections. There are 36 
counter:- ii, each endcap, 159cm from the interaction region. These aj*e grouped 
into four quadrants, and consist of scintillators 20cm widi 1.3cm thick, and 
between IOGCITI and 189 cm in length 

The phototube output is spin, 1/3 going to LeCroy Analog to Digital Con
vert n * JADC'A) and 2/3 going in LrCroy discrjuiinatoiB and Time to Digital 
Converters (TDC's). The typical time resolution is 1.0ns. 

The trigger counters enter solely in the ^-lifetime measurement tt the fast 
hardware trigger. 

'2 b '2 /.tur Angle Taggers 

Two j-aifj. of annular sc;nti!br<>r.-- WPJF placed at i l . S m and ±4.4m, and 
cover '2.y -. $ < 6.2C and 2.3 r <: $ c 3.8*. respectively. These detectors are 
primarily used in the MAC search for fiupersymmctric (SUSY) final states, and 
are not UM'd in the fl-lifetime measurement, 

2.5.3 HGO 

A pair of annular arrays of BGO crystals surround the beam pipe ±40cm 
from the interaction points. These crystals cover 4.8° < $ < 7.2°, and have 
a depth of 10.7A'P which corresponds to only 12 cm. The BGO is read out by 
phouxfituies. This nove! application of new technology was also primarily used 
for the MAC Sl'SY search, and i? not used in the E-lifetime measurement. 
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Fifun t.10 AirufimMl and Stimntttioa of Trifiw Coutm. Tae triuar o u t n 
occupy tlu fuai of 4 kuujoni] print. Tie btun m i tloe| tat axis of thia 
priun and tht inunction point ia at tks catir. Tki i tu t in ii tin central 
•Ktisa m 112cm, ud thoM in tie uduja an 119cm, from tat iatarution 
point. 

2.0 Other Detector Element! 

2.6.1 Afajneti 

The MAC eolenoid it inside the central shower chamber, with an inner radius 
of 49cm, a thickneu of 0.85Xb, and a length of 215cm. Typically 6000A U 
run through the windings, giving a Geld of 5.7 kG. The magnetic flux was 
returned in the inner layers of the HC. The solenoid's water cooling system set 
and maintained the temperature of the central tracking system at M 30° C. 

The MAC toroid is formed by the iron in the HC and EC iron, eighteen 
700 A coils enclose the central section and each endcaps. The field in the iron is 
« lSkG, and «s 1.5 Tesla-Meter is traversed by muons. 

_ . t. Appantut 

2.6,3 luminotity Monitors 

Two pairs of detectors formed by a lead-scintillator sandwich a n located at 
I = 1.7°. They subtend as 1° at 470cm from the interaction point. These are 
useful for a fast approximation of the luminosity. 

3.7 Trigger 

As discussed previously, beams cross every 2.4MS in PEP, or at a rate of 
420 kHz. However, the time to transfer data from the 8000-odd channels of the 
MAC detector to the online computer limits the recording of events to several 
Hertz. Therefore, a fast decision must be reached whether to accept an event. 
This fast decision is known as the trigger. To make this decision, the WOO 
channels are electronically combined into at most w 250 segments, although 
most triggers utilise even coarser combinations of only 10-20 segments. 

The MAC electronics of SHAM's, BADC's, TVC's, discussed previously, is 
usually reset after each beam crossing. However, if some of the MAC segments 
show sufficient activity, a P*\ut is made, meaning the reset after the beam 
crossing is inhibited. The pause buys time for a more complex decision. If more 
of the segments, possibly in proper geometric patterns, show activity, a TWff <r 
is made, which inhibits all subsequent clears until data Is read out. The trigger 
signals the BADC's and scanners to digitise the information in the SHAM's and 
TVC's, respectively. Then, the BADC's and TVC's are read into the VAX, and 
the detector returns to a quiescent state. Once in the VAX, the data is briefly 
examined by the Software Trigger, and the event rejected if it fails to meet even 
more stringent criteria. If the event passes, it is written to disk on the VAX. 
The time sequence of these events is shown in Figure 2.11. 

2.7.1 Segmentation 

Some 5213 channels of MAC are grouped into segments that are subse
quently used in the trigger. Not included are the muon systems or luminosity 
monitors. Table 2.3 describes how the systems used are segmented. For the TC, 
CD, and VC the digital outputs of discriminators are combined into segments 
electronically. The calorimeter systems are actually summed at the analog level 
on the preamp boards and using special summing amplifiens before Anally being 
discriminated. Typical discriminator levels appear in Table 2.4. 
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Fames, also caJJed preirifjgers, suppress de&fing of lb* data acquisition *>•«-
tem for one br*m cro&sing. They we simpler than triggers, and occur at & lotal 
T*te of approximately lltH*- There is * fast pause, formed from only scintilla
tor information, tnd t ilow pause, which uaes CD and c*lorimet«r information 
U well. The fu t pause occurs within 200ns of the beam crossing, tn time to 
prevent vhe scintillator d»ta acquisition from being cleared. The slow pause 
occur* typically 1.2M* *fter the c^_n, but never occurs later than 1.7p«, when 
the BADC clear r -urs> Table 2.5 Bununames the pauses and their chwwter-
iitic*. Note that if a slow pause occurs in absence of" a f&st pause, scintf/Jstor 
information is not lost, because the fast pause occur*- v. h»-n any scintillator fireg. 
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Di'ti-rtor | Total 

EU'inent 1 Channels 

Finest (A) 

# Scg. j t ^ i i i 

Fintt (B) 

4 Seg. | «x<*>id 
C O » T K ( C ) 

# Sej. | # X 4 i x i 
c 1 72 

<• i 72 

30 2 < 18 x 1 

8 2 > t 4 x i 

e i x 6 x i 

8 2 x 4 x 1 

1 1 

2 2 x i x l 

SC ( 115? 3f I K IJ v J - 6 1 x 6 x 1 

11C 1536 
1 x ]} . 2[ 

3D 1 X 6 U 6 1 x 6 * 1 1 1 

EC | 112c ! 2 x 6 x 1 
96 2 K 1 2 . 4 20 2 x 4 x 1 1 i * 2 x 1 x 1 

FA | Of. 

CI) 63.1 

10 3 X 4 > 1 j 2 2 x 1 x 1 FA | Of. 
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Name Delay Rate Condition Target 

Pre 0.2/n 0.2-1 kHx Any of 144 
Scintillator* 

Charted 
Final State 

/V™I 1.2M* 3 HI J?c(>aof 
6 calor. (C)) Fmafstate 

PCD 1.2/u 30-50 Hr > 2 of CD (A) 27. cracks 

Psc 1.2M* 130Hx > 1 SD (C) «.T 
PSA 1.2M* 30 Hz > 1 SA (C) ; i 

r.W.t.J PtamUatdkUACTitaalay &** tfc* aeasi cnatlax aad«rpkelretaar* 
•low*, Pfc wu* leek if ta* Pre | i w . Tat *Hmt*tloa of daUstor 
*1MMIU troei TabU J.S laa* it ated it aaowa. 

2.7.3 Trintri 

More complex combination* of detector segment* are uaed to generate trig-
gen. There ia one fast trigger, available 0.2/u alter beam crowing, that reliea on 
either back to back scintillator* or a multiplicity of acintillatora to Bra. Slower 
trigger* that require several tegmenta from different detector element* are alto 
uaed. These trigger* are typically available 1.3M* after beam crowing, but may 
fluctuate to later timw, auch that they arrive after the BADC rent. Table 2.8 
deaeribw the variou* triggers. Theae trigger* varied somewhat over the bietory 
of the experiment, but their typical characteriatica are ihown. 

All of the hardware trigger* are efficient for the multihadrona wed in the B-
lifetime. For the firat n 4058 of MAC data taking, «• 89% of multihadrona logged 
fired the CD Shower trigger, «• 08% fired the Energy trigger, and M B6% fired the 
Muon trigger. For the remainder of the data the Energy trigger'* threshold waa 
raited, auch that« 70% of logged multlhedrona fired it. At this point the Shower 
trigger waa installed, which fired for «» 03% of multihadrons. The Scintillator 
trigger fired for » 85% of multihadroni. Theae triggers were redundant and 
predominantly uncorrected, with measured non-random correlations of only m 
10%. The detector simulation reproduced efficiencies and correlations very well, 
and indicate* the hardware trigger efficiency for multihadrona exceed* 00.5%. 

as M. Apparatiu 

Name Delay Rate Condition Target 
Scintillator 0.2MS 1.7 Hi Back to Back Scintillator* (B)] or 

> 3 of 14 Scintillators (B)] 
0+M~iW 

Energy 1.3ft* 0.2 H» > 2 of {SC (C); [TCc (C)] and [HC 
(C)];|TCe(C)]and|EC(C)]} 

inclusive 

Muon l.Sfis 0.7 Hs > 1 of {[CD (A)] and [TCc (A)] 
and [HC (B)]; [CD (A)] and [TCe 
(A)] and [outer EC (B))} 

lt*M~,r*r-

CD Shower 1.3|i* lHi [> 2 of CD (A), separated by 00*| 
and[> 2 of (SC (C); inner EC (B))j 

21 

Shower 1.3MS 1.5 Hs [SC (C)| and [> 2 of adjacent 8C 
(A)] 

« i 7 

1 SA Shower 1.3M* 0.4 HI [SA (C)) and [> 3 of adjacent SC 
(A)] 

«*7 

r**T« i.l Ms. fin Uaad la MAC Tkt naaind dttactor Mnueta «Uk lMt«n ttvii* 
tka dtWclor Mgaitatatiea tnm Tabl* 2.1*rt •low*. Tat fimuy partic* 
Urgal* c/ik*M Itifttn it alto fiw«M. 

2.7.4 Sojlvart IWffcr 

A fait computer program evaluate* each event read into the VAX. Thia 
program assigns the event to one of m 20 categoriw, or throws it away. Some 
of the 20 categoriw, or 'software trigger*,' are refined version* of the 'hardware' 
triggers listed in Table 2.6. For example, the software Scintillator trigger requires 
not only back to back scintillators, but alto CD (A) segments, or 'wedge*,' in 
coincidence. The software Energy trigger also requirw CD wcdgw in addition to 
the hardware requirement*. New trigger* are invoked in software as well, such as 
one that passes event* with back to back energy in the calorimeters. Typically 
the software trigger pasaw 40-80% of event* with a hardware trigger. 

3.8 Data Processing 

MAC feature* a very good data procwsing and management syitcm. Data 
ia transferred from the online VAX to the computer for offline procewing, an 
IBM 3081, electronically, without the uae of tape. At the IBM, procewing atart* 
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as toon as data arrives, in an automated fashion- CriticftJ constants for the 
calorimeters and the drift chamber* are determinpd either an lint with bhabhfuj, 
or in the fir5t short IBM job, called PASSO. Subsequently, a second IBM job is 
automatically executed oiled PASSl. PASSl, alao called the offline filter, dcjW 

full event reconstruction and filters out *= 90% of the data. The surviving 1C(;'C 

us intended to include all event* from one-photon annihilation, and is kept nn 
disk for typically se.^ral weeks, and u also stored on tape. Subsequent jobs \o 
select samples of special interest, iuch u the roultihadrona used for the B-life 
measurement, / J + / 4 ~ , or T+f~ are run while the data reside* on disk. It ia usual 
for all PASSl p roc easing to be complete within one day of the end of a PEP 
running cycle, and all special interest samples to be complete a few weeks later. 
This data flow is shown in Figure 2.12. 

2.8.1 Online Management 

After an event passes the software filter, it U togged to disk on the VAX. 
Typically it is er 1600 bytes Jong after *uppres«ion of seroes in the calorimeter 
information- Data ii grouped into 'Runs' that correspond lo fills of the PEP 
ring. Runs typically last 2 hours, contain 10,000 eventst and accumulate 50 n l r 1 

of integrated luminosity. Runs are then automatically transferred to the 1J3.M 
disks ov« a high speed (« SOkbaud) line. 

2.8.2 Offline Management 

Subsequent processing of events occurs while runs remain on an IHM disk. 
After each run arrive*, a batch job, known && PASSO, is automatically submitted 
which determine* drift chamber constants. After PASSO is complete, a second 
batch Job, PASSl, is submitted. PASSl reconstructs events, uses the re<on-
itructed information to assign affrioucss to each event, tien rejects or retains 
even a depending upon on whether they have combinations of attributes called 
mojfcj. Reconstruction is performed in order or time needed, fiom the least 
time consuming detector element to the most, the CD+VC. The examination of 
attributes U performed during reconstruction, BO if an event fails an early mask, 
reconstruction ceases, thereby saving computer time. Typically 150ms is spent 
on each event that survives to full reconstruction. 

f. Apparatus 

Electronic^ 

Even! Tfigp(» 

f\$if< f tt Dm Flow Stni<tiin Dm is read io *4«o * airtrVtre tvi^ftr ocenn, tad 
procerdp in m iiitornattd fwhion to the 'General Disk Summary Filet.' 
There Bles ve iit*n o«*-d to produce tuhtvnpla, of which tb* maJtibadroB 
iubswnple \t a w d f&r the £-Uf«time me»*ur«meol. 

Some attributes are: amount of energy in the HC, number of CD tracks, 
number of TC acintillators bit. Up to 18 attributes can be examined with a 
mask. The mask specifics an allowed range that each attribute can take. In the 
PASSl analysis, some 43 masks in two 'levels1 are employed. The 17 first level 
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muki require only a fait CD reconstruction, while the 96 second level maab 
require full CD+VC reconstruction. Typically 30 - 60% of input (rent* aurrive 
the first level, and 10% aurvive the second level or maaki. That* survivors are 
logged into disk files, and remain on disk for several weeks, During this time 
multihadron, as well aa other aubaample, aelection, ia performed. Monte-Carlo 
studies indicate that PASSl paatei multihadrons with M 95% efficiency. 

In contemporary jargon, MAC'a hardware trigger ia the 'Level I' trigger: 
it makes a decision in a time limited only by analog, not digital, timing. The 
software trigger is a crude 'Level II' trigger: it UMS the results of digitization, 
and does some simple reconstruction. Finally, PASSl ia the 'Level 10' trigger: it 
performs full reconstruction. PASSl could be implemented in emulators resident 
at the experiment. 

2.8.3 Multihadron Selection 

Events surviving PASSl are subjected to further filtering to select multi
hadrons. The following quantities are need in this filter: 

• £*« = Dil i î i'li where N, 2-ended calorimeter hits are used in the sum
mation; 

• £j. = E £ i Î U. 11» the transverse energy; 

• 7 = | J££i •£,!/£«•, is the energy imbalance; 

• P.«m = Cmf lftl» "here M,k charged tracks are used in the summation; 

• Z, is the t-position of the event vertex; 

• Hd = (number of CD hit*)/MCA is the average number of drift chamber 
hits; 

• Pal — jf Z)<ai l^il " t n e average energy per calorimeter hit; and 

• £jui >a the turn the energy in the hadron part of the calorimetry. 

Loose and tight cuts are constructed for these quantities; these are detailed in 
Table 2.7. Any event passing all the tight cuts is accepted; any event failing any 
loose cut ia rejected. Events that pass some loose cuts but fail tight cuts aj« 
either rejected or hand scanned. The purpose of the hand scanning is to reject 
very obvious background from cosmic rays or Bhabhas. Typically < 0.1% of 
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Cut Loose Tight 

£* . >12GeV > 15 GeV 

e± >7.5GeV > 0.1 GeV 

i <0.6S <0.55 

M* > 3 >* 
*nm >2.0G*V/e >4.5G*V/c 

1*1 < 5 c m <&eu 
Bei >5.7S >6 .30 

Pel < 1.1 GeV <0.TGeV 

Ektf no cut >1.5GeV 

TsUi ».» CnU Ussd to Setoct Maklkadtoas. Snat fsiliaa IOOM eaU tn njwUd, lew 
fcassiagfeptt cats an accepted. SaaMoflkoMtktt fall MwMta* cats in 
MjteUd, s*d otkws w» ae«aw4 to nmvrm obvioM W k f f o u d . 

Monte-Carlo generated badrooic events, from either ant-photon annihilation or 
two-photon processes, are rejected by the scan. 

Baaed on Monte-Carlo studies, we estimate the efficiency of the of the mul
tihadron cuts to be 78%, with 2% background from 2-y processes, and 1% from 
r+i-. These cuts select 150,845 event* from the 320pb - 1 collected by the MAC 
detector. Approximately the last one third of these data, or 107 pb~>, were taken 
with the Vertex Chamber installed, and yield 49778 events. The accumulation 
of events as « function of integrated luminosity is shown in Figure 2.13. 

2.0 Monte-Carlo 

A number of Monte-Carlo programs are used to simulate a sample of multi
hadron events. Specific to multihadrons is the event generation. First, we model 
t+c~ -» •;}(•») with » slightly modified version of the Berends-Kleias-Jadach 
generator, which include* QED effects to 0[t?) and virtual Z" exchange?' 
Next, additional quarks and gluons are added using t, S, and 4-jtt matrix 
elements?' The quarks and gluons are then evolved into hadrons, and the de
cay of short-lived hadrons are modeled, by a modified Lund Monte-Carlo, using 
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comprw eacb point. Tbe Vertex Chamber w«pre*«oi lor ibe 6o*l I07pb~ !. 

string fragmentation?* The primary modification is in c and o-quark fragmen
tation, where we employ the Peterson form?6 Particles with non-ttro lifetimes 
are given pith lengths using our own code. At this point the event generation is 
complete. 

In the next stage, the signals these events would make in our detector is simu
lated. The same detector simulation is used, no matter what the event generator. 
The propig&tion of electrons and photons through the detector, including their 

development into electromagnetic showers, is performed uinng the EGS code. 
The propagation ofhadrons is modeled using the KETC code. Decays in night of 
primary pions &nd kaons, as well as secondary pions and kaons generated inside 
hs-dronic showers, is performed by modified HETC subroutines. Ultimately, the 
ionization and scintillation of particles in MAC is modeled, including Landau 
fluctuations and 6-rays, and TVC and BADC outputs computed. 

After detector simulation, events are processed through PASSl and the raul-
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tihadrnn event selection. 



Chapter 3 

Vertex Chamber 

In the summer of 19S3, the MAC and Mark-TJ collaboration! gave evidence 
for bottom hadron lifetime* of 1-2 ptr**M accumulated at the PEP e +e" iterate 
ring at SLAC. The importance and fundamental nature of this measurement4" 
prompted the MAC collaboration to propose, in autumn 1083, the addition of 
a high precision vertex chamber to the MAC detector. There was Insufficient 
time available to either develop a typical drift chamber, or to employ solid state 
technology, so a device that utilised thin called cylindrical drift tubas made of 
aluminized mylar was designed. Aluminixed mylar drift tubes had first been used 
by the HRS collaboration at PEP?1 The MAC Vertex Chamber was installed 
in autumn 1984 and immediately provided useful data. It continued to operate 
until March, 1986, when MAC data taking ceased. It has achieved the highest 
spatial resolution -35/«n- of any drift chamber used at colliders for physics 
results. 

Following the successful operation of this Vertex Chamber, many collabora
tion!, including the Mark-Hi at SPEAR, CLEO at CESR, the upgraded TPC at 
PEP, AMY at TRISTAN, and JETSET at LEAR have built OT proposed similar 
devices. Indeed several features of this type of chamber are well matched to the 
probable conditions at future accelerators such at the SSC or LHC: the smill 
cell sise is suited to the high rate and dense tracking environment anticipated; 
the simplicity and ruggedness make a system of 10* channels credible. The 
Mu1tidrift-Tube, intended primarily for SSC or LHC use?' is in tome ways the 
evolutionary descendant of the MAC-type Vertex Chamber It should be noted 
that the MAC Vertex Chamber has operated only 4.6 cm from colliding beams, 
and has suffered no degradation due to radiation damage; this augurs well for 
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survival in the more extreme conditions of the SSC or LHC. 

S.l Design Choices 

Our initial motivation for using the thin walled mylar tubes"'" (often 
referred to as 'straws' because they are made in a spiral wrap, much like paper 
drinking straws) was simplicity and robustness. Field wins and problems of 
drift field mapping are eliminated. If a tense wire breaks, it is physically and 
electronically isolated from the other sense wins, to does not harm the rest of 
the chamber. However, there are other advantages to the use of straws. We 
have obtained 20irm spatial resolution in beam tests with them, and 35;irn in 
our Vertex Chamber for physics results. Their small tile is not only useful for 
the high rate environment, but aids pattern recognition in the dense regions 
of ciultitrack events. Their large, flat cathode makes straws lest susceptible to 
tome illt of radiation damage, including whisker growth and cathode coating. 

Our Monte Carlo studies" indicated that the spacing of ioniiation dusters, 
and not diffusion, dominates the spatial resolution for drift distances as short 
as those in straws. This it in contrast to jet type cells, and indicates that the 
best ttrategy for high ipatial resolution is to trigger the timing discriminator at 
the least possible ionization, instead of using the csntrold in time of ioniiation 
arriving at the sense wire. To achieve a low threshold, we decided to operate the 
chamber at the highest possible gas gain, even in the 'self quenching streamer' 
mode if possible. We also decided to operate the chamber at high pressure, to 
reduce the spacing between ioniiation clusters. 

Of course, a disadvantage of high gas gain is that the chamber might age 
quickly from beam-related radiation. We carefully designed our shielding, and 
performed a number of gas lifetime studies, so we avoided this problem. Other 
disadvantages of straw chambers include: 1) the drift region dose to the wire 
makes up a larger fraction of the active region than in jet type cells; this re
gion eon, but by no meant must, have poor ipatial resolution; 2) high gas gain 
is not linear with ioniiation, possibly impeding dE/dx measurements; 3) the 
radial drift field makes multihit resolution difficult; 4) the matter in the straw 
walls causes photon conversion and multiple coulomb scattering; and 5) very 
long ttrawt are hard to keep straight. None if these disadvantages appear insur
mountable. 
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We took great can in the machining of the endplaLcs and the placement 
of our seme wires, but our strategy was always to survey the positions of the 
wires in titu with tracks from Bhabha scattering events. This has proved very 
successful. We have established the wire positions to lOum in this manner. 

3, Verttz Chambtr 

3.2 Research, Development , and Design 

3.2.1 (7tw Coin 

Wc observed that the straw wails were photosensitive. When visible light 
from an inrande>cfTit bulb was sinned on the straw, single electrons were ejected. 
These proved uscfuf for the study of gas gain, and were complementary to the 
Ft**5 source, which provides some 240 initial electrons per pulse. Battistom 
tt al. have also observer! photosensitivity in aluminum-walled streamer tubes?5 

We found that the photo-efficiency of the wall depended greatly on the history of 
the straw, higher efficiencies could be induced by several seconds of high voltage 
discharge in the straw. 

We noticed that signals from the large amount of primary ionization from 
the 5.9 keV X-ray of an Fe 5 & source never went through the characteristic 'jump' 
from proportional to streamer mode. It is possible that electrostatic saturation 
limited the gain. In contrast, the signals from single electrons did go through 
the chararteri^tic Jump, as shown in Figure 3.1. In the streamer mode, su> 
RI«J electron pulses were nearly as targe as those from 5.9 keV X-rays. The 
stable streamer 'plateau* for single electrons lasted for 500 V in 4 aim absolute 
50% Argo!i-S0% Ethane. We found similar behavior in two gas mixtures with lit
tle organic additive: 49.55E Argon-49.5St CO 2-1.0% CH*, with a 200 V plateau; 
and 50^ Argon-40% CO^IO 1* Xenon, with a very nice 900 V plateau. The lim
iting behavior at the high end of the plateau was photoelectric feedback from 
the tathodi-. Stable, large pulses from single electrons have been achieved in 
Magic Gas;" where the addition of freon suppresses feedback from the cathode; 
similar gas gains have been achieved in Dimethylether" 

Operation at high voltages where single electrons produce streamers would 
lead to the best spatial resolution for short drift distances, as mentioned in the 
previous Rcclion. The noise rrquircments on the preamplifiers Would not be 
stringent. 

3.2.- liodititton Damage 

T!i? [iruiiAry obstacle to operation at high gas gain near colliding b^ams is 
damage induced by background radiation- We conducted studies of radiation 
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35 3.6 3.7 3£ 3.9 4.Q 
,.., STRAW VOLTAGE (kV) «.UA» 

Af»« J.J Gu Gaia {or 18 k«V XVrayi sad *las> •lactrau. DiU talua witk 
(OX An oa- MX Et lm si 4 MB. sesolaU, wka a tt#M* sous win ead t 
straw of radiaa ».9«m- Tbt dfiil n*"1 r , U X-rayt aenr aadsnraat tat 
caaractcristic 'juep* ialo k n i M siodi, bit tat stark elsctroa sifaal did. 

damage in atest apparatus as similar u possible to our proposed Vertex Cham
ber. In particular, we conducted the Uiti at 4 atm abeolute praaturt, and did 
not circulate the ia i ; plastics euch at teflon, PVC, and epoxy were wed in the 
teat vessel. More detaili of our tests appear in Ref. (58). 

We found a variety of Argon-Hydrocarbon mixture*, including 50% Argon-
50% C»Hs, 70% Argon-S0% C4H10, and 49.5% Argon-49.6% CjHfl.0% Hi 
failed reproducibly at 0,05 C/cm of accumulated charge. The atraw would go 
into continuous discharge; replacement of the anode wire restored performance. 

CO S. Vtrttx CAamssr 

We concluded that a whiiker had grown on the anode wire. We did not add 
alcohol, as thia damaged the glue in the atraw. Conatrainta of time prevented 
us from searching for a more resilient glue. 

We estimated that 0.05 C/cm waa unacceptable, so we turned to a non
organic quencher, CO*. 50% Argon- 50% COi showed no anode damage; in 
fact, study of the Fe" X-ray spectrum indicated the anode wire became cleaner 
up to 0.05 C/cm accumulated charge. However, the straw failed at 0.26 C/cm 
accumulated charge due to the disappearance of aluminum from the cathode. We 
hypothesised that positively charged CO* fragments attacked the cathode. We 
added a small amount of CH4 hoping charge transfer would occur, and that CH4 
species would cause less damage to the cathode. Only a slight improvement was 
observed; we settled on 49.5% Argon-49.5% COj-1.0% CH4 as our operating gas. 
Use of Xenon rather than CHs led to a similar slight improvement in lifetime. 

The aluminum layer on our mylar had a surface resistivity of 0.8fi/square, 
indicating a thickness of w SOnrn. A thicker layer of aluminum, or use of a 
different metal, may extend the liftime of straws. In fact ws had obtained alu-
minixed mylar with a resistivity of O.ID/square, but time constraints precluded 
Hi use. 

The choice of 49.5% Argon-49.5% COi-1.0% CH4 brought with it certain 
benefits and compromises. A definite benefit waa the slow drift velocity: the 
maximum drift time was some 240 ns, whereas the maximum drift tiros waa 70 ns 
for 50% Argon-50% Ethane. The slow drift velocity made the spatial resolution 
fairly insensitive to timing errors, in particular for large drift distances. On 
the other hand, in a high rate hadronic environment, this long drift time is 
a disadvantage. Further, the drift velocity is not constant as a function of 
drift distance (see Figure 3.14). This presented no problem in our application, 
but space charge could well render the drift velocity unstable in a high rate 
environment, such as the SSC. This is not the case for 50% Argon-50% Ethane, 
which has a nearly constant drift velocity. 

A compromise involved in using 49.5% Argon-40.5% COj-1.0% CH4 is its 
gas gain properties. Carbon Dioxide does not absorb hard UV as well as Ethane. 
At the highest gas gains, where single electrons are capable of initiating stream
ers, 49.5% Argon-49.5% COj-1.0% CH4 produced a much broader pulse height 
spectrum than 50% Argon-50%Ethane. We suspect this broad pulse height spec-
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Spatial Resolution: A = t z - \(\s • t 3 ) 

Drift Velocity: v = 50 ji.m/ns 

fi^tfi 3.t Straw Arruiunerii i» Teat Beam. Electroai u d piont »ere eupi>'i*d by th. 
SLAC ftsKirca Yard, c u the drift velocity, which wae typicelly » coniUnl 
&0jim/ u for the Arfon-Hydfocu-boD |ue» used. The ipatiil reaolulioD, aw. 
vat determuied from the drift time* in the finl three ttrewi- The fourth. 
atasauvd straw wea useful for determining the time to duttnee reUtiattihip 

tram might tie the cause of a deterioration of spatial resolution near the win', as 
discussed in section 3.7.2. We note that the use of Xenon u a quencher, which 
absorbs hard UV" in addition to COj, resulted in a more satisfactory gas gain, 
and did not cause a reduction in radiation lite time. 

S.S Beam Test 

We conducted a beam test" to determine the resolutions possible with a drift 
chamber made of straws. A variety of high voltages, discriminator thresholds, 
gases, and pressures were used. An unseparated beam of 8 GeV/e electrons and 
ptons in the SLAC Research Yard was used. Four straws were Bj-r&n&ed as shown 
in Figure 3.2. The simple geometry allowed a straightforward and systematic 
free determination of the spatial resolution. For example. Figure 3.3exhihits 
the simple scatter plot of drift time in the first straw versus that in thr last, 
offset straw. The cases where the tiaclt passed above both sense wires, between 
the sense wires, and below both are clearly visible. The lack of degradation of 
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spatial resolution for tracks passing near the wire ia c.ar.y v'uible. The spatial 
resolution as a function of drift distance is given in Figure 3.4, for ft variety of 
discriminator thresholds. In the streamer mode at 4 kV, the ipatial resolution 
was an average of 25 /jm, and did not degrade ntar tht tense virt. The data 
agree quite we.l with Monte-Car.o calculation. Figure 3.5 stows the spatial 
resolution measured for a variety of high voltages and gas pressures. Based on 
these test beam results, one sees that etraws obtain spatial resolution* in the 
25pm regime. 

3.4 Design 

3.4.1 Radiation Shielding 

At the beginning of PEP operation, the MAC detector ran for » abort time 
with a 3.15 cm radius beam pipe, and minimal shielding was employed. From 
this experience, we deduced that the primary radiation background came from 
off-energy electrons that were pverfocussed by the 'low-beta* quadrupoles into 
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the beam pipe and tracking chamber. Another important background source 
waa synchrotron radiation, both from the 'aoft bend' dipole and the low-beta 
quad. 

We designed a cloaa-in collimator to suppraas theae background!. The col
limator w u a tantalum annului of 2.8 cm inner radiui and 0.8 cm tbickneu, 
placed 60 cm from the interaction region. Shielding of haavimst, a elntared tung-
•tan material, aurrounded the collimator to abaorb electromagnetic ahowere. The 
location and dimensions of the collimator were chosen to allow sufficient room 
for this shielding, and to shield the Vertex Chamber from direct particle and 
photons originating from the soft bend and low-beta quad magnets. Figure 3.6 
shows the shielding and theae trajectories. A 75pm titanium liner, placed inside 
the beam-pipe to attenuate the at lOkeV fluorescence from tantalum by a factor 
of •» 30, completed the shielding. 
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The heavimet occluded the low angle electron veto counters previously In
stalled for the MAC search for c+e~ -> ~i+ vcoUy interacting partic(cst° To 
maintain this search, an annulus of BGO w u placed between the huvimet and 
the interaction region. The dense BGO w u read out with compact photodiodas?1 

a well matched combination for such a cramped situation. This w u the first 
application of this technology in an operating colliding beam experiment. 

3.4.2 Bcampipt and Prcuvre Vc4tel 

The beampipe w u 0.11 cm thick beryllium, brazed to aluminum tubes at its 
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ends. The aluminum tubes were in turn welded to the pressure vessel endplate.fi, 
which were in explosion welded bimetal of aluminum and stainless steel. The 
remainder of the pipe was stainless steel. The outer wail of the pressure vessel 
was a 2.54 mm aluminum tube, also welded to the aluminum aide of the bimetal 
end plate*. The outer wall carried the mechanical load of the beam pipe arid 
shielding. I-beams placed vertically above and below the beam pipe carried the 
load on either aide of the vessel. 

The pressure vessel was distinct from the Vertex Chamber. The coaxial 
signal cables from the chamber were potted in epoxy plugs that were captured 
in the endplates and sealed with O-rings. 

3.4.3 Chamber 

The itraws were strung on a spool that consisted of a 0.076 err, thick, rx-

S. Vertex Chamber 

f\gwt S 7 Spool End!'!*** Layout, Stowing Pl*Cfmeot of Slnwi in Radio* u d Az
imuth 

truded bt-rylliuni tube, to which 1.6 cm thick aluminum endplatea were glued. 
Holes were precision reamed in these endplates to accept the endplugs of the 
straws, 'fji,. endplaie layout is shown in Figure 3.7. There are six radial straw 
layers, arranged in three pairs. The inner layer of each pair is close packed in 
azimuth. The outer layer contains the same number of strawB as the inner, but is 
staggered one half cell in azimuth. The stagger resolves the left-right ambiguity 
in the straws. 

The straws themselves had an inner diameter of 6.9 mm. The wall constated 
of a double wrap of 50pm mylar, each layer coated on one side with O.Bn/square. 
Burface resistivity aluminum. The conductive layers faced inward and outward. 
The pitch angle of the spiral wraps was 28°. 

The end-fitting design is shown in Figure 3.8. An aluminum collar was glued 
with conductive epoxy to the straw inner face, trapping a Delrin (acetal) plastic 
plug. The plug performed several functions. First, it insulated the high voltage 

http://endplate.fi
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F»j«r« S.t bd-itt i i i DMIIH for Straws. 8— Kurt for wun drtiilt. Tk« u l lu comtncUd 
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on the sense wire from the ground of the endplata and etrawi. For thil raawn, 
virgin Delria (Dflrin that waa not reformed from old piece*, was need) to avoid 
rxacka and crevicea that lead to high voltage breakdown. Considerable trial 
and nroT lead to the ehtpe of the plug inside the itraw, in order to avoid edge 
breakdown at extremely high voltage*. Second, the plug provided a moan* to 
apply tension once the atraw was mounted between the endplatea. The threaded 
tip of the plug allowed a nut to apply tension when tightened. Third, the plug 
provided a seat for the feedthrough that held and positioned the sense wire. Last, 
the plug provided a conduit for gas flow through the etraw, via two channels cut 
lengthwise on its outer radius. The 30pm gold-tungsten sense wire v u threaded 
through the 100pm hole of a the feed through, a tempered stalnlese steel tube, 
which was crimped to capture the wire. 

3.4.4 Signal Procuring 

Figure 3.0 shows the electronic layout of the Vertex Chamber and associated 
electronics. The sense wires were operated at positive high voltage, and one end 
was terminated through a standoff capacitor and a reehtor. The other end was 
connected to 19 meters of RG179B, a 750, teflon insulated, miniature coaxial 
cable. This coaxial cable provided high voltage, and carried signals to preampe 
that were located away from the detector. 

We used the LABEN 5242 preamplifier, a hybrid optimised for fast rise time 
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and low noise. This preamp can achieve a white noise of 0.4 fC when used with a 
low capacitance source. As discussed in section 3.6.1, the low impedance source 
provided by the long cables resulted in an increase of approximately a factor 
of three in white noise. It may be that an input transistor can be obtained, 
and transistor biasing can be developed, that would result in let* white noise 
for the low impedance source. However, the long cables also made the system 
susceptible to electromagnetic interference, as also discussed in section 3.0.1. 
3ood grounding practice can eliminate this interference completely; in practice 
we only suppressed it to approximately the same level of the white noise. 

Our discriminator circuit utilized the Pleesey SP9687 dual comparator. Each 
discriminator channel used two comparators, one set to a low threshold, and one 
high, as shown in Figure 3.10. The discriminator output was fed to our time-
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3.4.5 Gat Si/item 

The gas system « u designed to maintain constant demity in the chamber 
while allowing gas flow. Figure 3.11 ihows the gas circuit of the final design 
The gas preuure w u maintained by mechanical regulator*. Throe proved quite 
reliable, but were sensitive to ambient thermal variations, necessitatis thermal 
isolation. Flow w u maintained by a vacuum pump on the output of the systerii, 
which eliminated flow variations due to atmospheric pressure fluctuation. The 
temperature of the chamber w u maintained nearly constant by tin- cooling 
system of our solenoid; no effect of heating from the beam was observed 

TbU lyatem maintained the gas density constant with an mis density varia
tion of O.BSt over one week. The rtna variation of the time to distance relationship 
contributed by this was a maximum of only Upm, at the straw wall. An elec-
trica.1 control system would leiie control of the pressure if the density wandered 
outside iO.75%; thus only occurred once in the operation of the chamber. Ad
justment of the mechanical regulators Tor long term drift wan made several time's 
per week. 

S. Vtrtex Chamber 

Fiftre S II Gae Syeteln Circuit. Wewurucd tia* from cylinder* flowed through Poly-
Flo tubing If lb* Vertex Chantbct, then back through a taet chamber and 
a vacuum pump, which rented to tbe atmoaphtre. Abaolqlt praaian « u 
maintained t>> • pair of mechanical regulators on the cylinder outpal, u d a 
needle valve D j , tbe output controlled tbe flow rate. Prtsiurt and tamperalaje 
were monitored in the Vertex Chamber (VC), if the density in tht ehambar 
drifted outei'lr limita an rlrctnca] circnil could regulate tht density via lb(< 
aolrnoid valve* 

3.5 Practical Matter* 

.'IS.) Sthedulr 

The preliminary studies for the MAC' Vertex Chamber were begun in Novem
ber 1983. and the poal was set to take data useful for physics results when PEP 
resumed operations in the Fall of 19M An intensive period of prototyping and 
of study of beam related backgrounds led to a complete set of detailed engi
neering drawings for the chamber by mid-March 1984. By necessity some items, 
such as the extruded beryllium central column of the chamber spool and the 
stainless steel feed through* shown in Figure 3.8, had been decided upon and 
ordered much earlier. The remainder of March 198-1 and most of April 1084 were 
devoted to the beam test. All itcjjis for construction of the chamber were on 
hand by early May, 198-1, and after some development of procedures for string
ing the chamber, stringing began near the end of May, and was complete within 
four weeks. Two weeks were then spent cabling the chamber. The chamber was 
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taken to the PEP Vacuum Group for mounting on the baam pipe assembly in 
early July. Thii w u completed by Auguit. The combined numbly w u then 
removed to the MAC interaction halt, tested, and mounted on the PEP beam 
line on Auguit 20,1084. Aaaembly of the chamber electronic! enaued, and data 
wa» tales from the chamber when PEP wa» filled on November 4, 1984. Some 
refinement of the gas and high voltage ayitama occurred during the remainder 
of 1984, and by 1985 the chamber wai fully integrated into the MAC online 
system. 

The integration of the VC into the MAC offline eyitem w u accomplished 
during the fint half of 1985. By July, 1985, thia talk wai aubitantially complete, 
and physica analysis began. 

3.5.2 Construction Dttailt 

The apool upon which the itrewi and wires were strung, consisting of two 
aluminum endplates, shown in Figure 3.7, and the central beryllium column, was 
glued together with epoxy. The spool assembly was performed on c precision 
granite table. Measurement* after gluing showed that twist between the end-
plates was leu than 12pm, although the endplates were not parallel by w 0.02°. 
Before stringing, six weak Fe" source! were placed on the beryllium column. 
These sources were useful for checkout of the chamber, and provided maximum 
counting rates of a 100Hi in the inner layer. 

Straws were selected for lick of defects and checked for electrical continuity 
along both inner and outer faces. Approximately half the straws had obvious 
defects, such as dents or ragged mylar edges. A small number had scratches 
across their aluminization that broke electrical continuity. Acceptable straws 
were then cut to 432 mm length with very sharp scissors, and the aluminum 
collars (see Figure 3.8) were glued inside each straw end with Eccobosd 25, a 
very smooth and creamy conductive epoxy. The straws were heated in an oven 
for several hours at « 48° C to cure the epoxy. Distortion of the straw! by this 
heating, and subsequent cooling, was avoided by keeping the straws in grooved 
trays. Nevertheless, a very few straws warped, and all were rolled down an 
incline to test for straightness. 

The Delrin plugs were trapped in the atraw by the collars. To mount the 
straw in the VC spool, the plugs were pushed into the collars so that only 
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m 0.05cm was exposed. The straws wen m 0.2cm shorter than the distance 
between the spool endplatea, so the straw could be positioned with Delrin plugs 
directly in front of the holes in the endplates. A narrow set of tueems was 
used to pull the threaded tip of the each Oelrin plug through its endplate hole. 
Nuts were attached to the tip* and tightened. One and of the atraw contacted 
the endplate. The » 0.2 cm gap on the other end of the straw was bridged by a 
spring that made electrical contact, a* portrayed in Figure 3.8. A weva washer 
was used on this end of the straw to provide some measure of the tension applied 
to the straw, typically «s 500g, 

A piece of welding stock, with a small hook filed in one end, was used to draw 
the wire through the straw. The stock was threaded one way through the straw, 
the wire attached to the hook, and the wire drawn back through the atraw. A 
taper in the Delrin plug facilitated the threading of the rod. A stainless feed 
through was then slipped over one end of the wire, and crimped with a tool that 
ran on compressed sir. A second feed through w u then slipped over the ciher 
wire end, and a 100g weight hung on that and, and the second feed through 
w u crimped. Approximately 30 straws end wires per day were strung in this 
manner, although the time involved in checking the wires and straws limited 
output to 15 per day. 

After a group of straws and wires were installed, the tension of each wire 
w u checked. A magnet w u placed near the wire, and an oscillating current w u 
driven through the wire. The frequency of oscillation w u varied, and resonance 
w u searched for via the induced voltage caused by motion of the wire in the 
Seld. Typically, the resonant frequency w u 290 Hi, with a width of 0.5 He, 
implying a tension of 120 g. Wires were restrung if they were outside the range 
275 - 305 Hz. We found that our initial crimping technique allowed a alippsge 
of 5g per week, which we viewed u unacceptable. We arrested the slippage 
by recrimping each wire after reducing the distance between the jaws of the 
crimping tool, and achieved a slippage of < 0.1 g per week. 

After checking the tension, we placed the chamber inside a preuure vessel 
containing 4 atm of 50%-Argon 5096-Ethane, and examined the output of each 
channel with 4.7 kV applied to the sense wire. This voltage is well into the lim
ited streamer regime for a aingle electron signal. Initially, w 25% of the channels 
drew substantial current at this high voltage, and were replaced. This effect w u 
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traced to im»il Delrin Bakes present on the sense wire, and was substantially 
eliminated by careful cleaning of the Delrin plugs. 

Attaching cables and termination resistors and capacitors to the cham^n 
proved to be a painstaking task. Half of the signal cables were attached on CM h 
end of the chamber. The center conductor of each signal cable wan solderei! 
to > small cap, which contained a transverse spring. The cap » M then »lid 
over the exposed end of the feed through. Layers of teflon tubing were used to 
insulate the cap; finally a piece pf heat shrink tubing that contained a conductive 
inner layer was shrunk over the straw tension nut and the shield of the signal 
cable, making the gTOund connection. In this manner, the signal was always 
coaxial. The epoxy plugs in which the cables were potted were held in a jit; 
which provided stress relief. 

The Vertex Chamber was then mount?. the beam pipe assembly. The 
beam pipe assembly consisted of two sections which were mirror images,' these 
two sections were tinted by the central beryllium pipe. The two sections were 
made of stainless steel, and contained th'- tantalum masks shown in Figure 3.fi; 
the central beryllium pipe had aluminum tubes brazed on at either end. Each 
section was joined to the beryllium p p e through the endplatt of the Vet lex 
Chamber pressure vessel, that is the explosion welded composite of steel and 
aluminum. One lection and one end of the beryllium pipe were both welded 
to an endplate; then the pipe was inserted through the central column of tin-
Vertex Chamber. Then, the free end of the beryllium was welded to the other 
pressure vessel endplate, with the Vertex Chamber present. Special care way 
taken not to heat the VC. Finally, the second stainless be&rn pipe section wan 
also welded to the tndplate, and the outer cylindrical vessel wall wax slid over 
the entire assembly and welded. Care was taken to keep the Vertex Chamber 
electrically insulated from beam pipe with a kapton insulator on the beam pipe, 
and a mylar insulator on the outer wall. Table 3.1 contains a list of the matter 
in the Vertex Chamber. The final assembly was rugged and easy to move onto 
the beam line. 

.&. Vertex Chamber 
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nil nil .Y<„ %j 
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Material Name 
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Inner Radius Thicki.**? 1 
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3.5f.-l 0.007.1 o.2l 
Titanium X-ray Absorber 

3..'.71 0.1 IIS 0.32 

3.o>.1 OMi'M 0.02 

lierylliuni Beam Pipe 3..'.71 0.1 IIS 0.32 

3.o>.1 OMi'M 0.02 Kapton Eiectricai Insulator 
3.f«.|:» 0.07R2 0.22 Beryllium VC Spool Columj" 

4.582-8.105 - 0.76 Mylar, Tungsten,Straws, Wires,Gas 
Argon, COj .CH, 

0.024 0.00f,4 0.02 Mylar Electrical Insulator 

9.CWr> 0.2.11 2.S5 Aluminum Pressure Vessel Wali 

TMt 3.1 Matter is iht Vertex Chamber AiMmtily. 

3.0 Vertex Chamber 

3.6.1 t'crler Chamber Performance 

Ele< 'r (11'.c.J: 

Refer to Figure 3.9 for the electronic layout of the Vertex Chamber and as
sociated electronics. The electrical ground of the Vertex Chamber was insulated 
from the ground formed by the PEP beam pipe, to suppress pickup from the im
age currents of the beam it-self- Nc pickup from this source was observed at the 
level of while noise from the preamplifiers. However, the long signal cables be
tween the chamber and the preamplifiers proved susceptible to electromagnetic 
interference in the 1-100 MHz regime. Their susceptibility was reduced substan
tially by isolating both their center conductor and shield with 1-10 Mft resistors 
from the high voltage supply cables. The dominant source of interference was 
the system for measuring drift times in the Vertex Chamber (VC), the lime to 
voltage converters (TVCs). Moving these from 10 meterB to 30 meters from the 
preamplifiers reduced the total pickup to approximately the level of the white 
noise of the fireamp;-. The long cable? limited the 10.90% rise time at their 
output to 4 ns, and attenuated signals from the chamber hy 15%. The output 
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slew rate of the preamps was BO n V / u , yielding a 10-00% rise time of 1.0 ns 
for pulses from Fe" sources in the chamber. The white noise of the preamps 
was 2.0 fC at their input with cables attached, 0.8 fC without. The low level of 
our discriminators was set at A fC input to the preamps, which corresponded to 
30 mV at their output. Slewing and noise contributed lass than 0.15 ns to our 
timing resolution. TVC channels were calibrated with a CAMAC controlled 
delay generator. The delayed calibration pulse wss injected at the preamplifier 
Input, into half the channels at a time. For each channel, the delay was fit as a 
quadratic function of the voltage output from the TVC. The non-linearity con
tributed only 0.5% to the calibration. This calibration was performed 8 times 
over the 17 months of data taking. 

The channel by channel pedestals had a standard deviation of IS ns; this 
was governed by the variability of a CMOS switch in the TVC circuit. Over the 
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data talcing period these pedestals were stable to 1.3 ns. The slope term in the 
quadratic fit was far more reproducible from channel to channel, varying only 
1.3%; this was governed by one resistor and one charging capacitor. The drift 
was only 0.5% in these slopes. Figure 3.12 shows the actual distributions of the 
offsets and slopes. 

The calibration reproduced input delays to better than 0.5 ns. During data 
taking, four spare channels were fed fixed delays; these indicated that the system 
achieved a tuning resolution over a typical two hour data taking run of 250 ps. 

The combined effect of l)siewing in the signal cables; 2}noise in the preampli
fiers; and S)rasolution of the TVC system produces a timing resolution of < S00 
ps. The maximum drift velocity in the Vertex Chamber itself was lOOjjm/ns. 
Therefore the degradation in spatial resolution from purely electronic sources 
was < JBiim. 

Operating Point 

The high voltage and threshold at which the chamber was operated was 
a compromise between spatial resolution and radiation damage considerations. 
As discussed in earlier, for the short drift distances in our cells, triggering on 
the first arriving electron was desirable. The observed charge for various high 
voltages appears in Figure 3.13. At 3900 V, our threshold of 6 fC was very 
near the most probable eigne] for a single electron. Synchrotron X-rays were 
the dominant source of current drawn in the chamber. Approximately two 
random hits per beam crossing occurred in the chamber, causing a current of 
3»5 nA/cm to be drawn in the innermost layer, for a high voltage of 3900 V. 
Higher voltages put the chamber in danger of accumulating more than 0.2 C/cm 
charge in the innermost layer, so we operated at 3900 V. In retrospect, we were 
slightly conservative; the innermost layer accumulated only 0.03 C/cm over the 
entire data taking period. 

The two random hits per beam crossing in no way interfered with our track 
finding procedure. Electronic cross talk did not limit our ability to maintain a 
low threshold: studies with Bhahha events indicated that electronic cross talk 
produced < 0.1% of the hits in five of the six layers. However, knock-on electrons 
did produce hits in the cells immediately neighboring a cell penetrated by a track 
1-2% of the time. 
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Figure til Sisjle Electros Gain. The four plot* ere for different Wi(b voUa|e< ap
plied to the HIM wire. Thee* dais were obtained with * teat etraw iden
tical to those aaed a the Vertex Chamber- An iacendeacenl lilPt pro
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3.T Off-line calibration! 

We performed off-line calibrations of wire positions, drift timing constants, 
the time to distance relationship, and drifts in these quantities. Bhabha scat
tering events proved very useful for this purpose due to their simple topology 
The use of Bhabha scattering events is by no means mandatory. Any sample 
of tracks free of b i u from pattern recognition could hav« been utilised. Bias 
can occur, for example, in dense regions of multihadron events, when two trai-k.= 
pass through the same cell but only one Is recorded. 

Our calibration techniques require existing programs to link hits into tracks 

o s ._ . . 5, Vertex CAnmoer 

art<l to (it tl.o tr.ick parameters. The programs used to do this are described in 
reference [t>~) 

Glob?.] Alignment 

For » description of ou; tracking parameterization, see the appendix. The 
VC measured only the three parameters that describe the track in the x-y plane. 
Of these three, only two were well measured. 4c c c and « 0 r t . Our existing central 
drift (CD) chamber extended from 12 cm to 45 cm in radius, and had stereo 
labors, so it measured a!l five helix parameters. Systematic comparison of Scnc 
and $Uvr with i^lS and i>, t i as a function of ?Vj , *, and so allowed determination 
of the five relevant parameters that describe the relative global orientation of 
the VC and the central drift chamber. 

These fee parameters were measured 13 limes over the course of data tax
ing, Figure 3.I4 shows the stability of the three most important over these 
measurements. The horizontal and vertical translations were stable to 10 Jim. 

Time In Distance Calibr; J 

The gas used in the «' " .. ^iber, 49.5% Argon, 49.5%COj,l%Cr7, 1 has 
a drift velocity approxi, , u-'.\ ;... - '.ionat to the applied electric field. In a 
cylindrical geometry, this i •. drift distance r and the drift time I are 
related by r & \rt. This simple relationship provided an initial guess for our 
time to distance function. 

We improved the initial guess with the following procedure. Tracks in 
Jihabha scattering events with 4-6 hits in the VC and 7-10 out of JO possi
ble hits in the CD were chosen A VC hit waseliminated, and the remaining 
VC and CI> hits were used in a new track fit This new fit was used to predict 
the drift distance, r p r t i . in the eliminated V'C cell. Errors in the initial time to 
distance relationship tend to cancel in r r e J . We give a scatter plot of r p „^ as 
a function of the measured drift time, !„,», in Figure 3.15. The fyrti « \ftmiu 
character u- evident. We fit daU such as that in Figure 3.15 to obtain the im
proved lime In distance relationship, ' ( i ) , or its inverse, t[r). Fitting r ^ e < as 
a function of („,„„ or vice versa yield systematically different results for short 
drift distances, because no drift distances are defined as negative. Furthermore, 
trie larRe slope of K

rt near l m , , , = 0 makes fiuinR Tp,,d as a function of <„,,„, 

file:///ftmiu
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difficult. Fitting t „ , „ u a function of r^,^ proved to require fewer parameters 
and converged more easily. Cubic iplinea or orthogonal polynomial* were used 
u fitting function*. The time to distance relationship converged to within 10 jim 
after one iteration of improvement. The relatioiuhip w u evaluated five time* 
over MAC data taking, uiually after alight change* in gaa mixture. 

To account for drift* in timing, gal density, and electronics, run by run 
correction* were applied to the time to distance relationship. A typical run 
lasted 80 minutes and yielded 100 Bhabhe scattering events for calibration. The 
drift time actually used in the time to distance relationship, (, was computed 
from 

t — iQrr + SrrtiiMU 
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where lorr and *rr are the run by run timing offset and slope. The** are found 
using a procedure very similar to that used to extract the time to distance 
relationship. Typically t^,, could be measured to an accuracy of .2 us and *„ 
to 2 96. forr remained stable for weeks, then would suddenly shift, usually due 
to a power failure or changes in PEP timing. The slope term was very stable, 
reflecting the stability of the gaa density. 

Channel by Channel Calibration 

The timing constants and physical positions of each cell wen calibrated 
offline. T i n procedure was similar to that used to obtain the time to distance 
calibration. The residual* Sr - r,,,j - r(t„„„) and St *= *(r r,v) - I M N wan fit 
for each cell with four constants: 

1. An offset in time, to-

3. An offset in distance, in the aztmuthal direction, do. 

3. A slope in time, s. 
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4. A tilt in i , the axial direction. 

do and (o affect Sr with opposite tigns on opposite Bides of the *en*e wire. In 
a typical calibration, 100 run* were u*ed, corresponding to fipb"1 of integrated 
lumincnity. Thi* yielded approximately 150 residual* in each of the 324 cells. 
The largest correction w u do, appearing in Figure 3.16. The calibration was 
performed 13 time*. The atandard deviations of do for each cell over the 13 
meuuremenU also appear in Figure 3.16, indicating a reproducibility of 10 urn. 

The channel by channel calibration* were made in a (ingle pass through 
Bhabha tcattsrinj data. The Improvement in ipati&J resolution due to the cal
ibration w u then immediately known via the multivariate analog of the rela
tionship: 

!>-*)'= £«?-"*' 
Use of orthogonal polynomials as fitting functions allowed straightforward isola
tion of the contribution of the various constants. Table 3.2 gives the importance 
of each of the constants. 

1} S. Vertex Chamber 
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The iiuscalibralion of a channel in the Vertex Chamber 'pulls' the track fit 
and therefore can induce an apparent miscalibralion of channel* in other layer*. 
This couplinR was not explicitly accounted for in our calibration procedure. The 
onsets in azimuth between layers ttr.d to reduce the importance of this effect. 
Further, when we iterated the calibration procedure we found the constant* to 
converge within one iteration with 10 urn of their value after three iteration*. 

Certain correlations between distant cells were found to occur. For example, 
the initial channel by channel calibration resulted in a slight uniform transla
tion of all cells by an equal distance in the i2imuth&! direction. This created the 
appearance that the tracks in Bhabha scattering events were tangent to a circle 
centered on the geometric center of the chamber. The effect was eliminated 
by constraining the two tracks in a Bhabha event to have equal but opposite 
distances- of closest approach to the geometric center of the chamber. Thin 
constraint was made only for the track fils used to determine the calibration 
constants. Similar distortions in the mean acollinearity and momentum differ
ence were observed and suppressed. In general, correlations between distant 
cells arc not necessarily well conilrainej in our cell by cell calibration proce
dure However, spurious correlations are easily removed by constrained Gtting 
of tracks, or by constraint of the final survey constants. 



3.7-1 Pattern Recognition 

Algorithm 

Track segment* were obtained by independent pattern recognition program* 
in the CD and the VC. The CD algorithm wee complex, due to the pretence of 
stereo layer* and non-negligible track curvature?' The VC algorithm wa* simpler, 
became track* are approximately straight lines in the VC. 

We regard the lix layer* of the VC a* three double layer* for the flnt atep 
of pattern recognition. Became of the overlapping, regular geometry of the VC 
double layer*, the drift distance* n and rj for hit* produced by a radial track 
an related by: 

Wf 

Ti + g i n • ro J3.1) 

Here R\ it the radius of layer 1 or the double layer, A, that of layer 3, and ro 
the itraw radiui. Pair* of hit* in double layer* were associated if they met (3.1] 
within 300 fim. Random association* were thereby (oppressed, with little lose 
of real tracks. Meet lot* of real tracks occurred for very low momentum tracks 
or tracks from very long lived species, such as J£°s and As. The ambiguity 
concerning by which aide of the senie wire the track pasted is resolved by (3.1) 
in most ease*. 

Associated pairs in the three double layer* were then linked based on their 
agreement in azimuth. A straight line fit was made to the resulting set of hits 
and drift distance*. The straight line* found in the VC were then compared to 
and matched with track* found is the CD. Unmatched CD tracks were extrap
olated into the VC and a search made for VC hit*. A weighted, hast squuee fit 
wa* performed to both the VC and CD bit* and drift distances. VC hits were 
assigned weights baaed on the measured resolution as a function of drift distance 
(Figure 10). Multiple scattering waa accounted for by allowing partially con
strained kinks at the beam pipe, the boundary between the VC and CD, and at 
fixed location* within the chambers. A final search was made for hits along the 
track fit, and .1% of the VC and CD hit* were dropped due to large residual*. 

Considerable effort was expended on scanning graphical representation* of 
event* and interrogating the pattern recognition program* to tune their deci-
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Event* VC Efficiency 
Bhabhat 0.904 ± 0.001 

Tans 0.082 ±0.003 
Multihadrons 0.939 ± 0.001 

TM.S.S VtetaCkutWnficmKT. 

eion*. After some optimisation of cut*, results at least as good as those from 
scanning were achieved. 

Efficiency 

Since the CD and VC are in one sense redundant device*, it was possible to 
measure the efficiency of the VC by using a sample of trades well measured in 
the CD. Sources of inefficiency Include dead cells, overlap of particle trajectories, 
and inadequacy of the track finding algorithm for particles with low momentum 
or very large impact parameter. 

We define well measured tracks in the CD by four requirement*: i)ten hits 
from the CD must be linked to the trujc, 2)*bt« < • cm., J)* <, 30*, and 
4)& £ N/SX* - V2<W>-1 i 4. Table 3.3 give* the efficiency for well measured 
CD tracks to link to > 3 VC hits. The Bhabha efficiency was determined from 
2 p b - 1 of integrated luminosity, tau lepton and multihadron efficiencies from 
M pb"1. 

Track overlap was a source of inefficiency in the VC in multihadron event*. 
If two tracks were separated by lees than the diameter of a straw, 6.0 mm, they 
could leave only one hit in a layer of the VC. The staggering of VC layer* 
usually prevented this phenomenon from happening in every layer. Double-hit 
electronics probably would not eliminate it, because the drift field for straws is 
radial. Figure 3.17 shows the efficiency for well measured CD tracks to link to 
> 3 VC hit* as a function of VC track separation. The VC track separation is 
the minimum distance in the etimuthal direction from the well measured track 
to the nearest CD track, within the VC boundary. The efficiency wa* near 60% 
for email separation, indicating one track of the overlapping pair was found in 
the VC. For large separations, the efficiency was better than 96%. 
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The VC track finding: algorithm m i most efficient for straight tracks coining 
from the beam centroid. The efficiency for CD tracks with VC track separation 
greater than one straw diameter ii shown versus momentum in Figure 3.18. The 
efficiency w u > 90% above 200MeV/c. Tracks softer than SOOMeV/c had an 
error in impact parameter due to multiple scattering in the beam pipe equal 
to their error due to chamber resolution. Since the multiple scattering error 
scale* at 1/p, tracks with p < 200 MeV/e contribute little information to lifetinu 
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measurements. Figure 3.18 also exhibitB the efficiency for the same tracks versus 
the impact parameter itself. Typical impact parameters of particles from B-
mesoti decay are 3O0;iro, and the VC efficiency i» Bat and > 96% to some ten 
limes this value, (3 mm). We conclude th»t linking efficiency effect* lifetime 
measurements very little. 

Well measured tracks in the VC can be used to measure the efficiency of the 
CD. Denning a well measured trick as one with six hits in the VC, 0.932±0.001 
are matched with tracks having fix or more hits in the CD, and 0.798 ± 0.001 
are matched to tracks having seven hits or more. 

3.7.2 Oastfued Acio'ufiofu 

Ppalia! resolutions were measured using residuals from the track 6t. If the 
VC hit used to measure the residual is left in the track 6t, the resulting residual 
distribution is systematically narrower than the true residual distribution, due 
to the pull of the hit in the fit?' Conversely, if the hit is removed from the fit 
the distribution is wider than the true distribution, due to interpolation error 
in the track fit. The sire of the bias is almost equal in these two cases, but 
opposite iti sign. Figure 3.19 displays the residuals from Bhabha scattering 
events, where VC hits were removed from the fit. The non-gaussian tails arise 
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from the variation of resolution with drift diatanct. The resolution (o) ai a 
function of drift distance ii shown in Figure 3.20. # u t function of drift 
diitance both for the hit left in the fit, and for the hit removed. For moit drift 
distance!, the resolution is 35 sm. Near the wire the resolution degrades, most 
probably due to the dispersion in pulse heights in our gas mixture, which is 
underquenched. Estimates of degradation due to spacing of lonisation dusters, 
and due to timing resolution, indicate that these do not provide the degradation 
of resolution near the wire. The mean resolution is 45 pro. 

The figure of merit for lifetime measurements is a„ the resolution in extrap
olated distance of closest approach to the geometric center of the chamber. <r. 
depends on the position resolutions of both the VC and the CD, the radii from 
the beam of their sense wires, and tbe amount of matter that causes multiple 
scattering in the beam pipe: 

•.«5(i-+^w+i?w)+5 [3-2] 

n 5. Vtrtex Clutmitr 

The first term arises from the noo-scro measurement resolution in the drift 
chambers, the second from multiple coulomb scattering. Ben /i(x) and /J ( I ) 
represent the errors in extrapolation due to the slope and curvature in the fit, 
and are polynomials of order 1 and 3 respectively: 

/ i ( * ) = * 

* W - * r + ̂  + . 
?, the dimansionless mean extrapolation distance, is J E */e>,; given the radii 
{n «•*} of the sensing layers, and their spatial resolutions {ffi an}, 

and fir and "n, are the coefficients of skew and curtosis defined in analogy 
with a,. For the combination of CD and VC, F * S.6cm,o> « 7.4cm,i\, * 
3.5,and-rir « 15. /,'(?) = 1.4, while f}{fi) m 12, indicating that uncertainty 
in the curvature m the fit dominates the extrapolation error. This uncertainty 
arises primarily from the small maximum radius, 45 cm, of the MAC CD; the 
vertex resolution decreases as the tqvart of this radius, The first term in [3.2] 
predicts a vertex resolution of 72pm for 45pm resolution in the VC. In the 
second term, a, depends on the angle of the track with respect to tho beam 
axis, but was typically 85pm- GeV/e. 

The resolution in impact parameter wu measured with Bhabha scattering 
events. Ideally, the opposing electron tracks would have equal and opposite 
impact parameters. Figure 3.21 shows the sum of the measured impact param
eters. The distribution is very gaussian, with fitted a of 124pm. This indicates 
a resolution e>. = 124/v^ = 87pm in impact parameter. Constraint of the 
momentum leads to a, = 52pm. 

The effective spatial resolution in the VC degraded to «• 70pm in multi-
hadron events. The primary source of this degradation was the misassociation 
of hits with tracks in the dense environment of a multihadron event. Hits in ad
jacent cells due to knock-on electrons probably caused some confusion as well. 
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Tht resolution in extrapolated diitance or cloaeat approach, or impact pa
rameter, in multihadron event* ii given in Figure 3.22. Track* with: 1) 3 or 
more hit* in the VC; 2)7 or more hiU in the CD; and 3) momenta > SOOMeV/c 
were u»ed. The fint plot make* vue of the beam centroid, u determined from 
Bhabha acatterbig event* on a run-by-run but*. The resolution In thi* c u e is 
dominated by the *ixe of the beam iUelf, which we measured to have o, = 350^m 
and c , = 70/im. For the aecond plot, an improved estimate of the < + e " anni
hilation location, the 'average vertex,' wai made on as event by event basis. 
These data indicate a vertex resolution of 210/im, of which HO^m was due to 
multiple coulomb Mattering. 

Figure 3.23 exhibit* the track* and VC hit* in a typical multihadron event. 
Thi* event i* in no way unuiual in complexity or lack of noise. 
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Chapter 4 

Event Selection 

In this chapter, we discus* the selection and some attributes of the sample 
of events that arc enriched in « + e~ - • i l . As discussed in the introduction, hi 
production constitutes only 9% of the •> SOOpb of inclusive multihadron produc
tion at PEP We demand a muon or electron with high momentum transverse 
to the event thrust axis to obtain an enriched sample of 60% * + « ~ -* bi purity 
and yield m l.Spb. We have rejected other methods of enrichment because they 
depend on untested t-quark hadronitation calculations" Use of the total inclu
sive multihadron sample, with no enrichment, leads to such a small sensitivity 
to the B-hsdron lifetime that systematic errors swamp its measurement. 

We begin with a very brief discussion of the hadronization of 6-quarks, and 
their subsequent decay. Beyond providing orientation, this serves to define a 
number of parameters that are ultimately varied for systematic error estimates. 
Next we discuss the measurement of the thrust axis, important both for the 
event selection and later for the lifetime measurement itself. A discussion of 
muon identification with the MAC detector follows, and the estimation of the 
purity of the muon sample. A similar but shorter discussion of the electron 
sample completes the chapter. 

i.t Physics In Flavor Enrichment 

4.1.1 fragmentation 

The reaction e + e~ —• qjj a followed by the spontaneous creation of many 
quark pairs from the vacuum, which combine with the origins! pair and one 
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another tr> form hadrons. In the reaction g— (o^)^, the fragmentation function 
describe* thi 1 distribution function of the fraction of the quarks (j's) initial 
energy reumed by the meson (qtf}. Mesons containing e and 6 quarks tend to 
retain ni"ft of the initial quark'G energy, because only light quark pairs (u, d, 
and s) are pulled from the vacuum in the fragmentation protean?* A popular 
parameterization of the fragmentation function /(c) is due to Peterson?' 

/ ( f , _ ' 

The precise definition of f was meant to be i = L,J|_J____. D U t uafortu-
natcly this variable cannot be directly determined by experiment. The variable 
most simply accessible to experiment is Ek«—— particularly when exclusive re-
construction of heavy mesons is performed. In fact, a clade of variables to 
describe fragmentation has formed, whose study is not particularly enlight
ening but must be performed to compare the world data on heavy quark 
fragmentation?* The result of our study for c = z, is tc = 0.063_2;o:s, while 

iioa\y quark fragmentation effects the fi-hadron lifetime in several ways. 
First, the harder the fl-hadron energy spectrum, the harder the subsequent 
le;Hon m.>?nenlum spectrum, and the more leptons from B hsdron decay pass 
our minimum momentum cut nf 2(»eV, to be described later this chapter. The 
same is clrarly true for charmed hadrons. Hence fragmentation effects the purity 
of our sample. Second, the harder the ii-hadron energy spectrum, the less energy 
is left available for the hadronizalion of light quark6 into light mesons. This 
means that a larger frartion of tracks in a 65 event originate from fi-hadron 
decay. Finally, at PEP energies, the mean impact parameter for a given B 
lifetime depends on the If momentum. 

4.1,2 l.rptori Tuyg\<if 

#-hadrons have large mass, so their decays produce particles with large mo
mentum transverse to the /^-direction. Unfortunately, light quark e + e" —• o? 
events ar,1 sufficiently broadened by the emission of gluons to produce particles 
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with luge transverse momentum sa well. However, at discus* »d in the Chapter 
1, B-hadrons decay 12± 1% of the time to muon* or electron*** The rejection ob
tained by demanding hoth high transverse momentum and leptoo Identification 
etrongly tuppreeee* light quark background The ehape of the Upton momentum 
ipectrum from B hadron decay Undi to peak toward the kinematic maximum, 
because the aatociated antineutrino U right handed; thii ie in contratt to the 
actuation for charmed badion decay. Hence, lepton transversa momentum alio 
give* good separation between e!> and it production. In fact, baaed on our Monte 
Carlo etudies, most it evenU enter the high ti .inverse momentum aample via 
gluon emission. 

Lepton tagging a* a method of 4J enrichment baa been extensively studied, 
bath by MAC end other PEP and PETKA dctectonf It at fair to aay that thii 
method of flavor enrichment u very well understood. Unfortunately, the yield ie 
somewhat low, only m 1 - 2pb out of a total i-quark production croae (action of 
OOpb at PEP. One would hope the high man of the e-tmark could be exploited 
to diatinguiih (£ production without paying the price in efficiency of lepton 
identification. A number of variable*, inch a* the Jet meat and the booated 
iphericity product, which depend on •£ event* being more ipherical than lighter 
quark events have been used, but in general the earn* level of experimental 
verification that exiiti for lepton tagging hu been absent** Further, the effect 
of quark masses in perturbative computation* of t+t~ —t,3,4 jttt i* currently 
unclear!0 It u poaiible to argue, for example, that e*t~ -* IS is domlnantry f 
jet, and thiu that the jet mat* and *phericity product method* are lee* effective 
than current calculations indicate. Hence, for a result of rach fundamental 
importance a* the B-hadron lifetime, we have choeen lepton tagging ae the most 
effective method of bi enrichment. 

4.3 Estimation of B-Hadron Direction 

Estimation of the B-hedron direction U important both for selection of the 
•ample of events enriched in B-hadron decay*, and for the measurement of the 
lifetime. Leptons with a large component of momentum transverse to the esti
mated B-hadron direction are used to select the enriched sample. The projection 
of the B-hadron direction in the plane transverse to the beam, or t-\l plane, 
ia used to determine the sign of the impact parameters used to measure the 
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lifetime. 

We use the thrust axis, (, as our estimate of the B-hadron direction!1 The 
thrust axi* ia found by maximising the quantity known as thrust, 

r-££''**' 

where {vi v/r) are a set of vectors that describe the AT particles in the 
event. A* originally formulated, these were the momenta of the particles. In 
MAC, w* see instead vectors composed from the magnitude and direction bom 
the interaction point of pulse* in the segmented calorimeters. Separata weights 
are assigned for electromagnetic and hadronic showers. A muon leave* small 
pulses characteristic of a minimum ionising particle, ao a correction based on 
the measured muon momentum is made. Figure 4.1a ahowa the distribution 
of the thrust axis in polar angle for a sample of multihadrou events. W* also 
make a second, redundant measurement of the thrust axis using tha momentum 
vectors of charged particles, a* determined by our CD. This estimate neglects 
neutrals, and is leu accurate then the ealorimetric thrust axis. 

co»(S) Thrust 

fl#»w «.i Tkrast Axis sad Tarart Distribsciow. (sj Dtscrihsties of tenwt ask f is 
ooUr satis i» mtltUulro* m m E»«*u eavias. Us tarast sals wttaia to* 
of tat btsn sn ut. (b) Distribitio* of tarast, T, i» ataHtatdioa meats. 
Knals asvisf T < 0.72 sn slimiastsd, dm to s m ia tarast axis rscos-
stractios. The ucs'Jsat ecratmtat w«» tas MAC Meat* Csdo is to U 
soud. 
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The thrust T can vary from J to 1. A thrust of \ correspond* to an isotropic 
distribution of particles, and 1 to a completely back to back distribution. In 
practice, for e +«" -» tf at PEP, T is on the average «a 0.9, and rarely lower 
than 0,7, Figure 4.1b shows the measured distribution. Two-jet events tend 
to have high thrust, while three-jet events caused by radiation of a hard gluon 
tend to have low thrust. Two jet B-hadron events hav* slightly lower thrust 
than two jet light quark events, because of the large c-quark mass. However, 
it is somewhat unclear how tht quark mass affects the emission of gluons and 
subsequent hadronization, and therefore unclear whether B-hadron events have 
on average lower thrust than light quark events. 

It is impossible to directly measure how well the thrust axis estimates the 
B-hadron direction. Ons expects that tb* estimate is best for high thrust even U, 
and deteriorates for low thrust events. For this reason, we cut events having 
r < 0.72 from the sample used to measure the B-hadron lifetime. Further, 
errors in the B-directlon estimate are amplified in the *-y projection when the 
thrust axis is at vary small angles with respect to the beam. The error in thrust 
axis aiimuth, 04 oc (l/sin(#)) y/1 + cos'(#), where t is the polar angle with 
respect to the beam. For this reason, we eliminate events with t less than 30° 
from the beam axis. The B-hadron flight path appears foreshortened for these 
•vents, providing a second motivation for their removal, The location of the 
thrust and t cuts are shown in Figure 4.1. 

We must rely on our Monte Carlo to model how closely the thrust axis 
estimates the B-hadron direction. However, we perform a powerful check on the 
Monte Carlo's ability to model the thrust ijcix. Multihadron events from both 
data and Monte Carlo are split into hemispheres based upon the ealorlmetric 
thrust axis. Two new thrust axes, found using only calorimeter hits in either 
hemisphere, are then found. The difference in azimuth, 6<p, and polar angle, 
it, between these hemispheric thrust axes are thown in Figure 4.2a and b, 
respectively. Both distributions are well fit by a Student's (-distribution" , 
with argument iin($4) ortin(M), s* = 0.106 or <a 6.1°, mad v = 1.3. Agreement 
between data and Monte Carlo is excellent, even in the tails. One can conclude 
that the thrust axis is reproducible to <s b.V'js/i = 4.3°, in both ^ and «. 
Tht same study shows that the thrust axis reconstructed from CD momentum 
vectors is has a reproducibility of 9.9°. 
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We employ the same technique to measure the thrust axis resolution as a 
function of thruet axis polar angle and thrust itself. The results for the resolution 
in #, as determined in a Student's t 6t, are shown in Figure 4.3. The close 
agreement of the Monte Carlo with the data is evident from this figure. One 
sees that the thrust axis is reproducible to t+ K f3.1°/sin(0)) \ / l +cos'(fl). We 
conclude that the Monte Carlo models thrust axis reconstruction exceedingly 
well. 

The Monte Carlo predicts that the thrust &XJB estimates the direction of the 
B-hadron involved in semilcptcmk decay to a = 5.6°, for a Student fit in either 
sin{6«) or Bin(O), >*'ith v = 1,4. Physics effects presumably keep s larger than 
the reproducibility r.f the thrust axis. The equivalent numbers in ei-production 
are s = 5.1° and 1/ = 1.7, reflecting the higher mean thrust of charm events. 
The Monte Carlo ehowt a Blight correlation of thrust axis with lepton direction, 
resulting in a systematic change in the shape of the muon and electron px 
distributions. 

4.S Selection of Muon Sample 

As discussed in Chapter 2, tht MAC calorimeters are surrounded by drift 
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chambers that reconstruct muon tracki over nearly the entire aolid amle. The 
ateel in the calorimeter* is toroidally magnetised, allowing a measurement of 
the muon momentum that U completely independent of the momentum mea
surement made in the CD. The technique* we uae to identify anion* in hadronic 
evente for the purpose of this dissertation are substantially different than in pre
vious MAC analyses!9 On one hand, the previous analyses of muon and tau final 
states allowed use of much looser cuts, because of the much smaller background 
from hadron misidentiGcation and decay in flight. On the other hand, previous 
analyses of anions in hadronic events did not fully exploit the redundancy of the 
MAC system. The techniques developed for this dissertation have allowed both 
higher efficiency, less background, and better understanding of both. 

4.3.1 General Discussion 

The MAC calorimeters and solenoid present typically 80 radiation lengths 
and 7 nuclear absorption lengths (see Figure 3.10) to particle* exiting from the 
interac' ion region. Therefore photons and electrons are extremely well absorbed, 
as are hadron*, although » c"' = 9 x 10"* of the time a hadron can 'punch-
through' to the muon drift chambers. Bremmstrahlung in the nuclear field, 
which causes electrons to shower, is enormously suppressed for muons because 
of their larger mast. Muons usually penetrate to the outer drift system, or OD, 
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if they have enough energy to overcome energy loss to kmiiatioo and atomic 
excitation of the calorimeters. Typically 1.8 GeV is lost to these processes. 

Muons that do penetrate execute curved trajectories due to the toroidal 
magnetic field is the iron calorimeter segments. The toroidal field gives muons 
a 'kick' parallel to the beam axis, or a-direction. The muon drift tubas are 
aligned to measure this kick, and therefor* measure the muon polar angle t as 
wall. However, the muon aiimuth + is found by linking to a clean track In the 
hadron calorimeter, which measures both f and 4- Thus the muon momentum, 
polar aiiRle. and aii—m»i are me"-"rH by the linked track, referred to as an 
OD-HD track. 

The uncertainty in the momentum measurement, or mare naturally Inverse 
momentum, is dominated by multiple coulomb scattering for roost momenta at 
PEP, although the outer drift chamber resolution contribute* slightly Important 
for momenta near beam energy. Then 

n-(oi-),[(2^),-i-l- M 
Here B is the magnetic induction in the iron, —• l.TT, L the magnetised iron 
thickness, typically .9m, Xo the number of radiation lengths in the iron, typically 
45, p the muon momentum in GeV, and o_>_> the error caused by the non sero 
resolution of the outer drift chambers, «= 0.0188. Then [4.1] gives 

„\ a f ' - - | _ y + (o.039)J. [4.2] 

The resolution in polar angle * extrapolated back into the CD, calculated simi
larly, is o> » vT.O-02/p)3 + (0.013)', but at least in the central section multiple 
scattering in the shower chamber degrade* thia by a factor of three. The reso
lution in extrapolated 4* is dominated by calorimeter segmentation, except for 
the endplugs. 

We further demand the OD-HD track to link to a track in the central tracking 
system. At all but the highest momenta the central tracking system makes 
more precise measurements of *, «t, and 1/p, as quantified in Chapter 2. The 
redundancy of the OD-HD and central tracking systems in three variables makes 
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it possible to itudy backgrounds independently of the Monte Carlo, and perform 
meaningful tasu of the Monte Carlo. 

The dominant background comes from punch-through, mentioned previ
ously, and from leakage from hadronic showers. These two processes are not 
strictly distinct, with » continuum of possibilities between them. Decays of pi-
ons and kaons, although truly muont, are regarded as 'background' because they 
do net come from prompt heavy quark decay. The short distance between the 
interaction region and the start of the MAC calorimeter limits the Sight path 
available for decay of pions and kaons before they interact In the calorimeters. 

4.3.2 Specific Implementation 

Tracks in the OD system are reconstructed and fit by independent computer 
programs in the hex boxes, bottom chamber*, and endplugs. Theee tracks must 
include hits from at least 3, 2, and 5 layers of the respective systems. Among 
the sample of 150,845 multihadran events discussed in Chapter 2, 16313 have 
reconstructed OP stubs. A momentum, pop, is determined for each stub, tail -
ing Into account energy loss in the calorimeters and variations in J Bdx. it is 
assumed that the muon originated from the mean vertex of the event, although 
the momentum determination is sensitive only to the t position of this vertex. 
The polar angle, $OD> »t the union's exit from the CD, is similarly determined. 

An expected pattern of struck layers in the central hadronic and/or ende&p 
calorimeters is constructed based upon SOD- The tracks found by independent 
reconstruction programs in Che central hadronic and endcap calorimeters are 
inspected for matches to the pattern, and those that match with at moat one 
discrepancy are considered further. The polar angles of each of these tracks, 
'flfit • » compared to #op, and those that match within 0.2 radians are accepted 
as part of the combined OD-HD track. If the OD stub came from the hex boxes 
of bottom chambers, the precise azimuth of the stub is determined from the 
calorimeter track, and a correction to the momentum is made. If the OD stub 
cam* from the endplug, its azimuth, 4oD, is actually determined by the OD 
reconstruction programs. For such stubs, an additional match to within 0.4 
radians of 4BD i» required, and a weighted mean of e>>0D and <i>no i* o'td for the 
OD~HD track. No correction is made to poD in this case. For ease in comparison 
with the Monte Carlo, we will quote the raw cross section, uncorrected for 
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efficiency and accept ante, of OD-HD track production in the 311 pb~> of utilised 
integrated luminosity. We measure a raw cross section, after the thrust cuts 
discussed in Secern 4.2, of 36.2 ± 0.3pb, in agreement with the Monte Carlo 
prediction of 35,5 ± 0.3pb. 

The OD-HD trucks are then examined for evidence of hadronic shower ac
tivity. The number of OD and calorimeter hits in the neighborhood of the track 
is considered, as (ire the pulse heights of the calorimeter hits. A minimum num
ber of struck layers in the calorimeters is required. The exact cuts used were 
detorni'tied from a large amount of scanning., as well as from consideration of 
rlean muon events from t*r~ —• v'<J~ and e*e~ —> e*e~ft*p.~. We refer to 
these cuts as the 'punch' cuts, although technically they are intended to re
move background from hadronic shower leakage, and not clean punch-through 
of hadrons. After these cuts, we measure a raw cross section of 21.4 ± 0.3pb, 
in slight discrepancy with the Monte Carlo prediction of 24.5±0.3pb. Detailed 
study reveals thai most of the discrepancy is in the region 0,4 < |eos(0)| < 0.6, 
and is due to the requirement that a minimum number of layers be struck In 
the calorimeters. The Monte Carlo is slightly over-efficient in this region. This 
discrepancy has no onsequence for the measurement of the B-hadron lifetime, 
other than a slight loss of statistics. 

Comparison is then made between tracks found in the central tracking sys
tem (CD alone for the first 217 pb" 1 of integrated luminosity, and CD+VC for 
the final 94 p b - ' ) a-nd the OD-HD tracks. The central and OD-HD polar angle, 
aairauth, and inverse momentum are compared. The inverse momentum is given 
the sign of the muon it describes. Central and OD-HD tracks are associated 1) 
if their azimuth agrees to within 0.2 radians 2) if a chi-squared, x * , made from 
the mismatch in polar angle, azimuth, and signed inverse momentum is < 25. 
The errors uaed in the compulation of the Xm S J e determined empirically from 
the study of clean e*e~ -• fi+u~ and e~*c~ — e"fe~/j"t>~ events. For example, 
Figure 4.4 displays a scatterplot of the mismatch in 8 between central and OD-
HD tracks as a function of signed inverse momentum. From such ecetterplots, 
we determine 

, / 0.065 V ,„ . . 

"' XT') + [ Y 
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1 .ffl'+mtf 
in excellent afreement with the estimates in the previous Mctioo. The effective 
error in phi is determined primarily by calorimeter aegmantatlon, and i* typically 
0.014 radians in the central section of MAC and 0.000 radians in the endcaps. 
The • and 4 for linked tracks is taken from the central tracking system, while a 
weighted mean of the central and OD-HD momenta is taken for the momentum. 
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There is no reason to expect the mismatches in I, as and inTane momentum 
to be distributed in a gaussian, and hence no reason for the znabch xj, to follow 
a chi-equsre distribution function. This is true for clean it*fi~ crests, but even 
more so in multihadron events, where leakage from hadronic showers, decay In 
flight and central tracking confusion degrade the mismatch distribution. For 
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example, Figure 4.5 shows the mismatch distribution in inverse momentum for 
both multihedton and clean muon events. Neither distribution is gausiian, and 
that for multihadron events is considerably wider than for clean muons, but 
is very welt modeled by the Monte Carlo. The same is true of the match Xm 
distribution itself, exhibited in Figure 4.6. The Xm c u t f<" linking central and 
OD-HD tracks of 25 can be seen from Figure 4.6 to be somewhat loose. We vary 
the value of this cut down to S and up to 100 to study systematic errors, but 
the excellent agreement of the Monte Carlo and data is already evident. 

Requiring a match to a central track brinp the raw cross section measured 
in the data to 13.»±0.2pb, and the Monte Carlo prediction to 15.6±0.2pb. In 
fact discrepancy introduced by the punch cut has remained in proportion, and 
the efficiency for OD-ED tracks to link to central tracks hat been modelled very 
well by the Monte Carlo, as discussed in the next section. The number of events 
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with linked OD-HD-ctntral tracks is 4205, and these events contain 4306 tracks. 

4.S.3 Efficiency 

As already mentioned, knowledge of the precite efficiency for rinding muons 
ii not critical for the B-lifetime measurement, except that it determines the 
number of events in the final sample. In thii lection we present a brief study 
of the muon reconstruction efficiency, to be used later to check the number or 
fi-*aiichsd events in the sample. 

Wt select eventa with exactly two tracks in the central tracking system, 
and require these tracks to match scintillator pulses that occur within 1 ns of 
the beam creasing. We further require the two tracks to enter sensitive areas 
of the calorimeters, and demand < 8 GeV in all the calorimeters. These re
quirements produce a sample of events highly enriched in e+c~ — fi*ii~ and 
«*«" -* t+t'ti+n', selected independently of the OD-HD system. The efficien
cies through the various stages of muon identification are given in Table 4.1. 
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ID St&&? Efficiency 

OD-HD 72% 

and punch 68% 

and xi, < 100 65% 

and x*m < 25 62% 

""J X™ < 5 47% 

Tablt 4.1 O D - H D tuid Linkig e M U O D Efficiency. D t l t r m u t d with t u m p t c sf « + t " —» 
« 4 + p w sand e * e - — t+t~§i*ti~ «v«nl i f * l « t t d only with tb* WltM- portions 
6f ibe drtrctor The efficieacy of the ccatrfc] trtvckiiig h u not b«*a w c l l d t d . 

No fiducial region his been selected, Although the CO coven |co*(|)| < 0.05. 
Figure A.7 shows the inefficient regions, which occur i t boundaries and physical 
supports. The measured efficiency varies less than 2% u a function of momen
tum between 2 and 14.5 GeV. 

A limil&r study was made of the central tracking reconstruction efficiency. 
Eventi with at least two OD-HD tracks that passed the punch cuts and linked 
lo scintillator hits that occurred within 1 ns of the beam crossing war* selected; 
no requirement was made on the central tracking. The results are given in 
Table 4.2. We conclude the absolute efficiency for muon detection is 59% in the 

H of Layers Efficiency 

5 CD. 0 VC 98.95? 

7 CD, 3 VC 95% 

9 CD, 5 VC 59% 

Tailt i.t OnU-evl Twhini Efficiency. Determined with - lunple of «+« -» j*+#i 
and t*t~ — e"*e~»j+P~ *v<DtR iclecitd only with th< outer portions ef tk« 
detector. A ErJuci&I IT g ion of c o « ( f ) < 0.0& b u bten «M<3. 

region |eos(0)| < 0.95. This is somewhat lower than the 80 - 00% efficiencies 
quoted for MACetud.es of the r lepton and the u+u~ final state. The difference 
can be traced to: 1) tracks with only 2 hits in the outer drift system are allowed 

http://MACetud.es
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in that* analyses; 2) calorimeter track* are not required in those analyst*. The 
lack of badronic background in those ituditi justifies the looser cuts. 

In multihadron eventa, OD-HD tracki due to leakage from hadronic shower* 
and decay* In flight may fail to link to central track*. The three matching 
variable*, a), $, and particularly 1/p will mitmatch in auch caees to a degree 
larger than they outmatch for prompt muoni from heavy flavor*. Therefore, the 
efficiency for OD-HD tracki to link to central track* in multihadron event* it 
not a measure of central tracking efficiency, but more a reflection of the amount 
of mismatch from background processes. However, our Monte Carlo limutation 
should portray leakage from hadronic ihowera and decay* in flight. The efficiency 
for OD-HD track* to link to central track* tot* the accuracy of the Monte Carlo 
modeling. In Figure 4.8 we thow thi* efficiency for both Monte Carlo and data, 
for a variety of x j , values, and at a function of both polar angle #, and the angle 
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of the muon from the thruitaxit, J,. The agreement between the two I* excellent. 
Some Iocs of efficiency occur* near the core of the jet, for email *y, bat in fact 
•tudy in the Mont* Carlo *how* thi* i* entirely due to the greater incidence of 
leakage from hadronic ahowen there, and not due to tracking inefficiency. 
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Tat food i p i i i H batwtta UoaU Carlo aad data for tkt l i l i ia i tKdaacy 
akowi tkat tat afoata Carlo it portrariai tail procaai acearauly. 

4.3.4 Studitt of Background 

We have performed two ttudiee to t o t the modeling of background* by the 
Monte Carlo. In general, we have confidence in the modeling of the decay in 
flight of pk>n* and kaoni, and of the incidence of non-interacting hadroni, or 
punch-through. The leakage of hadronic showera i* more difficult to model. Our 
flnt itndy is directed toward thii phenomena. The second etudy ntilixee the 
clean source of pion* provided by r ->J charged piont. 
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Whtn leakage from hadronic showers results In an OD-HD track, the vari
able* #o0i 4oD, end signed 1/parj determined for a track will tend not to match 
any centra] track, but will occasionally do so by chance. The probability to do 
ao it arguably independent of the sign of l / p o p ; thii ii not true for OD-HD 
trades that result from true muons. l e t N„ denote the number of links be
tween OD-HO track- and central track* where the measured sign of l/pop has 
been retained in determining Xm> • n o ' Nj denote the number of links that oc
cur when the eign of l/po_> hai been flipped. Then it ii easy to ahow that 
Nj/{Nm — Nf) it an upper bound on the fraction of links from hadronic showers 
among "•>• This limit it shown in Figure 4.10 a> a function of a cut on the track 
momentum transversa to the thrust axis, p_,. Also shown it the prediction of 
the Monte Carlo for the fraction of tracks from misidentified badrons, including 
non-interacting hadrons. At low pj., wrong *'*"" l i n k » ft010- *™e muons prob
ably keep the upper bound well aboye the true thower leakafe rate. At high 
P i , the upper limit actually dips ae/ow the Monte Carlo prediction, indicating 
the Moot* Carlo crereatimaUi hadronic shower leakage in that region. Other 
evidence, described in the next section, suggests that the Monte Cwlo underes
timates the background to muons. We wilt use the difference between data and 
Moat* Carlo observed here as a systematic error estimate. 

We have alto studied the rate of apparent muon reconstruction among the 
tracks resulting from r -»3 charged particles. The charged particles are dom-
inantly piona, with a mean momentum of 3.3 GeV and standard deviation in 
momentum of 2.6 GeV. Only central tracks with momentum sufficient to over
come Ionization losses and penetrate to the outer drift system are considered 
candidates for miildtntification, and there are 2.2 such tracks among the 3 r 
decay products per event. The pion momentum spectrum is harder than that in 
multihadron events, and there are far fewer kaons in 3 prong tau decay than in 
multihadrons. The -—identification probabilities determined in this study are 
therefore not directly transferable to multihadrons, but they provide a useful test 
of the Monte Carlo. The results are summarized in Table 4.3. The agreement 
between data and Monte Carlo is excellent. For the loosest muon identification 
criteria, the OD-HD match, the Monte Carlo estimates « 20% of the events 
result from decays in flight, and e 80% from hadron mi-identification. For the 
nominal Xm < 35, the Monte Carlo estimates te 40% decays and es 60% hadron 
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Figure 4.JO Upper Bound on L._ug« from H-drooic Sbowexi from Wromi 5lf~ Llnki, 
Veniui lowtr cut on toomentom _j__t_v«r*e to the tkrut u k . Am appv 
bound on U_kigt from btdroaic •_ow*r» in -be Ueluiva mioi **mpl* fe 
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ftfn liokfl faetwtM. ti* OD-HD tad <*ntr*] tr«ki_.| fyit-cu. Alto ___*_ fa 
the frixtion D!* truck* from nrUident.5c.Lion of buironi, wprvdicUd from the 
Moot* CV-ID. b tbe region pj. > lGcV, tbt Monte Carlo ovtrttliinntM the 
b___r«njc ibowtr Ie*-lag«? by *-> 55_; thii will ultunntcly b* maed1 ia aiyitiiiie.tk 
error eat .mate. 

misidentification. Th« misidentification probabilities versus polar angle In the 
detector are shown in Figure 4.11. 

4.3.5 Flavor Enrichment 

In this section, we detail the final criteria used to select the sample enriched 
in __?-h_dron5, and discuss the purity of that sample. First, some miscellaneous 
cuts will be described* then* the cuts on momentum and momentum transverse 
to the thrust _oci9 will be discussed. The cut on transverse momentum, or p_, 
produces most of the flavor enrichment. 

Recall that the cuts described in taction 1.3.2 lead to the selection of 4205 
events containing 4306 linked muon tracks in 311 p b - 1 of data. In order to 

http://nrUident.5c.Lion
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Data Monti Carlo 

cut # W . ' i mil i.d./tiack #pi.d.'c mil Ld./track 

OD-HD 196 1.80 ±.13% 842 1.76 ±.06% 

and punch rej. 86 «7B±.09% 417 0.87 ±.04% 

and CD, xl < 100. T6 0.70 ±.08% 346 0.72 ±.04% 

mnd CD, xj, < 25. M 0.50 ±.07% 218 0.45 ±.03% 

TtUc f.S Misa Miodtitil ulioa ia t— tfranft. Fair ltv«b it tit M U id csu i n 
• i o n . Tk« dtu ««n takti from 111 pb~ l <ektuli»( 4M9 1-S r n u l l , 
aad tke Maate-Cerlo from v90pb~> coaUiaiaf I17M t-1 r m u . 

/Vj «rc 4.1J Polir AaauUr DiitribatioD of MUOB Mkidtatifica&ioa ia r-» Spronpi. (a) 
looMit maoa idtatifiettioa, nquirisi oily a states bHwota tat OD mad tat 
hidroaic calorimtttr. (b) noraual, rtquriag tk* track to p«M ciU dwifntd 
to Rjtct paack-tkroafb tad to liak to the CD witk xj , < 21. 

eliminate aome background originating in rare 27 processes, we require that no 
hemiiphere in the event contain fewer than two central tracks. These mild cuts 
remove only 117 events, bringing the linked track raw cross section to 13.5±.2pb, 
to be compared with the Monte Carlo prediction of 15.2 ± Q.2pb. 

We demand that the linked track have momentum greater than 2 GeV. This 
cut reduces background, in particular leakage from iwdronk showers, which 
tends to cluster at low momentum. This leaves a sample el 3179 events contain
ing 3243 linked tracks, a raw crow section of 10.4 ± 0.2pb caaapared with the 
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*(GeV) V a P 

C—fl 

background 

1.70 1.219 0.967 7.00 
0.594 =oc 0.819 = 2 
0.351 5.42 1.184 S 2 
0.424 3.88 0.914 £ 2 

Titlt 44 Paramturittfioa of U » u Carlo » ± Spoctn. Tka SUM antral form of 
({4.3]) w foaad to bt aautury for tat primary a-*p,«aic)i eat a vary sUtp 
•die ia tkt f± dittribatiot. Tk< aunplitcatioB fi « 2 **• loud adaqaatt 
for primary e aad backgroaad, tad f-»oo for ctacid* I. 

12.1 ± 0.2pb predicted by the Monte Carlo. 

We cut on the linked track momentum transverse to the thrust axis to 
achieve most of the a-flavor enrichment. We use two methods to estimate the 
fraction of U events in the sample. In the first, we fit the p± spectrum of the 
data with a set of functions, whose shape is determined from the Monte Carlo. 
This method allows the data itself to determine the (-purity, thereby accounting 
for actual fluctuations and allowing for the constraint of systematic errors. We 
take the fit value as the most accurate purity estimate. In the second, we take 
the purity directly from the Monte Carlo. 

The Monte Carlo p± spectra for linked tracks originating from a primary 
b-t-it decay, a cascade b-tc-*n decay, a primary c-*p decay, and background 
tracks are fit with functions or the form, 

(1 + xP/u)-T-

t> 

where />, P , a, and 0 are free parameters. The simplification 0 = 2, v-*ao leads to 
• chi-squared distribution, and if this leads to a sufficiently good representation 
of the Monte Carlo, it is employed. Table 4.4 ahows the typical fitted parameters. 
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The data is fit as a aum of these functloni. The caacade 4, primary c, and 
background functions have very similar ahapet, so the relative normalization 
of primary e to background and caacade a to primary 6 is fixed, leaving two 
normalisations free in the fit. The fit to the data is shown in Figure 4.12. Using 
these normaliiations, we obtain Figure 4.13, which exhibits the percentage of 65 
event* a* a function of j>_ cut. The small percentage of s i events that produce 
linked tracks from background processes, typically 3%, axe included in the figure. 

I i _ J • 1 _ _ _ III III! I II. 1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

p . (GeV) 

Tifrt 4-11 Fit to laeluiTt Mien •_ Spectrins. Tbe dcta i< biased iata 100 MlV bill. 
Tic foodieei of tt x* » *• fw < 7 dcsrwi of fmdom. Nott th»t lk« c—i> 
ud bacttrvud do,nia»ts for both very low asd txcotdinily bi(h Ti.- Ts« 
bulf t in the mldrftni*, due to primary &, i* widest 

From Figure 4-13, it is apparent that the maximum bl event purity is ob
tained for a lower p± cut of 1.5 GeV. Due to the proximity of an extremum in 
purity, we expect genera] insensitivity to systematic errors. With this cut, 453 
events containing 458 linked tracks remain in the data, a raw cross section of 
1.47 ± 0.07pb, compared with a Monte Carlo prediction of 1.62 ± O.OTpb. 

The o{ purity of this sample, estimated from the fit to the data, is 60.3±2.6%, 
while the Monte Carlo predicts 62.8 ± 1.6%. In section 1.3.4, the data indicated 
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p_ Cut (GeV) 

/tatire i.ts Percent*,*t of Bottom Event* *j & Function of p_. The ± 1 ttudsrd dcvUtioi 
erron of the fit to the dtt*. ut tbowa. Tbe •frecmcot wits th* Most* Carlo 
ii good. 

that the Monte Carlo may be overestimating background from hadronlc showers 
by 5%, which would lead to an increase in estimated 6J-purity of 3%. We 
find that variation of the shapes and relative normalizations of the primary c 
and background functions change the fitted t>l purity by 2%. Variation of the 
bottom and charm fragmentation functions lead to < 1% change in the fitted 
to purity. Combining these systematic errors in quadrature with the statistical 
error, wc arrive at an estimated fraction of do-events in the final muoD sample 
of 60 ± 4.5%. We estimate the fraction cc events to be 22%, where 6% enter 
from misidentification, and 16% from primary c—u decays. The remaining 18% 
comes from light quark production. 

We now perform a simple check of the number of 61 event* in the final 
sample. We start with 150,845 events, of which 97% are multihadrons from I7 
annihilation, and <s l / l l of which contain 2 b-quarlts. The requirement that the 
thrust axis have S > 30° retains = 81% of the 1 + cos'(S) distribution; the cuts 
on thrust itself and against 2-j background retain 95% each. For the muon itself, 

50 
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the CD eoTen 93% of the 1 + cos'(f) distribution, and the muon idantlfieation 
is SB% efficient. The cuts on » > 2GeV and » ± > 1J1G«V retain 23% of *~>n, 
and we take the » aemileptonk branching tatio to be 12%. Hence, we expect: 

ISO, 845 X 0.97 x — x 0.81 X 0.05* X 0.03 X 0.50 X 0.23 X 0.12 « SOS 

•t event*. There are 453 event* in the final aample, of which 55%, or 248 come 
from a - p. The data thereby hu 18% be* event* than thia simple prediction, 
14% of which is explained by the discrepancy between the i *ta and Monte Carlo 
in the description of the punch cats. 

4.4 Selection of Electron Sample 

Electrons are identified in the MAC detector by their antiwar profile in the 
central shower chamber. The algorithms to do so were not developed for this 
work and are described elsewhere, although a brief ammmary will be provided in 
thia section!* As in the case of moon identification, these algorithms are more 
strincent than those used in MAC analyses of electron* • T or Bhabha scattering 
events, because of larger background is aaltihadroa events?* la particular, no 
identification of electrons in the MAC endcape is made for this dissertation, but 
is is those analyses. 

A new feature of this work is an analysis of background from the process 
e+*~ -> e +e~f}, where at least one electron i* scattered at large angle into 
the shower chamber. This process ha* an effective cross section for survival 
through the MAC multihadron selection and electron identification of » lpb, 
and possesses a very flat spectrum in sx, so survives the flavor enrichment cut. 

4.4.1 General Discussion 

Electrons initiate a cascade of bremmstrahlung in the nuclear field followed 
by pair conversion in the nuclear field when they enter matter. The depth of this 
cascade, or electromagnetic shown, is very dependent on the atomic number of 
the target matter, Z, and is et 1/Z*. In contrast, hadrons and muons do not 
initiate electromagnetic showers, because their misses are at least hundreds 
of times greater than that of the electron. Badrons induce cascades that are 
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primarily due to collisions mediated by the strong interaction. Tha depth of 
hadron showers decreases only as ml/zi. Therefore, for materiehi el high Z, it 
is possible to distinguish electron-Initiated showers because they develop much 
more quickly in depth than do hadron-mitiated showers. In tha MAC detector, 
we distinguish electrons in the central shower chamber, which has lead (Z -12) 
absorbers. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the SC consists of 32 layers of alternating layers 
of lead and wire chambers. These layers are ganged into three groups, of 2.7, 
5.0, and 4.7 Xg. Electrons deposit the great majority of their energy m the SC, 
and their energy is typically measured with a resolution *> 24%/v^i hsdrons 
typically deposit only one-half of their energy in the SC, and the remainder is 
deposited in the surrounding HC and ECs. Hence, a match between the energy 
deposited in the SC and the momentum measured in the CD is required for 
electron identification. A match in direction from the interaction point, shower 
development in depth consistent with an electromagnetic cascade, and lack of 
energy in the HC are required as well. The probability that a well isolated 
hadron will mimic an electron is typically 1/200, and the irreducible phenomena 
allowing hadrona to fake electrons being »° production in an early badronlc 
collision. 

However, it is not the direct faking of an electron by a hadron that domi
nates the misidentification probability in multihadron events. The overlap of the 
electromagnetic shower, often from a prompt *° decay, with a charged hadron 
is more likely. The Px cut, which is made primarily for flavor enrichment, also 
tends to reduce this background. In addition, real electron pairs come from 
processes other than the prompt decay heavy hadrons: stiff pairs from photon 
conversion, as well as Dalits decays of <r°s sre two such sources. In contrast to 
the situation for muoni, there are not direct decays to single electrons analogous 
t o * + — t / i + « / ( ( . 

4.4.2 Specific Implementation 

All tracks found in the central tracking system having momentum f > 
l.SGeV are projected into the SC, and the one or two hitfs) closest to the 
track in each SC layer, but within e> = 4.5°, 3.0°, and 2.2° in asimuth in the 
three layers, respectively, and within U = 5.S0,4.00, and 4.0* in polar angle of 
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the track it associated with that track. In a similar manner, the one hit closest 
to the track in Men of the three HC layers, but within fat « 5.0*,4.5\ and 4.0" 
in the three layen, respectively are auociated with that track. Let Ej, En, 
Cm, and Etc denote the energiei of the hiti auociated with the track in the 
three SC Uyen and all the BC layer*, respectively. Then the identification of 
the track and associated calorimeter* hit* at due to an electron ie made if: 

1. The track doe* mot come from a eery loosely defined primary vertex. 

S. * t > 0 . 1 « n d & i > 0 . 3 . 

3. ''ffi» > 0.2. 
4. o.4 < f'+*»+*l» < l.g. 

*. Eke < 0.5 GeV and ^ < 0.12. 

The electron sample is taken from 137018 multihadron events from 2 9 7 p b - 1 

of integrated luminosity, 205 p b - 1 before installation of the VC, and 02pb~' 
subsequently. Fewer multihadron events are used for the electron sample than 
for the muon sample because of technical problems with the SC. In these mul
tihadron events, some 210721 tracks pass (1), and 7469 pass (2). Of these, 
5902 pass (3) and (4), and 4027 tracks in 3914 events survive the final hsdron 
calorimeter cuts. 

4.4.S Efficiency 

As noted in the discussion of the muon sample selection, knowing, the effi
ciency is not critical for the B-lifetime measurement. Nevertheless, some knowl
edge of the electron identification efficiency is useful for comparing data and 
Monte Carlo. 

Studies with the Monte-Carlo of clean electrons lead to an estimate of 0.80 ± 
0.03 for the efficiency to averaged over 2 and lOGeV, and |cos(f)| < 0.7. A 
similar study of clean electron pairs from 2-y prft*eeset in the MAC data leads 
to an estimate 0.88 ± 0.02. 

The efficiency in multihadron events, as estimated by the Monte Carlo, is 
M 0.50. This is less than for clean electrons, because 1) tracks fail the hadron 
calorimeter cuts, due to overlap of hadrons; 2) overlap of hadrons causes some 
of the SC cuts, in particular (2) and (3) of the last section, to be failed; and 
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3) the centra! tracking it less efficient in the crowded multihadron environment. 
The efficiency at a function of Pj. it shown in Figure 4.14b. Scaling the Monte 
Carlo estimate by the ratio of data to Monte Carlo for clean electron events, 
we estimate the electron efficiency to be « 0.43 for data multihadrons. This is 
most likely an overestimate. 

4.4.4 Background 

We estimate backgrounds with our Monte Carlo simulations. The dominant 
background is due to hadron mitidentiEcation, induced by the overlap of photons 
with hadrons. The effect of these overlaps dominates at low p±, because the 
density of particles is greater near the thrust axis. At larger pj., the fluctuation 
of hadronic showering is responsible for misidentification. Figure 4.14a shows 
the roisidcnti&cation probability as a function of p±. 

Af.rt j.ij Hedron Miaidentifcation and Electron Identificatioa Efficleacy n. px. Al 
estimated by our Montr Carlo (>) Hadrcm miiidcaliacatioa probability per 
track, (b) Electron identification efficiency. 

4.4.5 Sornplc Composition 

For flavor enrichment we employ the same cuts on the value of thrust and 
polar angle as in the muon sample, as well as the came cuts on momentum p ard 
momentum transverse to the thrust axis plt namely > 2GeV and > 1.5GeV. 
Our motivations differ somewhat in this case, however. The momentum eut 
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ensure* that the electromagnetic shower typically penetrate* to the third layer 
of the shower chamber, and peaks in th* second. The f± cut t i r H w i the sample 
in fc-quaik eventi, but alio reduce* background from hadron-photon overlap, and 
sensitivity to imperfect modeling of thit phenomena. In the data, M4 track* in 
358 events past these cuts. 

Inspection of the 358 pasting events reveals a substantial background from 
0{a*) c+c~-*t+e'fi processes. In previous MAC analysis of inclusive elec
trons in multihadron events, this background was removed by rr in" l n f For 
this dissertation, we have formalised this background rejection to definite cuts 
implemented in software. We have also estimated t in remaining background 
using the most complete 0(a*) f*t~-t*t~tf Monte Carlo available. The dom
inant such background is from muttiperipheral 27 processes, where one election 
is scattered at large angle into the SC, the other escapes down the beam pipe, 
and the photon pair couple* to hadrons. This pro ties tends to produce iso
lated electrons with large momentum and » ± . The pretence of this process is 
qualitatively evident from Figure 4.15, the distribution of the electron tracks in 
p±. There it a clear excess of large fx tracks when compared with the tame 
distribution for the muon sample, Figure 4.12. This observation leads to our 
first cut intended to reject the 2-y background: events "nitslfi'-g tracks with 
pj. > 3 GeV are rejected. 299 event* remain after this cut. 

The remaining 2 i events tend to have a vary unbalanced appearance, both 
in the density of charged track and in momentum along the beam direction, and 
a low multiplicity. In a Urge number, the scattered electron appears to recoil 
against a jet of hadross. In these events, the projection of the thrust exit in 
the plane perpendicular to the beam, or x-y plane, tends to be parallel to the 
scattered electron. Most of the scattered electron's p i is along the beam axis. 
To eliminate tuch events, we demand the *\ component of p x , or PJ_, , . to exceed 
0.5 GeV. This cut tends to reduce badron mitidentification due to overlap as 
well. Figure 4.16a exhibits the distribution of « j . , f and the cut location. 307 
events remain after this cut. Some unbalanced events remain even after the p^, , 
cut. We make the following additional requirements: 

1. A quantity, C, is constructed that characterises the isolation of the most 
isolated track in the event. For each track reconstructed from our central 
tracking, the relative direction cosines of all tracks is computed, and the 
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«r»« 41s Disuttetio* of ej. for Ebctna Tracks. Tk. airtjibrntio. a* . ull u kit* 
r± aw la 2-r fc*cl|roud, wait* aotivaUs tk* m doerik*) i. tat uxt af 
r± < 1.0G.V. Computes wita FStw» 4.12 for tai snoa staph niKU 
tat aigacr eundaatifulioa prabsbiUly at lew » A lor las •Uctroa MinpU, u 
will u tat low* sbaolit* dttKtios tSciucy. 

sum of all positive direction cosines is made. This quantity is at least 1, 
because the direction cosine of a track with respect to itself is retained 
in the sum. C is then the minimum of these sums over all reconstructed 
tracks. We require C > 1.1. The distribution or this quantity it shown in 
Figure 4.16b. C, is the sum for the identified electron track; we addition
ally require C, > 2.1. 

3. At least six tracks containing > 6 hits in the CD are required. 

147 events survive these final cuts. Scanning these shows that only 5 of these 
would have failed the earlier scanning criteria. 

We have used the generator of Berends, Daverveldt, and Kleiss (BDK) to 
estimate the remaining 2-i background in the sample? 7. This computer program 
generates events of the type e +e~-»e +e"JfJf, where XX can be e + e - , p + * < _ , J } 
according to a nearly complete 0{a*) calculation. We have checked this pro-
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Fil*rt ill DuUibtliow for Two of tkt ll Rtjactioa Cou. (•) Dijtribitioa of Pi„, 
tkt cenp«Hat af p x u lb* x-y plutr. Tke pttk ti low p X t t malt* from 
t-jtt typa 2i «vt*u. (b) diatribatioa of tk* iaoltiio* vvitbk C. *>tat* with 
oarjr n« track i* * ktnutpkm kvt C - I. Tkt c«t vilm «n ikowi by tkt 

tram1! calculation for t*t~ ~+t*t~v+ti~, where one electron U scattered into 
the SC, with the MAC data, and find agreement to better than 2 5 V We 
w the Lund hadroniiation Monte Carlo to evolve quark* into hadron* for the 
proce** t+1~ -*i*t~qlj, and ignore reaonance phenomena. The mean center of 
mail energy of the f9 when one electron ecattert into our SC ii n 10 GsV, *o we 
expect the Lund approximation to be good. Table 4.5 lummariia the Monte 
Carlo animate of the crou aection for 2-j to enter the incluaive electron aample. 

The effect of the cuti beyond the p > 2.0 GeV and px > 1.5 GeV cut* are 
aummariied in Table 4.6. The agreement between the data and Monte Carlo is 
good, with the exception thfct the number of data event* removed by the p±t, > 
0.5 GtV it (lightly greater than the number in the Monte Carlo. ThU b may be 
became the 27 cut! are more efficient in the data, or became there arc more 27 
• r a t i in the data than in the Monte Carlo. However, the latter poniblllty U 
limited by the agreement of data and Monte Carlo for ( * ( " V t > + ^ " , where 
the data actually contain 18% ±8% /ever event* than the Monte Carlo predict*. 
We use the former and latter poaiibilitiet to attimate tyitematic error* on the 
flavor competition of the data eample. 

W* estimate that in the final aample of 147 electron tagged event*, SB ± 5% 
com* from t£ production, where the error contain* contribution* from atatistics 
and Monte Carlo atatiitic*. The *yitem*tic error in the 2i background raise 
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Flavor "0 U k - _ ._ 
°<f! uG 2.98 pb 0.37 0.65 0.69 ± O.OS pb 

dd 0.29 pb 0.46 0.52 0.070 ± 0.008 

IS 0.19 pb 0.S3 0.52 0.0S2 ± 0.006 

ci 0.41 pb 0.80 0.65 0.21 ±0 .01 

total 3.87 pb 0.43 0.61 1.02 ±0 .05 

Tahit 4.5 Two Poacoa Crois Section to EnUr the Iflcluffv. Electron Stum pie. TJ» 
6rtl column deiignatei lb* quark flavor far c + «~ —•e+f""oitJ. Tbt MCOfid 
column contain! the CIOM MCIIDD for *t )t*#t one tltttroii with tnomeMtiin 
> 2 GeV iDtctl isr i t an polar angle from the beam b * v u | cot(l) < 0.7. Thi 
Kcond column contains- the efficiency for «vcbta, aJW Load hadjoillfctioi 
Mid deiector •imulilion, to p u s our muHih&dfati identification, u d tb.t third 
column containtthe efficiency (in the Monte Carlo) for tlKUt>** tdtatificatioa. 
The feoal column u lb* effective croa» aeclioo for thtM *¥4btt to *»Ur oar 
iacluiiw* electron itunple, prior to tbruit axil, thruit, p ^ , tte., C%U. 

Cut Dal* Monte Carlo 

(Events) Total IT 2 7 

P i > 1.5 GeV, p > 2.0 GeV 358 339 204 135 

P x < 3.0 GeV 299 288 197 01 

p l n > 0.5 GeV 207 233 170 63 

C > 1.1 176 209 162 47 

C, >2 .1 153 180 153 36 

n, > 5 147 182 151 31 

7oM« 4 6 Effect or Addition*] Cut* in the Electron S*mple. Evtntt m u l p*a* th t 
tbruit uu« t ihruii, and f > Z.OGeV u d p 1 > 1,6 GeV cqta to bt eountwl 
at Ibe beginning of the table. For 297 p b - 1 of in i t r a t e d tornL&OaUty. Tht 
Monte Cwto miniate* b»ve been scaled by the ratio o/«tfClTH icUatiJScatioa 
efStitacie* between data and Monte Carlo for clean •w«ati, •* $$%. Tfct 
agrt-meot beCweca data and Moote Carlo i» exetlieat with Ike «C#ptio» of 
the cat on p 1 I ) ( l which remove* *ome SB more eveat* is the dftt* t k u U tht 
Moate Carlo. We uw tbia discrepancy to u t imate a fyittmktic « ro r U tht 
com position of the eltttrc-D lample. 
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the total error to ±7%. Our Monte Carlo predict* the remaining 41% cornea 
9.4% from el production, 15% from light quark production, and 17.1*4 from I-y 
production. If we lowered the px to 1.0 G«V, the we eetimate that the retultuig 
•ample of Ml e»ent* would come M ± 794 from tf, 17*4 Cram e l , 11% bom 
light quart*, and 0% from 2-y. A amaUar traction ot the li eranta arc from 
H than for the p± > l.SGeV cut, but the relatire fraction of I T to 87 went* 
increaua to that the bet fraction change* little. Bane* the ayitamatie error from 
the 27 utimate i* lea* important, but a new lyitematic error from diacrepancle* 
between the data and Monte Carlo for hadron miaidantificetion at lower p± 

compeniate thii, making the total error the eame. 
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Chapter 5 

B-Lifetime Determination 

In this chapter we describe the use of the event* enriched in t*€~ — H 
to measure the B-h*dron lifetime. This measurement has several component*. 
First, an estimate of the bl production point miut be made. In previous MAC 
B-lifetime measurements, the centroid of the beam spot, determined on a run 
by run baii*, w u used. In this analysis, the improved resolution provided by 
the VC has enabled OS to male a better estimate on an event by event basis by 
combining beam and tracking information. Second, an estimate of the B-hadron 
flight direction must be made, for which we use the thrust axis, described in the 
previous chapter. Third, a parameter sensitive to the B-hadron flight path 
must be measured for some group of tracks in the event. We take this to be 
the impact parameter, or dutance of closest approach, with respect to the ti 
production point of all tracks passing certain quality requirement*. We do not 
require the track to come from an identiSed lepton, as in previous MAC analy
ses. The nan given the impact parameter is crucial, and in the convention we 
use positive accumulation is indicative of a nnn-iero lifetime. Negative impact 
parameters result from errors in tracking, mi occasionally from backward de
cays. Finally, the accumulated parameters must be converted to a lifetime. We 
us* the trimmed mean of the impact parameter distribution for this purpose. 
The trimmed mean retains the statistical precision claimed by the maximum 
likelihood method, but is lets sensitive to assumptions concerning the shape of 
the resolution function. We convert the trimmed mean to a lifetime, accounting 
for the B momentum, background, and charmed particle lifetimes. There are 
several major points that bear emphasis. The tracking system is precise only in 
the plane transverse to the beam axis, so we make no use of the z component of 
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tracks. See Appendix A for a discussion of the MAC tracking convention. We 
analyse the entire MAC data set, including the data taking prior to the Installa
tion of the vertex detector, although some emphasis will be placed on the sample 
taken with the VC. We will refer to the data taken prior to VC installation as 
the 'CD' data, and that taken with the VC as "VC data. The very large number 
of inclusive multihadron events will be used as a control sample. 

S.l Bpam Position Determination 

We determine beam positions on a run by run basis with Bhabha scattering 
events. The duration of a typical run is 2 hours, and corresponds to one fill of 
PEP from the LINAC. Usually 100 Bhabha scattering event* were used for the 
determination of the beam centroid, (n,t( ,r„). The co-ordinates in the plane 
transverse to the beam are found by minimizing 

j _ V" (*e>-jyt cos(d.) -n»in(<fli)) a 

_ J _ _ s i n ^ c M cos'fA) • i n ' ( * . ) c o . ' « , , ) ( ; ? f - ; ^ 

»?(*.) -\ * °l + ~ ^ + !!H?i*d ' 
'I ', 

Here { i | , . . . , i / v } and ( # i , . . -,<i.\} are the track parameters,from a momentum 
constrained 6t; {oi as) are the errors on the 6Q*9 from the fit covariance 
matrix, and are typically 300/jm for data taken prior to VC installation, and 
50jif7; for data with the VC; °i(c) is the spatial standard deviation of the beam 
as seen from the angle #, which depends on ex and e t t the spatial standard 
deviations of the beam in the horizontal and vertical. As we discuss below, 
these are 350 ± 5^m and SS ± 5*jm. The (xj.ys) •* » function of run number 
for the data taken with the vertex chamber are displayed in Figure S.l. For a 
typical run, the error in i» is 40ji"i and that in ]/t is 20jjm. 

The impact parameters with respect to (i»,i/i) for horizontal and vertical 
tracks are shown in Figure 5.2, and show one determination of o , and oy. The 
fitted gaussians have a, = 351 ± ?fim and a, = 63 ± 2^m, but these include the 
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smearinf due to the resolution of the tracking system, as discussed in Chapter 
3. Deconvolution of this inwaringi which we determine empirically from the 
Bhabha miss distribution, leads to the estimates quoted above. These data 
were taken with the VC installed. 

400 - 100 

g 200 -

i (cm) t (em) 

F\fV* S.l jtpacl PirsjsiUn for Horuoatal ud Vertical Tracks, (a) witkia ±0.45* at 
Sorisoatsl sad (b) witkia ±0.45* of vertical, fr<M Ik* totality or data taki> 
witk tat VC. Tk< Itttd | i u i u i k » l a, m MI ± 7|im u d i , « t t i 2/ifn 
ratpactivtly. 

The horizontal beam aise, a,, is must larger than at, because of horizontal 
oscillations in the beams due to synchrotron radiation. Presumably very de
tailed machine effects determine o y These sizes include any contribution from 
instability of the beam during the run, which we have in general found to he 
small. We exhibit the widths o , snd c , aa determined on a run by run basis are 
shown in Figure 5.3. The statistical error in determining a, and a, dominates 
these histograms, but only cs 3% of runs have a, > SOO/im or a, > 200/im. 

6.3 Primary Vertex Position in Multihadron Events 

The horizontal width of the beam of some 350pm is somewhat larger than 
the resolution in impact parameter S for data in which the VC is present. It 
is therefore possible to make an estimate of the position where the c*c~ -* q$ 
occurred, the primary vertex, on an event by event basis in these data. In 
this section, we describe the procedure we use to make the improved estimate. 
First, we describe the cuts we apply to obtain the tracks used, then we discuss 
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our procedure for combining the track an J beam information to arrive at the 
improved estimate. 

We use tracks that satisfy the following requirements to improve the estimate 
of the primary vertex: 

1. At least 7 hits in the CD, and in data where the VC is present, at least 3 
hits in the VC. 

2. Momentum p > 0.S GeV/e. 

3. Distance of closest approach from the beam centroid < 1500/im in data 
taken with the CD alone, and < 1000/im in data taken with the VC in 
addition. 

The first two requirements are 'quality' cuts, in the sense we observe that 
tracks that fail these cuts tend to contain more false tracks from pattern recog
nition mistakes. In addition, the momentum cut eliminates tracks with large 
errors in extrapolation from multiple scattering. Tracks that pass these cuts, 
which we refer to as 'quality* tracks, as well as two additional cuts to be de
scribed in subsequent sections, will be used to measure the ^-lifetime. The 
third requirement is made only for tracks used to improve the primary vertex 
estimate, and is also intended to reduce the effect of pai'-ern recognition mis
takes. In the control sample of inclusive multihadron events, these cuts select 
6.10±0.02 tracks per event in the CD data, and 4,3:1 ±0 .02 in the VC data. The 
loss of efficiency in the VC data is only slightly due to the requirement of 3 VC 
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hits; the remainder originates in the use of HRS gas in the CD while the vertex 
chamber was present. In Figure 5.4, we show the multiplicity distributions for 
the CD and VC inclusive multihadron stunples. 
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A'purf 5.4 Multiplicity of Quality Treeit in Multihadrofi Event*. For (a) CD data and 
(b) VC data. Solid-data; doti.fut Moote Carlo, where LUND generated 
particle! bave tracking parameter* emeared, and efficieneie* aa a fanction of 
p, £, 4, and overlap are accounted for. 

Civcn N of the tracks in an event, we find our improved estimate of the 
primary vertex, ( i v , y v ) , by minimizing the simple quadratic loss function, x j : 

X- E (OQ, - (p.cosfo,) - i v s i n ( ^ , ) ) ; ( i , , - i t ) 3 (y. - Vi)1 

1*1] 

Here {ii 6#} a n < l {#i 4>n) **e the track parameters, {OI,,..,CN} **' 
errors on the fl's from the covariance matrix from the track fitting procedure, 
( ztiV6) i s the beam position, and {",,<<,) describe the beam cloud. We refer to 
(iv.l/u) as the 'average'vertex. 

In general we measure the distance of closest approach of tracks to ( i . , v . ) 
to measure the B-lifetime, as we will discuss in great detail in Section S.3. If 
we were to inch'cu the track for which we measure the impact parameter in the 
compulation of (zv,l/»), the measured impact parameter would be smaller than 
the true value, because of the influence or 'pull' of the track in [5.1]. In principle 
this effect could be calibrated, but in practice substantial systematic errors arise 
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from non-gauasian taili. Therefor*,w* ssciWt the track fcr which w* maaaure 
the impact parameter from [5.1]. Then we cycle through the tracks, defining 
a new (».,».) for each, and accumulate the aet of impact parameters for the 
event. We ihow the effect of thle procedure for the Inclusive VC multihadron 
•ample in Figure S.S. Little improvement la observed for horiaontal tracka, due 
to the tiny beam aixe in y; considerable improvement it seen for vertical tracks. 

The improvement displayed in Figure 5.5 is substantial, bnt on* might won
der if the average vertex procedure destroys information or introduces false in
formation about son-xero impact parameten. A mora detailed discussion of this 
point will follow in Section S.6, but the typical impact parameter is small enough 
compared to our Impact parameter resolution that little bias is introduced. 

5.S Sign Determination 

Given helix parameters for a track and the estimated primary vertex, (x„y.), 
the magnitude of the distance of closest approach, or impact parameter, is easily 
found. However, the sign of the impact parameter is a matter of convention, and 
we describe in this section the partier lar convention we uae to measure lifetimes. 
We also motivate a final cut we require tracks to past in order to be used to 
measure the B-lifetime. 

We start by discussing the sign convention utilized for all impact parameter 
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distributions presented so far. This is the convention of Appendix A, and we 
refer to it as the 'geometric' convention. If one imagines two vectors in the plane 
transverse to the beam, the first, J, from (i.,K.) to the point of closest approach 
along the track, and the second, >, pointing in the direction of the particle motion 
along the track, the geometric aiga convention is based on the cross product of 
theae. In the MAC convention, positive p x 2 points in the positive c direction, 
along the f* beam. In this case the geometric sign, t, = +1. Systematic biases 
in the geometry of the drift chambers, or in the various drift chamber constants 
tend to accumulate with thit sign convention. 

To define the 'lifetime' sign convention, one needs an estimate of the flight 
direction of the parent particle that has decayed to the observed daughter track. 
We use the thrust axis, discussed in Section 4.2, for this estimate. The result of 
our Monte Carlo study, which agrees very well with cross checks in the data, is 
that the B direction is reconstructed to 5.6° in the a>-y plane by the thrust axis. 
However, we have no knowledge of which way along the thrust axis the parent 
travelled. We assume the parent proceeded into the hemisphere that contains 
the daughter track. This assumption allows us to construct the unit vector if 

from the thrust axis but now with the direction ambiguity resolved. We are in 
error when decay products go in the opposite direction of the parent; for the 
parent moving at velocity fi„ and if the decay product has velocity fi* In the 
parent rest frame, and if the decay is isotropic in the rest frame, this occurs 
|(1 - £*/£*) of t n* t i m e - T n ' * " typically 004 of the time for daughters of fls. 
We note that although the tp and p share the same hemisphere, they do not 
necessarily share the same semicircle in the x-y plane. 

We attribute a positive sign if the track intersects the thrust axis in forward 
of the primary vertex, where 'forward' is defined by the *-e/ projection of l r We 
take this lifetime sign from the sign of the cross product of the a-tl projections of 
j , and p. Call this sign *,; then the lifetime sign, «, = *,«<. An example appears 
is Figure S.6a. Biases may effect the average «,, but tt will randomise these, 
resulting in merely a broader distribution of lifetime impact parameters. It is 
not easy to conceive of biases in the lifetime sign, and one concludes that the 
impact parameter method of measuring lifetimes has fundamental robustness, 

The dominant source of sign errors is the resolution in extrapolation. This 
subject will be discussed at some length in Section 5.5. Such sign errors cannot 
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Pi§«ri S.S Thi Lifetimi Sign Convention, Shown are the primary vertex, the solid circle; 
tke path of the penal particle, the heavy arrow; the thnut axis, dots; the 
recoastneted trajectory, the impact parameter, e". (a) shows Ike caea wkerc 
the sUaitios i* properly reconstructed, with the tkrait axii mstckiag tke 
partat direction. Bert, the sign conventions described in tke text lead la a 
poeitivc geometric sign ej, wkere the positive t axii is going oil of Ike page. 
«i is positive at well, to i| ~ »(»j is positive, ai it akoald be. Now tklt ii 
the track wkere reflected ebont the tbraet axis, both »a sad *i tkaage sign. 
la (b). tke Ikrut axis kai been iaaccarately reconstneted- a f is ike same 
as ia (a), bat fi kat dipped si|&, leadini to a aegitiv* »|. This phenomenon 
dearly happens most often for tracks Dearly parallel to Ike tkmst axis, wkich 
also teed to have smsll impact parameters. 

destroy the average positive impact parameter from a non-xero lifetime, whereas 
sign errors from thrust axis errors can. Sign errors from thrvst miareconstruction 
tend to occur for tracks close in azimuth to the thrust axis, as examination 
of Figure 5.6b show*. The error in thrust axis azimuth is approximately oc 
l /s ln(#i) , where », a the thrust polar angle; hence, to reduce our sensitivity to 
our modeling of the thrust axis we require tracks for the B lifetime measurement 
to be separate in azimuth by at least 0.2/ain(£t) (radians) from the thrust axis. 
This is approximately 2 standard deviations of the thrust error. Figure 5.7 shows 
the fraction of wrong signs as a function of this variable. Thrust type sign errors 
that remain tend to come from backward decays, at least for B parents. We 
note that tracks from i f 0 and A decays, as well as those from x~,K~->ii~V 
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fionre 5.7 Sign Errors as A FunctioD ol Aitrouth from Thrust Axis. Rom Monte Carlo 
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track, *t the polar angle of the thrust axis, {a) include* traekiai aad Ikrwl 
errors, as well as backward decay errors; (b) shows jut the contribution 
from backward decays. Light daughters are tracks from X°, 1, r*, aad 
K decays; c daufhlen from the decay ef e-flavored bsdrooe is et events; b 
daughters include the cascade t - t decays. Note that U|hl daughters sitTer 
a kith sign error rate, while for *4 ain{fi)/0.2 > 1 moat sign error* for heavy 
decays come from backward decayi. 

tend to be subject to a far higher sign error rate than tracks from heavy quark 
decays. This is because the tight parent's direction is not nearly as correlated 
with the thrust axis as the heavy parent's. We also note that our cut about the 
thrust axis increases sensitivity to the B life, because tracks separated from the 
thrust axis see a larger component o( the B night path. 

S.4 Data and Central Value Est imat ion 

In this section we describe the reduction of the lifetime signed impact pa
rameters for the B enriched data samples. We keep the CD and VC samples 
separate, but combine muon tagged and electron tagged samples in these respec
tive categories. Our objective is to characterize whatever positive displacement 
the signed impact parameter distribution has. We have chosen the trimmed 
mean to do so, because of its good statistical efficiency but lack of sensitivity to 
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the ahape of the resolution function. We have to the next taction the conversion 
of the trimmed mean to a mean B hadion lifetime. 

Sample Event* M Events e Events Quality 
Tracks 

Lifetime 
Tracks 

Passim 
I Cut 

B enriched CD 439 336 103 2810 1763 16S4 

Control CD 17425 - - 108206 64433 B9412 

B enriched VC 161 117 44 TOO 463 4S3 

Control VC 8323 - - 36004 31811 21477 

TtWi S.J tvtau tad Tracks ii Ike B-wUkti sal Coalrol timplei. QuUt; trull 
nut ktvt at Watt 7 aila la tke CD, at wtl) at at lent » is tae VC wk*a 
tkt VC is pnaut, ud momtttija > 0.1 CtV/e. Lihtin tracks la atMfcioa 
diftr ia tsunatk from tkt tkratt txia > 0.2/sia('i), wktrt f > it tk* tarsal 
polu uilt . Fiaally, m suln » mild c»t oa tat akaolale valst of lat impact 
panmttw, * < 4 ami ia CD data tad t < Saun k VC data, to redact 
Isctistioa from Ins lived lie>t puticlm. 

Table S.l aummariias the numbers of events and tracks in the B-anrkhad 
data sample. In the CD sample, 2810 tracks survive the quality cut* enumerated 
in Section S.2. Of these, 1763 are sufficiently separated in astmuth from the 
thrust axis to pass the cut discussed in the previous section. We refer to this 
subset as 'lifetime' tracks. In the VC sample, there at* 709 quality tracks, and 
463 of these axe lifetime tracks. Event selection is the same for the control 
sample as for the B-enriched sample, except that no lepton tag is required 
for the track with n > 2GeV/e and p± > l.SGeV/c. We plot the signed 
impact parameter distributions for the CD and VC samples of lifetime tracks 
in Figures 5.8a and d, respectively. The CD distribution shows a clear positive 
shift. The VC distribution is approximately 4 times narrower than the CD 
sample, due to the superior vertex resolution, and shows not only a clear positive 
shift but an exponential-like tail. Also shown In Figure 8.8 are the impact 
parameter distributions of lepton tracks for the respective samples, as well as 
the distributions for the control samples of tracks from untagged multihadront. 
The control samples show markedly less positive shift. 

We use the data in Figures S.8a and d, *be aigned impact parameters from 
all lifetime tracks in £-enriched events to obtain the mean B-hadron lifetime. 
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In this way we obtain a higher statistic than the previous MAC measurement, 
which used only the impact parameters of the leptons, in particular those of 
Figure 5.8b. A higher traction of teptons tracks actually come from the B or 
subsequent decay than all lifetime tract < This resv.;ts in a smaller possible 
systematic error if we employed just the !»pton tracks. However, leptons con
stitute only te J of all lifetime tracks Wc would pay for the smaller systematic 
error with a larger statistical error. Further, if the B lifetime is a truly non-
lero, a positive displacement should be evident in non-lepton tracks. Finally, 
the non-lepton tracks can have a momentum as low as D.5 GeV/c, while leptons 
are required to have momentum > 2.0GeY/'e. Kinematics therefore force the 
non-lepton tracks from fl-decay to be somewhat more sensitive to the ^'-lifetime 
than the lepton tracks. 

The use of all tracks, as opposed to JUF! lepton tracks, introduces a higher 
fraction of tracks from long lived light species, such as K^t and As. Tracks 
from these species, which can have impact parameters up to several centimeters, 
art picked up somewhat sporadically by our pattern recognition. To reduce 
fluctuations from this phenomena, we impose the final cut for tracks to be used 
to obtain the B-lifet'une: \6\ < 4 mm for CD data, and )6| < 3 m m for VC data. 
ID the CD B-enriched sample, 1694 tracks survive this cut, and 4S3 do to in the 
VC data. 

We reduce the surviving data in Figures 5.6a and d to two numbers,namely. 
a mean B-hadron lifetime, and a statistical error on that lifetime. 'Mean 1 in 
this context implies not just the average lifetime as opposed to the another 
measure of lifetime, for example the half-life, but also implies the average over 
all hadron species produced at PEP that contain ^quarks. We have considered 
two methods of reducing the data: 1) taking an estimate of the central value of 
the signed impact parameter distributions, then converting this estimate into a 
lifetime and 2) performing a maximum likelihood fit to the signed impact pa
rameter distribution?' In choosing between these, our concern was uncertainty 
In the exact tracking resolution function Figure 5.8 represents the convolution 
of an 'exact' impact parameter distribution with the tracking resolution function 
of our drift chambers. If we had complete knowledge of this resolution function, 
a maximum likelihood fit would, at least in the limit of large statistics, achieve 
the smallest statistical error possible. Ho«sve;, uncertainty in the shape of the 
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resolution function can produce quite substantial systematic errort in the life
time found from the fit. In the typical case, the width of the resolution function 
is underestimated, and a bias toward longer lifetimes is produced! 0 In contrast, 
central estimators such as the mean, median, or our preferred estimator, the 
trimmed mean, are more immune to biases from imperfect knowledge of the 
resolution function. Further, a trimmed mean usually has high efficiency, mean
ing its statistical error is nearly as small as the maximum likelihood estimator. 
Finally, we appreciate the directness and simplicity of central estimators. 

To contrast several aspects of central estimators and the maximum likelihood 
fit, consider the case of samples drawn from a parent distribution obtained from 
the convolution of an exponential, e - I ' \ with a gaussian, e~* '** . This problem 
is similar to the B-lifctime estimation, where the exponential is similar to the 
true distribution of signed impact parameters, and the gaussian to the smearing 
caused by non-zero tracking resolution. The mean is an efficient tttlmator of 
A in the limiting cases o 3> A and <• < A, meaning the statistical error from 
no estimator, including a maximum likelihood Gt, is smaller than that of the 
mean. This result obtains by comparison the variance of the mean with the 
'information' of the two limiting distributions. In the regime fl-A, the mean is 
not efficient. In Figure 5.9 we show the ratio of the lower bound on the statistical 
error from the information, to the standard deviation of the mean, as a function 
of \/tr. One sees that at worst, for A — c / 2 , the lower bound is only 11% 
betow the standard deviation of the mean. We conclude that this is the most a 
maximum likelihood 6t could gain in estimating A. However, the regime A ~ c 
is also precisely where the most sensitive to knowledge or a in the maximum 
likelihood fit; the correlation between A and a is nearly unit. In contrast, the 
mean does not suffer this disadvantage. Hence, the smaller statistical error in 
A provided by the maximum likelihood fit must be paid back with a systematic 
error from ignorance of a. 

In practice, very few experimental resolution functions are truly gaussian, 
and most have some sort of non-exponential tail. These tails compromise the 
statistical efficiency of the mean. In fact, for the Cauchy distribution, f(x,o) = 
l /trx(l * ( T / O ) ' ) , the variance of the mean is infinite. Therefore, we have 
explored the use of other central estimators that retain more statistical efficiency 
in the presence of tails than the mean. In the previous MAC analysis of the B-
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lifetime, the median was uicd. For N (ample* drawn from a parent distribution 
f[x) with median xm, the itandard deviation of the median *m is: 

2VWfM 
[5.2] 

For example, for a Cauchy distribution, 4m is within 10% of the lower bound 
computed from the information. Before the introduction of the vertex chamber, 
the tracking resolution ii fairly Iar(e compared to the typical impact parameter 
from a B decay, and the median provide* a good animator of the non-*ero 
dUplacemcnt of Figure 5.8b. However, (ince introduction of the VC, the tracking 
resolution ii comparable to the typical impact parameter. A* if discussed in the 
Section 5.5, a number of track* from a parent distribution with aero impact 
parse, ster are present in Figure 5.8a and d. The presence of then tracks make* 
the median insensitive to the tracks with non-iero impact parameter, if the 
resolution is good. One can imagine the limiting case of aero tracking resolution: 
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if greater that 50% of the track* have sero impact parameter, the median would 
be sero, regardless of the non-aero impact parameters of the remainder of the 
distribution. So, we use a central estimator that is in a sense 'in between* the 
mean and median, namely the trimmed mean. 

Given a set of measurements {xlt... ,xjv}, the trimmed mean It for trim 
factor t, 0.0 < t < 1.0, is found by 

1. Sorting the measurement* {xl,,..,xN}. 

3. Eliminating the smallest t/2 and largest t/2 measurements. Call the small
est remaining measurement xj, and the largest SR. 

3. Taking the mean of the remaining JW x (1 — t) measurements. 

Note that the limiting cases I = 0 and I < 1 correspond to the mean and 
median, respectively. Note also that although the smallest and largest t/2 
measurements are eliminated from last step of the computation of the mean, 
they still have influence in the location of xj, and xjt, so have influence on 
the value of St. Calculation of the standard deviation of the trimmed mean 
can proceed from trinomial statistics, or Poiseon statistic*. Formulas extent in 
the literature are in general for symmetric parent distributions, that is, when 
a£ = it - *L " *R — *< = *jt" For the distributions of Figure 5.8, especially 
those for data taken with the VC, this is not strictly true, so we have derived 
the result for this case, 

»-W*N(Hr#*'***,)]f M 
N(l-l)/2 

i-m/3 

The term containing X'R+X'L enters only for asymmetric distributions. Note 
that for t = 0, the second term in the square bracket* in [5.3] vanishes, and this 
is just the error on the mean. In the limit t-»l, the first term in the curved 
brackets contribute. ((s'/8-*i,)/(l-t)) ,- ,l// ,(*m). »»<* *»>e other term, vanish, 
giving the result for the error on the median. 
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JVren S.lO Sitned Input Panmeur Dklribolioa (or CD 5-Earieaed Data, lao-ariai 
Trim. TW trim l»ctor, I -* 0.2. The ahaded rtejion ia trimmed; the trimmed 
a m » 142.1 ± M.vpm. IJ, - -lU7pm, i « « lWOpm, a - el7pm. Tat 
term* &-om the ŝ , a&daji contribnte 0o9pm, to be added la emadrstan *o 
i , then divided by ^ . 1 X 1 « 4 tc jet the ataiietkal wror of 24.9pm. 

The literature indicate* that ( « 0.T five* a standard deviation within ~ 10% 
of the lower bound from the information Tor a variety of parent distributions: 1 

For our distributions, inch a hard trim degrades sensitivity to the tracka with 
non-faro impact parameters, and ultimately to the B-hadroa lifetime. Studies 
with our Monte Carlo show good statistical sensitivity to the lifetime for trims 
from 0.05 — 0.5; in this range, there is no sharp maximum in sensitivity. We 
choose a trim of 0.2. The locations of this trim on the distributions of Figure 5.8a 
and d are shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. In Table 5.2, we five the trimmed 
t n e u s for the B-enriched samples and the control samples. For both CD and 
VC data samples, there are statistically very significant differences between the 
B enriched samples and the control samples. In the next section we take up the 
conversion of these numbers and errors to a B lifetime and error. 

Before doing so, we would like to comment on weighting schemes. We have 
chosen equal weighting: all points in Figures 5.8a and d, that past the cut 
on absolute value of impact parameter, are weighted equally. We have some 
knowledge of the error on each impact parameter from the covariance matrix 
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Figure 5.it Signed Impact Parameter Diatribntjoa for VC B-Earichad Data, Showus 
Trim. The trim factor, t »• 0.2. The ehaded region la trimmed; tae Ifimmad 
maafl ia 130.2 ± 18.5pm. xj, * —275pm, xa at 726pm, a M 24441m. Tanas 
from the x^ and x*H contribute 250pm, to be added ia qeadretsre to a, lata 
divided by >/.fi x 453 tc fet the etetietical error of 18.6pm. 

Sample Tracks Trimmed Mean 

B enriched CD 1694 162.1 ± 24.9pm 

Control CD 59412 71.2 ± 4.3<Jrn 

B enriched VC 453 130.2 ± 18.5pm 

Control VC 21477 29.2 ± 2.0<im 

Tahlt S.t Trimmed Means.4 For the B enriched and anla*;fed maltiaadroa samples, la 
both the VC aad CD data, then ia a vary tignilicant difference bstwsts tat 
E/.tnrithed and control eamnlea. 

of the track fit, however: it might seem that by using this error in a 1/cr1 type 
weighting might give better statistical efficiency. In truth, this is not entirely 
clear: a major contribution to the computed impact parameter error comes from 
multiple coulomb scattering, which is larger for low momentum tracks. Thus 
low momentum tracks would be de-weighted; but as discussed previously, these 
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tracks tend to have hither sensitivity to the B-lifetime, Instaed of Mparately 
accountini for both effect!, we chooee equal weighting. 

5.6 Conversion of Impact Parameter to Lifetime 

There are primarily four factore that influence the conversion of the impact 
parameter* to an average B-hadron lifetime: 

1. The momenta of the B's in the lab, and the momenta of the B deecendanti 
in the B rest frame. 

3. The composition of tracks in the B enriched aample. 

S. The tracking resolution function. 

4. Systematic bite from pattern recognition and fitting. 

We account for the fin t two factore through the nee of the Lund Monte Carlo, 
deecrlbed earlier, which models ••quark hedronltetion and subsequent B-hadron 
decay. We will make tome qualitative comment* about theee factors. W* have 
•tudled the tracking resolution function, and aee It in a fast, Bon-almulation 
Monte Carlo of the detector effect on the Lund output. We compare the results 
from this fait Monte Carlo to results from our full detector simulation, and thus 
are able to test for systematic biases: we find no such biases in the VC data, and 
a slight bias in the CD biss. Taking this into account, we are able to construct 
the relationship between the trimmed mean impact parameter and the B-hadron 
lifetime. 

The fi-had-on retains about 80% of the beam energy at PEP, or about 
13 GeV, or a Lorentt factor t, «* 2.4. For a mean lifetime t> - lmt, er» *» SOOum, 
and in the lab frame 7,er « 740pm. Decay product* emitted in the rest frame 
of the B at angle f' with respect to the B lab direction and speed p" appear in 
the lab at *j given by 

The magnitude of the impact parameter -y,crain(*j) tends to a constant for 
7,-»oo, since sin(#() - l/i,. All impact parameters are positive for P' < P,\ 
negative impact parameters become possible for P* > 0f from backward decays. 
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Fifrt f.if XiauMtical Heels ee t*< Anraca Input Paramatar. (s) impact piruntUr 
evantvd onr f(. Nif stirt iapact paraautan octet lot f > fip, caieias tke 
detnwt is U* evens* iapsct paiuutar. (b) ipectra of ledacad' noausti 
ia Ike *r*at fruH of B decay produU. Tka » predicts lava a Ices positive 
(ail, aot Aim, from laptou. No ciu, nca ae e > O.IGaV/e aevi h o 

In Figure 5.12a we plot the impact parameter, averaged over ti, as a function of 
P'l' for the PEP conditions. In Figure 5.12b, we plot the 0*7* spectra from the 
Lund Monte Carlo for direct B stable daughters, and cascade 6 - e daughters as 
well. One sacs that (S) » 0.6«r »s 180pm is to be expected for decay product*, 
and a 1 ps lifetime. 

We do not measure lf on an event by event basis, and in fact, there it 
substantial uncertainty in the mean value of -/,. This causes systematic error in 
the B-lifetimc value, but the error for this all tracks analysis it different than 
that for analyses of the lepton tracks exclusively. Uptons usually have p' > Pt 

at PEP, to, for a given B lifetime, their average impact parameter increasee 
a* PT increases, because less backward decays are produced. Hadrons from B 
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decay are significantly softer than feptans, and in many case* have $' < /?,, 
where the mean impact parameter decreases as 8, increases. Therefore hadrons 
arc ItM sensitive to 0f than leptons, since iomr cancellation of increase* for 
/>' > fit against decrease* for 0' < 8, occurs. However, a systematic error from 
uncertainty in /3, of a different origin arises for this all track* analysis, namely 
the uncertainty in the fraction of primary tracks in 44 events. 

In Chapter 4 we discussed the flavor composition of the fl-enriched event 
•ample. However, to convert the impact p&runeter t o a B-lifetime, we need tract 
content of the sample. We use the Lund Monte Carlo, processed through our 
detector simulation, to do to. The results from this simulation are summarized 
in Table S.3. 

Category tl a uG, 64, S3 all 

Event* 0.6 0.2 0.2 1.0 

Tracks: all 

primary 

e 

6 
6 -c 

K?. etc. 

o.es 
0.21 

0.0 

0.23 

0.22 

0.02 

0.17 

0.1] 

0.06 

0.0 

0.0 

0.005 

0.15 

0.35 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.005 

1.0 

0.47 

0.06 

0 2 3 

0.22 

0.03 

T»Ut S3 Track Coolest of B Evicted Simple Fruition ol total n u u and tracka in 
varou cattforiea is luted. The eveat fraction* are for the i&ix of nioa and 
altctro* £?-«aricheil samples: (fie 2"j ê mpoQeot ot ta« electros sample Saa 
btta placed with the tt|lit quark*, e refers to *he fraction ol track* from 
charmed hadron dccayi, b from B hidrorj decaya, and 6 - c trom bottom-
charm cascade. 

We do not have as strong a cross check in the data of the Monte Carlo 
for the track fractions as we have from the lepton p_i spectra for the event 
fractions. Nevertheless, we have some checks. The multiplicity of lifetime tracks 
in untagged multihadrons it 3.13 ±0.01 for CO data and 2.17±0.01 for VC data, 
while the result of the Lund Monte Carlo and detector simulation for untagged 
multihadroas is 3.17 ± 0.01 for CD and 2.17 i 0.01 for VC. Admittedly, some 
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tuning of the parar/stere of the Lund Monte Carlo and the detector simulation 
was performed to achieve this agreement, although the tuning was not performed 
on the number of lifetime tracks. However, for the B-tnriched sample*, there 
are 3.86 ± 0.02 lifetime tracks per event in the CD sample, and 3.8 ± 0.1 In 
the VC sample, while the Monte Carlo predicts 3.80 ± 0.04 and 3.87 ± 0.03, in 
excellent agreement that is not particularly the result of tuning. A check on the 
contribution of tracks from light, long lived sources, such aa Kjs and As, comet 
from the fraction of tracks removed by the impact parameter cut of 4mm In CD 
data and 3 mm in VC data. In the CD data, 0.039 i 0.005 of the B-enxiehed 
tracks are removed by this cut, while the Monte Carlo predicts 0.032 ± 0.002; 
for the VC data, 0.022 i 0.007 are removed, while the Monte Carlo predicts 
0.012 ± 0.001. There is agreement within errors. 

Our Monte Carlo assumptions regarding charmed particle specie* content 
and lifetimes are summarized in TabJr 5.4 

Species Continuum fi-decay Lifetime 

D* 

D, 

At, etc. 

0.50 

0.33 

0.22 

C.05 

0.59 

0.22 

0.13 

0.06 

0.44 ps 

1.06 ps 

0.48 pt 

0.20 pt 

mean lifetime 0.64 ps 0.57 ps • 
Table 5.4 Chirraed Puticle Sum miry Frorr. our unplementaUioi of t*« Lud MooU 

C»txlo. The to&iinuum column {ootiriin the ftutimttJ frsvctiou of tfa« wiom* 
•p*cipi, while %ht .B-d*x*y column contain* (he number of Mch ip«ciw f*r 
B- The Utoimti *re from the went ruulu of bite &A91 cxpoiinutV 

We have used our large sample of untagged multihadroiii to itudy our track* 
lug resolution function. To do so, we fit the negative aide of the diMtributioa of 
•igned impact parameters with respect to the average vertex to a Student1* t 
distribution: 
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l / (p . l n M < » » (1/G.V) 

Ftsari *.M Wkitk Parametar of lYackisi Ratolttioe Faactioa. Frosa la* It to * It«-
dtat's t distribution, at dtacribad is tkt text, of impact fiiiieteii with 
raipact to tkt averaft ttrltx. 

The parameter t deaeribea the width of the distribution, and f the tail*. We 
perform the fit ai a function of l /pfin' ' 5 (#) , to include the effect of multiple 
scattering. The resulting s u a function of this variable appaam in Figure fi.13. 
From these plots, we find for the CD data, for p = l /p i in ' / 'O) G e V / e - 1 , 

t = 565 + 158p + 338p' ftm 

and in the VC data, 

a = 150 + « p nm 

We find that the tail parameter u it momentum independent, and ii 2.0 for the 
CD data and 3.5 for the VC. 

We use this tracking resolution function in a fait, non-slmuletlon Monte 
Carlo. In this Monte Carlo, we take the momentum vectors output by Lund and 
with a few simple parameters model the effect of the MAC tracking system. We 
include the acceptance of the tracking system, loss of efficiency for overlapping 
tracks, momentum resolution, and smearing in the impact parameter from the 
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Signed Impact Parameter (em) 

Ftstirt 5.14 CtmpuiK* of Impact Paramttar DittriWiou for MaMiadrsa Data, Pall 
Moat* Carlo, sad Fart Moau Carlo. StH4 . data; DtUik . Fail Moat* 
Carlo; DtU Fast Moat* Carlo. Bote tat fall tad fast Moatt Carlo. » 
tit oatpaL of l»«d treat laaeraiioa. Bit staaratios la tit drift ckaiaban, 
pattern ncofaitioa, aad IraeUai an doat for tkt fall Moats Carlo, trails a 
fast ciaraclariiuioa of lit trackiai tysttm is doaa is tkt fast MoaU Carlo. 

tracking resolution function. We actually utilise a luge database of events that 
have had their shower development in the MAC calorimeters already modeled; 
in this way we obtain the calorimett'le thrust axis. In Figure 5.14, we compare 
the signed impact parameter distributions for multihadrons from the control 
sample, multihadrons modeled with the full detector simulation, and those from 
the fast Monte Carlo. We use this fast Monte Carlo to explore sensitivities 
to various parameters that would be take a large amount of computer time to 
examine with the detector simulation. For example, with the fast Monte Carlo 
we have found that the trimmed mean impact parameter for a given B-hadron 
lifetime is insensitive to the losses of efficiency do to overlapping tracks. 

We generate calibration curves for the trimmed mean signed impact param
eter as a function of the input average B-Hadron lifetime with both the full 
detector simulation and the fast Monte Carlo. The results axe given in Fig
ure B.1S. For the VC data, agreement between full and fast Monte Carlos is 
very good. We conclude that the pattern recognition, track fitting, and average 
vertex procedure is unbiased at the level of Eftm for these data. For the CD 
data, the full reconstruction appears to add a slight bias to the mean impact 
parameter of *> 23*im. This is to be compared with a typical resolution in 
impact parameter in CD data of SOtyim. 
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JYfure 5.1S Calibration of Trimmed Mean Imptcl Parameter, (a) for CD data. A alisbt 

bias ii evident ia the foil Monte Carlo, (b) for VC data. No biu u evident-

We have undertaken a cumber of studies of this bias, with negative reaulta. 
It clearly appears in the data in the CD multihadron control sample, in the 
form of the difference between the trimmed mean for the CD and VC samples in 
Table 5.2. Compuuon of CD and VC trimmed means for a variety of samples 
leads to Table 5.5. We conclude that its origin is in OUT pattern recognition 
or track fitting algorithm. It is not caused by the dense environment of mul-
tihadrons, since it is present for 1 - 1 rs. However, we have set the resolution 
with which hits are generated in our detector simulation to a very small value, 
and the bias vanishes, so it seems to scale with resolution. We note it is only 5% 
of the impact parameter resolution in the CD data. We accept its presence, and 
account for it in our calibration curve of S-hadron lifetime versus trimmed mean 
impact parameter. Based on Table 5.5, we will attribute an additive systematic 
•rtor of 8pm to the bias. It would clearly be enlightening to understand the 
origin of this bias, particularly how it survives the lifetime sign convention. 
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Sample Data Full M.C. Fast M.C. 

Multihadrons 37 ± 3pm 23 ±6prrt 15 ± 3pm 

r: all 33 i 5pm 38 ± 6pm 2.4 ± 1pm 

1-1 30 ± 7pm 33 ± 4pm 1.9 ± 1.5pm 

1-3 48 ± 13^m 42 ± 7pm S.3 ± 3.5pm 

1-3 17 ± 10pm 45 ± 7pm -2.4 ± 2.4pm 

TclU J.J CD Biaa in Vjriou. Sampler The entriet are the differences between the CD 
sad VC trimmed mng imped parameter* for idcotically selected sample! 
in the data, lull Monte Carlo, and faat Monte C u b . A Urter sample of 
multiliadrone ie need here then it need for the control aamplee. The » Upton 
eample ia epUt into 1 - 1 ,v,r.u, end 1 - S eveate. T o n - s ev.nu en hither 
broken down according to the origin of the track on the 1 or I eide of the 
event. 
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Figurt S.16 Comperieon of Monte Carlo with B.enricbed Data, (a) for lifned imptct 
parameter* in the CD date, end (b) for aigned impact parameters in the VC 
data. 

The calibration yields an average fl-hadron lifetime of 1.35*J'JJpi for CD 
data and MO^jJps for VC data. The errors are statistical only. Both data 
sets combined give 1.37*£"ps. If we combine the CD and VC muon samples, 
we 6nd 1.36*Jj2ps, while the electron samples give l . l S ^ ' J p s . Figure 6.16 
shows the overlay of the fast Monte Carlo results on the data for the determined 
lifetimes. 
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Fn*n S.ll Staiitivity of tat M i M i » to Varlatloa ia Cat aad Trial, (a) caaafa ia n 
witk tat eat oa abtoIaU vilat of tat impact piramtUr, with leUd aizhm 
CD aad opta cirdn VC aati, aad (b) caaagt ia r, witk trim factor t, VC 
aad CD data cemUaad. 

The next lection ia devoted to the eyitematic arron of thia meaaurament. 
However, of particular concern ia the effect of our cuti and trima on the B 
lifetime reautt. We preaent the B-lifetime aa a function of rati and trima in 
Figure E.17, where it can be aeen that the reault ia inaenaitlve to variation! In 
theae parameter!. 

l .B Systematic Errora 

We group lyitematic error! into two broad categoriei: Brit, arron in the 
definition or meaiurement of the trimmed mean impact parameter, and eecond, 
erron in the interpretation of the trimmed mean due to error! in the mcaiured 
or aaaumed propertiei of the event aample. 

5.6.1 Brnn in the Trimmed Mean 

The firit type of error in thii category we addreaa ia pedwtal and acale of 
length. That ii, how well do we know the location of 0pm, and for non-xero 
trimmed mean, how well do we know that what we call lpm ii the lame meaaure 
that the reit of the world calk 1pm? 

Since w» have performed calibration of the central tracking lyitem, aa dia-
cuaaed in Chapter 3, we have acme feeling of the accuracy of our location of 
0pm bom that work. We obaerved is that work drifta in the Bhabha Mattering 
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Huu, wa aalitva l>m to bt a coaaarvativ* tjntamatk error. 

miaa dUtribution of the order of 5pm. With further itudy, luch drifta could be 
eoppreaaed, but we have not expended the effort. 

We can bring the very large aample of untagged multihadrona eventa to bear 
on thii iaiue. In Figure S.lSa-d, we plot the deviation from the trimmed mean 
for thii aample aa a function of azimuth and polar angle. Theae data support an 
aaaignment of *> 5pm eyitematic error, which we refer to aa the 'inatrumental' 
pedeetal lyitematic. Our image U that the phyiical instrument might produce 
biaaea at thia level. Another indication ii the trimmed mean of the untagged 
multihadron data, taken with the geometric lign convention from Section 5.4, 
hutead of the lifetime lign convention. Thia yielda 2.1 ± 2.0pm for CD data, 
and 8.1 ± 0.7pm for VC data. Some dilution of the ilight VC biat certainly 
occura when the lifetime iif.ii convention ia employed, ao the 5prn lyitematic ii 
reaaonable. 

Ai for an instrumental ayitematic error in the definition of lpm, what we 
refer to aa an inatrumental icale error, ultimately our definition of 1pm ia trace
able to the drilling of the endplatei of our drift chamben. Thii drilling was 
good to at meet 2 0 - 40pm per 10 cm, limiting thia lyitematic to well leu than 
0.05%, which ii truly negligible on the icale of the error* that follow. We note 
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that the software calibration of our drift chambers did not allow them to •tretch 
or ihrink. 

A* we discussed in the previous section, we believe that there is a systematic 
effect in the CD data that produces an offset of a +23pm, when the lifetime 
•Ifn convention is used. We do not refer to this as 'instrumental' because it 
appears in the Monte Carlo, and vanishes when the drift chamber resolution in 
the Monte Carlo U set to 0. We refer to this as the 'pattern recognition/fitting 
bias', reflecting our suspicion as to its origin, and we assign it a systematic error 
of 8pm, based upon the comparison of multihadron and r data. All indications 
are that this is negligible for VC data. 

One might imagine the average vertex procedure to generate some distortion 
of the impact parameter distribution. In fact, we can find no such effect. If we 
use the beam centroid rather than the average vertex, we find the trimmed 
mean impact parameter in the B enriched samples to be 164.2 ± 24.9pm rather 
than 162.1 ± 24.9pm for CD data, and 130.4 i 21.4pm rather than 130.2 ± 
IB.5pm SOT the VC data. These are negligible differences, and seem somewhat 
against the intuition, so we have conducted some further studies. The average 
vertex procedure has the greater effect in the VC data, to which we confine our 
attention. In general, semileptonic decay of B mesons produces fewer charged 
tracks than hadronic decay, 3.8 ± 0.4 as opposed to 6-0 ± 0.3!' At PEP energies, 
fa 5 ± 1 additional charged tracks are emitted from the primary vertex by the 
hadroniiation process" One might expect some 'pulling1 of the average vertex 
to the hadronic side of the <-•• cnt. However, for the VC data, the tracks on the 
hadronic side of the event yield a trimmc) mean of 122.2 ± 31.1pm, consistent 
with the 135.5±23.9/im on the semileptonic side of the event. We haveeonducted 
• Monte Carlo study of the average vertex procedure. A large :,- -mle of to events 
with a very long B lifetime of 5.6 ps was produced, and in Figure 5.10a we show 
the impact parameter with respect to the average vertex plotted versus the true 
impact parameter. We have performed a linear fit, and find an intercept of 
14 ± Tpm and a slope of 0.961 ± 0.004. Repeating the fit on impact parameter 
with respect to the beam centroid rather than the average vertex results in an 
intercept of 11 ± 6pm, and a slope of 0.980 ± 0.004. It is extremely difficult to 
•scape the conclusion that the average vertex procedure produces a systematic 
error well below 5pm in offset and 2St in scale, which are negligible. 

5. B* Lifetime Determination 

o.a o.a.. 

o o I 

True Impact Parameter (cm) 

figure 5.J9 Tell of Avenge Vertex, (a) Signed impact param*t«r whs rwpecl to th* 
average vertex venue Ibe true eigned impul parameter, with a linear fit. 
(b) Reeiduab from the fit', OD u exploded Kile, sad witk U l ft'l vror 
envelope- TLe Et bai elope 0.98O ± o.OTM, and intercept 14 ± 7pm. 

5.6.2 Errors in the Interpretation of the Trimmed Mean. 

Imperfect knowledge of the tracking resolution function can result in the 
wrong calibration of fl-lifelime as a function of trimmed mean. We use the 
fast Monte Carlo to estimate our sensitivity to the width parameter, s, of the 
student distribution, and the power u, that controls the tails. We give the results 
in Figure 5.20. The fit to multihadron data gives * to better than 5%, and v 
to 10%. Based on these variation, the systematic error in the B lifetime b less 
than 0.03 ps. 

Error in the fragmentation function of b-quarks effects the calibration of r t 

as a function of the trimmed mean in two ways, both of which lead to smaller 
Ttf l . n piven trimmed mean impact parameter for harder fragmentation. First, 
the more of the ' "»ial 6 quark energy that is retained by the B hadxon, the 
fewer the number of tracks ''m the primary vertex, which have stro impact 
parameter. Second, the higher the energy of the B hadron, the larger the impact 
parameter of the £Vs daughters, from kinematics. As mentioned in Section 4.1.1» 
the world data permit variation of the Peterson variable of (» « 0.012*5009, 
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(c) vuistisa of B lifiUmti with v, wkkk dtscribts tat tails of tat stidtat't 
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CD, tkown km. (d) nmilu, for VC data, wktn v - J.I ± 0.1 Croa tkt tt 
to nndtihidron d»t» Tktst foar plot* tkow tkt l t»nJ imnitivity of tkt 
truamtd mcu to tkt akapt of Ikt rtaolstios faactioa. Tkt variatloa of B-
lifttimt witk widtk of tkt rttolttioa function it typically foar timtf fruttr 
tkan is (b) wkts a m u u n u a Ulilikood ft it tmploytd 

which corresponds to a variation in the beam energy retained by the B hadron, 
corrected for initial atate radiation, of 0.78 ± 0.05. Thia variation changea the 
tlcpt of our calibration curve of», a> a function of the trimmed mean by ±10%. 
However, the intercept of the curve, that U the trimmed mean for 0 B lifetime, 
ia intenaitive to this variation, and varies by only ±0.01 pi. 

The result! of the incluaive lepton analysis of Chaptar 4 war* somewhat 
iiute&iitive to variation! in the fragmentation function, because the shape of the 
Pj. ipectrum ia nearly Lorentz invariant. Those reaulU are ako insensitive to 
changea in the branching ratio of B into leptoni. Hence, we can take the 6 purity 
of the muon event sample of 60 ± 4.5% and the electron event aample of 59 ± 7% 
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without more detailed consideration of the errors. Theae errors in purity lead 
to a systematic error in the slope of the r, calibration curve of ±8.5%, and a 
systematic error of the intercept at aero lifetime of ±0.03 ps. 

We have considered errors in our track purities, as opposed to event purities, 
that is, the entries in Table 5.3. We note that our data and Monte Carlo agree in 
the result that the B enriched sample has a higher multiplicity of lifetime tracks 
than the untagged multihadron sample, as we mentioned previously. From study 
of the data on multiplicity in heavy quark events} 1 " we assign a systematic 
error to the B lifetime calibration of ±7% in slope and ±0.03 ps in intercept 
from possible errors in the 6 and e - c track fractions in Table 5.3. We feel this 
is a very conservative assignment, as we axe in some part double counting errors 
in the fraction of tracks from the primary vertex that have been included in the 
systematic from 6 fragmentation. 

Because we have chosen to use all tracks, as opposed to just lepton tracks 
in this analysis, we are somewhat more sensitive to the effects of light, long 
lived particles, such as if?s. As, and decays in flight of charged pions and kaona. 
Consistency was noted in the previous section between the number of tracks with 
very large impact parameters between our data and Monte Carlo, indicating ao 
serious discrepancy. We have, however, artificially increased the abundance of 
light, long lived species in our Monte Carlo, and show the effect on the fi-lifetime 
result in Figure 5.21. A pessimistic variation of a full factor of 2 in the light, long 
lived abundance would produce a systematic error of ±0.05 ps in the B-lifetime. 
We assign a more realistic error of ±0.03 ps. 

Finally, we consider the systematic uror from errors in the lifetimes of 
charmed particles. Due to the success of experiment E-691, the lifetimes of 
the dominant charmed hadron species are known with great accuracy. If we as
sume the abundances in Table 5.4 are correct, there is an error of only ±0.03 ps 
in the mean charmed lifetime in our sample. However, the abundances are 
themselves subject to considerable uncertainty, and this in fact dominates. Our 
study of results from CLEO and Argus" indicate that these uncertainties pro
duce and error of ±0.06 ps in the mean charmed lifetime in our aample. This 
error produces a systematic error of only ±0.02 ps in the B-lifetime. 
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0.5 1 1 5 2 

Scale Factor of light Lon£ lived 

Fit*™ 5.11 Variation of B Lifetime with Lev«) of Light, Long Lived Specie*- (a) if for CD 
data, (b) it for VC data. The traction of light, long liv«d ipwiM ii scaled by 
the factor aloaf the horiiontal; the calibration of r t aa a function of trimmed 
m t u u then reevaluated and a new B-lifetinw computed. Wt nou that the 
trimmed mean ia a good deal ]«*•> Muitive to the level of light, loig lived 
•petite this the antrimmed meia. However, nmt bis* would h» cmted if 
tbert n i an extremely long lived I t't uncommon specie* of B harlroa. 

5.6.3 Other Chccki 

The r lepton lifetime has been measured with both CD data?' and VC data!' 
The measurement using VC data actually employed 3 different techniques to 
extract the r life. The result utilizing the average vertex technique is 0.297 ± 
0.026 ± O.OHps. 

The CD biases in Table S.5 are found from the difference of CD and VC 
trimmed mean impact parameters. We note here that the values for the trimmed 
means of untagged multihadrons are 72.8 ± 2.8fim for CD data and 67.1 ± 6.4 
for the equivalent full Monte Carlo sample. In the VC data, the untagged 
multihadrons yield 36.3± l . lum, while the full detector simulation yields 34.1 ± 
3.2um. 
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Source Error in Impact Parameter Error in Offset Error in Slope 
Instrumental 

CD Bias 

Resolution 

Fragmentation 

Event Purity 

Track Purity 

Light, Long Lived 

Charmed Lifetime 

±5*im ±0.07 pj 

±8/"" ±0.06 p» 

±0.03 ps 

±0.01 ps ±10% 

±0.03 pe ±B.i% 

±0.03 p. ±7% 

±0.03 ps 

±0.02 ps 
All in Quadrature ±6.Snm ±0.11 p , ±15% 

Table 5.6 Summary of Systematic Error*. 

5.6.4 Summary of Systematic Errors 

We summarize the systematic errors in Table 5.6 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

6.1 Sasunary of Karaite 

6.1.1 rtrtax Chamfer 

Waaawaaerrihad tkad*alaB.a*e*ria».tioa,aad o f atiua of alerter, chant-
t«w>»iwttht*»MACdet*cter. ThJederic* tneia-wefaramfahadaxThr tab**, 
or atrew*, and hat oporatod reliably oar/ 4.8 ea* frea ralBdiat heaaaa at H P . 
As avtraa* apatial reeotatioa of 41am kaa baas achieved, aad tha raaoratloa h 
i&fun over mach of tk* drift dletaaee. Tha raaehrtaaa hi atfrapohuloa to th* 
Tortex, a» mieaared with Bhabha ecattariag areata, hi tTam. 

6.1.J £ Bainn LiftUmt 

Tha 0 hadron Utntiata, averaged over tha ajar ha produced hi e+«- aaaihV 
lationa at </i - »G»V.aaa baaa aaaaearad. A eunple of event* aarkhad ia tf 
production has been obtained by the requirement of either a araoa or «**t1rna 
with larf* momaatum tranavtr** to tha thrait axle. Tha impact parameter* of 
all track* in thaac areata that paa* cartala cata have been aawloyed to a w u t 
the lifetime. Date from 214 pb"» taken without the «*ri*a; chamber aad 94 pb' 1 

with the vertex chamber ha* beat employed to obteia the leaaK. 

r, = | l .S7^^atat.±0.1l *jra,J x (l±0.W) paec. 

The inal factor i* tha (yitematie arrar ia the acuta, aad hi etated aaparatary to 
eophaai** th* tact that it doaa aot degrade the ttetiatkal •ijaiacaace of tbe 
differeaea of tha remit with 0. 

Me 

110 

Krw* «J •••rirtiia* a> V„ a*4 V„ • * • tU. iln.a iinrt. I h i M *taae*ri 
enialke O m 4 n e w vitfcwt mdmmm at•rtiauua' UNMictlmck 
hatch**. hiliiii*tmiw»iWti«n»rh«**>*l»«i*|i«*aet«**«a**«IM 
lew. tW» i»^»>..ul mti » w r » hhtiii amfUJ. (•)(*« BIMiM 
hM a*** mti, wit* •*•**•• J.J; (k) Ik partial t*u to aUdraa, takaaf *» 
•nachia* nti* to •• U ± IX. kM *«a H*4. 

0.3 Constraint* on the Quark Mixing Matrix 

Uaiag the expraariona from Section 1.3.5, in particular (1.3] and [1.4], we 
are able to compute a bounded region in the element* of th* KM quark mixing 
matrix, Kj. ecd Vfc, from our B lifetime maatorement, aanmiag the naive 
apectetor modal. Tkaae rerulU are given in Figure 8.1, where we bar* made 
an effort to dietingaith oar experimental error from theoretical error* in the 
rdatiouahip* between rj and the KM quark mixing matrix element*. 
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6.3 Comparison with Other B Lifetime M u m n m i i i i t i 

In Figure 6.3 and Table 8.1, we detail other measurements of the fi-lifetime. 
All but one come from e +e~ experiments, and the one fixed target experiment 
baa only two B decay*, although they arc extremely well reconstructed. We 
have made a atrong effort to make this compilation complete, so that systematic 
difference* between experiment* and trend* may be obierved. Thi* D U I I that 
a great many of theae measurement* do not come from refereed journal*. We 
liat 26 meuurementa other than our*. 

The fi-lifetime measurement* made at e +e~ collider* are distinguished by 
technique to achieve a B enriched aample, method of eatimation at thi vertex, 
and resolution in extrapolation to the vertex. These qualities are tabulated in 
Table 6.1- We have employed aemileptonic decay* of Bt to obtain an enriched 
aample, while some group* at PETRA have attempted to exploit the spheri
cal ihape of badrosic decay* of Bt to obtain enriched samples. We emphaaize 
that semileptonlc enrichment haa undergone far more study with data than has 
hadronic enrichment. Recently, the PETRA e, srimenta have given up enrich
ment altogether, and have used the inclusive multihadron aamples to estimate 
the ^-lifetime. The sensitivity of such techniques to the fi-lifetime ia low, but 
the large statistic allow* a signi6cant measurement to be made. Bowevir, we be
lieve the surrender of sensitivity allow* high susceptibility to systematic errors. 
For aample, the 5/im systematic error in impact parameter we assign from in
strumental phenomena would become more prominent if we did not enrich our 
sample. 

Among measurement* that do use leinileptonic enrichment, our measure
ment is distinguished by the higheit value of the cut on px. and by thi predom
inance or tnuoni. We emphasize the redundancy and lolid angle coverage of the 
MAC muon syetem. 

At the vertex, we utilise the signed impact parameter of ail track* to estimate 
the lifetime. By using all track* instead of just lepton trucks wa gain statistics, 
at some expen** of systematic error, However, a number of experiment* utilise 
vertex fitting or other measure* or the B decay length. Theae are inherently 
more svuceptible to systematic error* in fragmentation and track composition 
than the signed impact parameter. 
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Finally, we have good resolution in extrapolation to the vertex, particularly 
considering we allow tracks with momenta as low as SOOMeV Into our sample. 
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UU,*.t Uiiwriauato f H . »MMa... K i n o to naah. jaMafca* •> maraad 
javukarahaaUfoM.etamanaiitaKo. T*. Taai I, k, <•« 4 nrW to 
wil iamir m|i»t, aaaVaaic lat«l»t. aa4 a* »«««iM- A™amj tactioaa,» 
hdafta caacaja a-«, t t »«a»a i w » wlU IllHM * — •mwlMttlilM of 
fccaj, k nfm 1* IfU aaart i M t , aa4 • I* tntfe has tU ir*B*r W««M 
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Appendix A 

Tracking Parameterization 

Five parameter* describe the helical trajectory of charged particles in the 
axial magnetic field of MAC. Three of these describe the circular projection of 
the trajectory in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis: K, the reciprocal of 
the radiua of curvature; «o the (signed) distance of closest approach of the circle 
to the geometric center of the MAC coordinate system; and d\>, the azimuth of 
the trajectory at closest approach. The sign of Aj> is determined from the cross 
product of the direction of the particle trajectory at closest approach talten 
with the direction from the geometric center to the point of closest approach. 
Figure A-l exhibits the definition of K, c\>, and G»O- The remaining two parameters 
.describe the particle trajectory out of the plane perpendicular to the beam, t is 
the angle with respect to the beam axis of the trajectory, and in its intercept with 
the axis, viewed along the azimuth containing the distance of closest approach. 
In the MAC track fitting routines, multiple coulomb scattering is described by 
'kinks' at the radii of matter concentrations, such as the boundary between the 
VC and CD. Several kink angles are fit, but with a constraint by the r.rn.s. 
angle predicted by multiple coulomb scattering. This procedure quite naturally 
incorporates errors from multiple coulomb scattering into the covariance matrix 
of ie,4n,&),S, and in-
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1 0 0 Apptndiz A. Tracking Paramtttrirqlion 

Figun A.l Parameters Deecnbins. a Particle Trajectory. Thi figurt is ia tat p i n t per 
pendicular to the beam- The outer circle schematically repneeata s boisd!ary 
in : ' • drift chamber eyalem. £o ia given a ettn based upon the cross product 
ol w sector pointing along the particle trajectory testa with s vector from 
the geometric center to the perihelion of the trajectory. 
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